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U.$. NAVY REORUITING STATION 




We wish tp inform -you of the opportunities which the Naval 
Reserve is offering to those who can qual.ify for enlistment. Your 
local draft board has l1-i!re.ed to cocpet{\t.El 'lith us to obtain for 
you a poDition in which :ro~ t:ra:iniilg ~ ~xperience can best be 
used in the intarest 01' l'a'i;~onall;ll!<ti;h$~. 
The higher rc..'\-,inglS qt the ~il!>\I'al; Rtlsorve, with pay ranging 
fro!!' $21 to $169-per ~0I'!t4, are 9pen to thosc who have special 
training or expe;t'ience. Men 11ith experience in al:nost every trade 
and profession are heeded ~o nll vacancios in the rapidl;! ax-
panding U.S. Fleet. '/f0l'ISV8r, the~r will be released from active 
duty Vl\len the prese4t emergency is OYer. , •. 1.-
-~~: "" 
and .wh~e~O;:!:~e~h~~!O~~~~ ~~u~~t~~~aiO;,n~h~h~~~c~i~~~~i~~:~~~;~r,. 7~~1~~. 
may be enlisted in J;-~tingB correopondinE to vlOrk they, are l~OI1 per-, :~""'; 
,forming in civil Tife. They mUflt"ha,re 'no' dop'endonts o~'·'·b", "';hle-,·to-=-=-':-=-:'-OC=::O ':, 
support thosa they ha- ~ on the pay of the rat'ing for VI:,ic:, e'1liSted. 
Men between trio !l.(;8S of 17 and 36 na~' be enlisted as Appr.sntice 
Seamen to attend cchool for Motalsmiths, Uachinst's Eates, Elec-
trician's Mates, Ca~penter' s Mates, Storekeepers, Signalmen, 'Radiomen 
or Yeomen (clerical"force). Tbe initial pay for this class of nen 
if $21 per mo~th. ~Q~ nonths after enlistment pay,is $36 por 
month. Food, lodgi~g, meqical and dental attention, and the initial 
uniform outfit are :t;l1rnisned. There is anple opportunity for rapid, 
advancement in any'~f'tl:osQ lines. . ' 
APPLY TODAY. 
Navy Recruiting Office is located in the Post Your local 
Office Building, . MTDDT ,ESBORO, KE.llIhl""TI:!,.IJu,;C,,;T7~V-,-________ ' 
Hours: 8:30 to 4:00 Weok-days. 
'8:30 to 12:00 Sat.urdays. 
A post card stating your age, qualifications and physica,l 
condit.ion will obtain more complete infornation. . ' 
, , 
mIBJ· 1JXi;.t. DI A llAn' ~Y()~' ~r nne l?OS! O;Im'Xcm 
.h~ m1flJlJIN, It't! 0lJ ,09~llJR eatJrt. I~' __ ~ 






S E 4E GT I V ESE R v ICE S VI S T EM 
f, r-Loca.l Bnq ... ~ No. !)4 5~ --'. 
I !~ott COll.'1ty llL 1 ' 
FEB 4 1942 09<1 
February' '2, ;1.94,2' 
YOU; ~~~ have been selected to neet at the 
_~_.P-~ ______ SCh001-house in your r.'istrict on Mon"'-
day, February 16, to register all persons a,ppearing before you 
on that r.'ete fro registiration, SODe few oays before that elate 
I"ebruarM 16, cone to the 10cal Dnft Board O.ffice, Hincnan, ICy., 
",nd get instructions and supplies. 
On this date all sch061s ~ill close in accordance vith instruction~ 
fro~ J. Vi ~ .Eroo}:eI', Stc. te SU;:Jerintendent, so ~,ll nay register ,mel 
\telp others register. I feel tha:t teachers r,nd others as '?Iell 
nill bs rlad to helD bv r,1eetinc at the school houses all. OVE.r 
~ __ .. _.~ ____ ---.. r _ ~,:. __ <~<! _ ~ _-::::=: -:::;;..~ ~_ ~ .....::.=...::...::::-_: __ ;--. ~ ____ __ ,;.. _, ___ _ 
Ute ,county l1nd soe that all <:.re properly registered • 
Those who happen to be in Hindr:,an on this c'ate;::ay go to the 
. 
Ceurthouse anr1 Get'reGistered. All nale cmtizcns born on or 
'/J/:t0t6 niter February 17, ,1897 ana on 01' bofQl'e Decenber 31, 1<;2: 
who have not previously registered F,USt register So go to ,any 
Yours very trc:ly 
ON PERSON 
1 - Cap Garrison Khaki 
1 - Shirt, Cotton Khaki 
1 - '!'rousers " " 
1 - !Belt Web 
1 - Drawers, Cotton 
1 - Undershirt Cotton 
1 -,Shoes, Ser~ce. 
, 1 - Socks Cotton Tan 
1 - Belt Field 
1 - Suspende7s, Field Belt 
1 - Canteen 
1 - Packet & Pouch, First Aid . . 
1 - Bag, Field with strap 
"2--::' Identiiicati';n "tags, with ta~. 
1 - Gas Mask 
FIELD BAG 
2 - Sets Cotton Underwear 
1 - Toilet Set Complete 
2 - Handkerchiefs 
2 - Pr. Socks 
1 - Messkit complete 
2- Towels 
1 - Raincoat 
I 
"A" Bag 
1 - Shoe s Service 
1 - Cap HBt 
1 - Jacket, Field 
2 - Jackets, HBT 
1 - Leggins Canvas 
2 - Suits Working (lPc.) 
1 - Trousers Cotton Khaki 
2 - " HET 
1, - Underwear Cotton 
2 - Handkerchiefs 
1 -" Necktie Khaki 
1 - Mosquito Head Net 
2 - Blankets, Wool O~_ 
"B" Ball: 
1 - Overcoat 
1 - Cap, Garrison Wool 
2 - Shirts Wool OD 
2 - Trousers Wool OD 
1 - Comforter 
1 - Coat, Wool OD 
1 - Gloves Wool OD 
All Winter Underwear 
2 - Neckties, Black 
.' 
C'N PZi1S0N 
1 - Cap Garrison Kehki 
1 - Shirt> Cotton Kclud. 
1 - Trousers " .II 
1 - Belt Web 
1 - '-lraVlers, Cott~m 
1 - Sbes, Service 
1 - So(!ks Cotton Tun 
1, - Belt Field 
1 - Suspenrier~, Field Bolt 
1 - Canteen 
1 - Packet & Pouch, First ,Aid 
1 - Bag, Field VJith strr-..p 
2- ":Identification Tl).gs, 'Ui:th-Tape 
1 - Gas }!~ask 
, 
l<'iold Bll.g 
2 Sets Cotton Underweex 
1 Teilot Set COl:lplete 
2 - Handkerchiefs 




- -"". ,--' ----.:-,~-~~ -
2 .- ToweLs-- -.'-' ~. - -
• - - 0 ..... 
1 - ilninco at 
11;'11 BAG 
~~'+A)UL 
I ; -:> M....... ·rV 
1 - Shoos Service 
1 - Cup HBT 
1 - Jacket, Field 
2 - Jnckots, HET 
1 - Loggins CmlVUS 
__ 2....:::...Suits \i6rldng'f (1 Pc.) 
-<-.'--
" --, 
1, - Trous.<.lrs Cot ton Kuhki 
2 " HBT 
1 Underwear Cotton 
2 .:. Hundktlrchiefs 
1 - Necktie' !Cuhki 
1 - 1 'osquitc Head 'N<.lt 
2 - Blc.nkets, Wool OD 
1 - Overcoat 
1 - Cup, Garrison Wool 
2 - Shirts Wool OD 
2 - Trousers WOol 00 
1 - Comforter . 
1 - Coat" ~lool OD 
, 
1 - Gloves Wool OD 




1 - Cap Garrieon Khald. 
1 - Shirt, Cotton lIhaki 
1 - Troueers " " 
1 .. lelt Web 
1 - Drawers, Cotton 
1 - Undershirt Cotton 
1 - Shoes, Service 
1 - Socks Cotton T~ 
1 - Belt Field 
1 - Suspenders. Field Belt 
1 - Canteen· 
1 - Packet &. Pouch, First Aid 
1 - Bag, Field with strap 
2 - Identification tags, with tape. 
1 - Gas Mask 
FIELD BAG 
2 - sets Cotton Underwear 
1 - Toilet Set Complete 
2 - Handkerchiefs 
2 - Pr. Socks 
1 - Messkit complete 
2- Towels 













1 - Shoe EI Service 
1 - Cap HBt 
1 - Jacket, Field 
2 - Jaokets, HBT 
1 - Leggins Canvas 
2 - Suits Working (lPc.) 
1 - Trousers Cotton Khaki 
2- " HBT 
1 - Underwear Cotton 
2 - Handlrorchiefs 
1 - Necktie ~tL 
1 - lklsquito Head Net 
2 - B1ankete, Wool OD 
"B" Bag 
;L - Overcoat 
1 - Cap, Garrison Wool 
2 - Shirts Wool aD 
2 - Trousers \'ioo1 OD 
1 - Comi'orter 
1 - Coat, Wool 00 
1 - Glove!! Wool 00 
All Winter Underwear 





. . : 
1. Under the provisions of AR 615-5, and paragraph 5 a"Section'III, 
WD Circular No. 25, as amended by Section III, >-ID .Circular No~ "159, 1942; the 
following-named enlisted men of the 8th Air Depot Group,· Army Air Forces, eire . 
appointed to' the grades indicated, effective this date: 
TG' BE EAST;;;"q SERGj!;ANT (TEi.iPORARY 
Tech Sgt Norman (None) Russell,' 
Tech Sgt Arnold (None) McKinney, 
,6919811 
6476811 
8th Depot Repair Squadron 
8th Depot Repair Squadron 
TO BE FI1J::,T SERGEANT (TEMPORARY) 
Corp William F. Munster, 12037812 ?th Depot Repair Squadron 
TO BE STtFF. SERGEAliT . (nMPORARY) 
Sgt Roland F. Nagel,' 
Sgt Jesse F. Overton, 
Sgt Carmin J. Iadonisi; 





Hq & Hq Sq.; 8th Air' Depot Group 
Hq & 'Hq Sq., 8th Air Depot Group 
~h'Depot Repair Squadron 
8th Depot Rep'air Squadron 
TO BE SERGEANT (TEMPORARY) 
. Corp Henry O. Butler,' 
Corp Eldon R. Bristow, 
Corp George R. Heimel; 
Corp Charles C. ~ing, 
Corp Lawrence E~- Johnson, 
Corp Albert H. Koerth, 
Corp Marion C. Mann; 
Corp Warren N. NaVe, 
Corp Harry E. Stenzel, 
Corp Thomas ]". Nash, 
Corp Fr?nk (None) Verdiglione, 
Corp William B. 'iright, 
Corp Forest H. Cain, 
Corp Dale H. Ernsthausen', 
Corp Wilborn L. Garner,· 
Corp Gale E. ·Raybon; 
Corp 2nd AM. Gilbert .L., Palmer, 
Corp 2nd AM. Robert M. Rooney, 
Corp Emil D. Nichols, . 
Corp Glendon B. Kig!1t, 
Corp. Dallas H .. Stephens, 
Corp Robert R. Jacobs, 
Corp Paul E. Dudley,' 
Corp Arthur J. Aston,'Jr., 
Corp David A. Willson, 
Corp Robert G .. Vorthmari:. 
Corp Richard B. Wilkens, 
Corp Albert F, Smith, . 
Corp Albert (None) siskind~' 
Corp William D. Elton, 
Corp Earl H. Sanford, 
Corp Lawrence H; Fortin', 
Pvt William H. Wa:lker, Sr., 
Pvt Carl·A. }lac\(, 
Pvt Gerald W. McKee, . 
. \
. '. :' ',l1 : . 
"13033654 Hq & Hq Sq., B;th Air Depot Group 
· 36023470 . Hq & Hq Sq.; 8th Air Depot Group 
33015364 Hq & Hq sq.; 8th Air Depot Group 
· '16051678 Hq &.-Hq Sq.; 8th Air Depot Group 
· 7030225 . Hcf &"!-Iq Sq.; 8th Air Depot Group 
1~063296 Hq.& Hq Sq.; 8th'Air Depot Group 
'15087687 Hq & Hq Sq.; '8th Air pepot Group 
18020755 Hq & Hq Sq., 8th 'Air Depot Group 
'6917412 Hq & Hq Sq.; 8th Air Depot Group 
38034507 ~q & Hq Sq.; 8th Air Depot Group 
15087656 Hq &Hq Sq.; 8th Air Depot Group 
18041300 Hq & Hq Sq., 8th Air Depot Group 
.14066149 '8th Depot Supply Squadron 
35041790 8th Depot Supply Squadrqn 
.6295546 8th Depot Supply Sql.¥1dron 
35266832 .8th Depot Supply Squadron 
. 16009859 8th. Depot Rep~ir Sq~adron 
'17002138 8th Depot Repair Squadron 
35266926 ~h Depot Repair Squadron 
35133467 8th Depot Repair Squadron 
3513351'9 B;th. Depot Repair Squadron 
16038216 . 8th Depot Repair Squadron' 
35042012 8th Depot Repair Squadron 
17035402 8~h Depot Repair Squadron 
35268956 6th Depot Repair Squadron 
15098255 6th Depot Repair Squadron 
35041763. 8th Depot Repair·Squadron·. 
1103.7462 8th Depot·Repair sauadro!,! 
13041327 8th Depo~ Repair Squadron 
35041893 . 8th Depot· -Repair Squadron 
14064947 8th Depot Repair Squadrqn 
. 16044313 6th Depot Repair Squadron 
. R-347726 6th Depot Repair Squadron : , 
14081316 8th Depot Repair Squadron ,. 
37073573 . 8th Depot' 'Repair"SqUadron' : 
. ; 
.:,': ..... 
Pvt lcl Lloyd H~.Bledsoe, 
Pvt lel Robert H.···Braridgartl, 
TO BE' CORPORAL (TZMPORARY) 
'1507~~8? ,Hq.& ~g Sg.; 
.. 150730:1.0 .. Hq &:Hq Sq., 
8th Air Depot Group 
8tli' Air Depot Group /' 
.' 
- 1 -
Par 1, so.,6.5~ JUne 19, 1942, (Con't) TO~E CORPOaAL(TEMPORARY) 
Pvt lel B.iehard A. Buchanan, 1508396,2' " Hq &' Hq Sq.; Bth Air Dapot Group 
Pvt lel Lauren P. Gram, 36302{33:VHq-& WI Sq" 8th Air Dopot Group 
Pvt lel Loo V. Holdon, 1~05821.G· Hq &Hq Sq.; 8th Air Depot Group 
PiTt lel,Jaek"C. Leininger,1794'J.4'J.9 . Hfl,4! l!q"Sq;;- 8th, Air, 'D!3Po:t; Group 
Pvt lel'LoViell L~ .1iel'iade,· .150171~1 ,Hq;& Hq Sq.; 6th. Air ,D~pot Group 
p~ lcl. Fran<;is ·E. 'Pierce, 16047,693, Hq, &: ~Hq Sq. ,8tl,l' Ai?:' Depp\- Group 
pyt lelLeroy G; Reagan, . 129378~9', Hq.&.Hq· Sq" Sth Air, Depot Group 
Pvt lcl Aubr:ey .E! Seignious ,14Q662~5, Hq, & Hq .Sq ••. Stp, Air l,)~pot Group 
Pvt 10:)' J?sep'h W" :Steffek,' , 1@P?79~Q'! Hq. ~ Hq';Sq.,.8t!'l~Air,.:P~m).t Group 
::::=Pvt lcl;':J~~, (NoneJ;still'~ 35],33320. H!-]. ~Hq. Sq~;aj;h~.Air,:P~Pot, Group 
--- Pvt' "·Ro[)e.rt c.!·:Stone. .l7933567·H97f:. Hq' Sq::,Bth:.Airpep9t Group 
Bvt lel Charles A:'Jl~bllil, 15019975' Hq:*, Hq: SI1.) !Bth',Air Depot Group 
Pvt le1: Vere~.; VO;w.merj . 3,9o.?2.8Q?-.: H.q', ~ llq'. Sq •. ;,' .a:t,):l' Air.' pepot Group 
, Pvt: 1<;J. Walter II., j)eJ;lbuville, 12.O;~5142 8,t,n}Depgt .. S~ppJ-¥. Sq~?-drpn, 
Pv;t,:. leJ,,; Bo~' H; :> cot t; ", lpp!:> 7.6gl 8;kh,'J D~p:ot" SuppJ-Y., S q~a!i.Ji0'~ , 
Pvj:. lel j!:&:;a.rd· L i Storer, . 1l.02;I:40<) St-h DC?pot.-. SllPply,' Sq1,1~r.o~_, 
PiTt lel SJ-oiraa (None): Sussman, '1?937!-l02 St.!'l,Depo,t SupPJ.¥:3~CJ.~?-~roE: 
Pvt leJ.; 2nd AM.' Robert F. Clayton,361,p~9~9. ~~!,!.Dep.oj.. Rep:?-j.r ,Sq\WSlr0ll 
Pvt lel R?s_s A-. '1;31'1;,ir) 1!?051gg<), 81;,~h Dep.ot. R<?P!l~r-,Sq\@~on-
Pvt.. lel, "illiil.m J.I"lfuitenton, 1?,06J46:3 ~p,'D'?Rot' Uepair.Squ,l!:dI:qn 
Pvt lel Joseph piLI,{a:i,ser,' lS.o67#7 8tp:JDep'9t ReRajr, Sq\¥ldr~m_ 
Pv:t.1el,\[~sleY,A. :~tala.,r. lfPf)4,7,6 BtJ! DeRot Hep.?-~>S'Nlil,dr9!1 
Pv;j:; lel Paul ~:. ,Br,?zko, - 15.08;399<).,. 8tp., Dcp-ot aep.<4r;,Sq~9-:r,9~ 
. Pv;t lel Cly:de, K. Bu_r ~ey. • 15073,117 8~h D':lpot, Repair SqtEl..d~9Jl __ 
Pv;t, , Charle.s ,g.;,pornnJ, 150,9;J;3,73 Sth, Depot Hepair>Sqya~!-,.sm, 
Pyi; :. lIDpert E., Volk, Jr., 1508J410 St.t:,fJepot, Rep:lli;r:,Squa,df,911'-
Pvt: . Raymond 0. 'Ma,rtin, 1,~Of.87!_6, S.thp~potJlep~iF; Squadroll,:, 
Pvj;:" . Hal F. L1llI!~a.r.c;lo,.-,· 1{:>,Q~,~,9,7: 6t-h D"pot,· Hepaip ,Sq1.ladrQn . 
Pvt: Elwin' H. ;l!f,eCornaek, 390'1:533,7, ~h popot· ~epa;ir ,S,!1.uad~Qn.. "" 
P.vt . , -Edwin J; •. hl9Lean, 18°19,87.9 8t-h .Depot Repa~,:r:, S.!1.)la-dron . .' 
Evt ·John F. Medved,' 3;3.:);1.55'-:>1 Sth <pepot· Repair Sq1.!adr.qn, ' ,-
Pvt ' Terry' C. cAiartin, 16P;3'L2.~5 ~th ,Depot Repaip SquadroJl . 
Pvt, . F:rank' FF lluJ1!ke, 3A!,gM30 8~h ,Depot Repai·r. SquacJ:rq"n 
. _Pv.t~._EP-is C.:J;lo,ss.:;c:·" 35'J:iPJr~?, ~t:,l'l...:De;p6t .Repair,Squadron· _,'.-. ~~~~~ 
. P.W-, Zora. -.;:r~' :13l1ekl-ey, _. 3719.171rEfth D~pot' Rep<iirSquadro.n 
Pvt .'Jude S. ,Aust;ih, 6253616 8th Depot Repair Squadron 
Py:\;' . Fran.cis. J.;"BI"udau, 18.067451 ~th DE!pot Repair Squadron " 
pyt lel Raymond.,J,. ;RaaganJ J,l<Q3?:7SQ ~th ,Depot Repa.i:r. S,quadrqn, 
Pvt Klemont J. Simon 17026615 Bth Depot Ropair Squadron 
Pvt John ~{. Rose J 'r507302Cf .~t;!i ,D'epoi?-Repair Squadron 
Pvt Fwy A. 1iarshall,' 15071373 8th Depot Repair Squadron 
Pvt -, l.iack ... (None)· Lyon, 629.2550;' Sth' Depot' R,epair Squadron-, 
pv;t Wil~iaf.1 (No,n,e) Delfichael, 33051359, 8t,h pepot; Hepair Squadron. 
P~;, ,Lou1.8. F •. St1)l1gel, - 3.939_6947 ~th DePot Hepair Squadron 
P~ lc1 AleJ{(i.f!ie~-Z'. Franklin, 1~037217 I:1J;.h ,Depot RepaJ,r' Squadron~', 
Pvt Albea K.Gindratt, 38137480 Sth Depot Repsir Squadron 
Pvt Stuart A. lfuyo, . --. T61:i42275---stJ:(Depot--Rep8ir Squadron 
Pvt Gordon F. McKean, . 36304430 8th Depot Repair Squadron 
P,vt,c '-. Chester ,J ie' Mc>.rusekj 1604230.0 8-j;h Depot, .H.epak Squadron 
Pvt William B. 1,:acLeay, '35040'148 8th Depot Repe.ir Squadron 
Pvt Tom (None) strong, . .- -35:J:332'67-St!l'pepo-t Repair Squadron 
Pvt Paul Vi. Roberds:. 38131797 8th Depot Repair Squadron 
Pvt Emery H. Dr,aper, 371,8,157:1 8t-11. Depot: Repair Squadron. 






TO BE CORPORi\L~·TECHNICIAlr'-5TWGI1mE ~('l'lBPoRARY) 
John A. Heft" 
CharJ.'es ,F,.';M{lcLellan:. 
Al:t;on M. Scarborough, 
George R. S~hlobohm, ' 
Arthur (Hone) Tourctz, 
, 
'33l~739:)." Finance ,Detachment,. Bth Air Dep. Gp. 
32238113 Finance. DeU-:chm6nt:., Stl1. Air ;Dep~ Gp. 
3527;1.605,. Finance' Dotachn!ent" Bth 'Air Dep. ,Gp. 
32~9916S Finance Data.chmant; '-8th' Air Dap. Gp. 
32235928 Finance Dotachm,mt, Sth Air Dep. Gp. 
Pvt. Edwin D. Fortini, 11034159 Hq & Hq Sq., 8th Air Dep. :iI" (Atchd) 














Harry I. Hughes ' 
Willie E. Loocke" 
38092865 Hq & Hq "Sq., 8th Air Dcp. Gp. (Atchd) 
38092816 Hq & Hq Sq., 8th Air Dep. Gp.(Atchd) 
TO BE nCHNICL~NS FIFTH GR.',DE (TEl.!.?ORJuW) 
Rufus H. lUx, 
Fred II. Gandert,' 
Vernon \/. Botter, 
Henry C. King, 
38092831 Hq & Hq Sq., 8th Air Dep. ,Gp. (Atchd) 
38092837 Hq & Hq Sq., 8th Air Dep. Gp. (Atchd) 
38092911 8th Depot, h3pair Squadron (Atchd) 
38092748 8th Depot Supply Squadron (Atchd) 
TO BE PRIVATEs Fm..')T CUSS (V:r,;PO;h'"-RY) 
Roy (None) Logsdon, 
J.{anuel R. Sanchez, 
Francis J. Kelly, 
Frederick \'1. Weihrich, 
Chester H. Pe.ttorson, 
Andrew E. C-oU.millel', 
Edward L. Escalante, 
38092938 Hq & Hq Sq., 8th Air Dep. Gp.(Atchd) 
39017841 Hq & Hq Sq.; 8th Air Dep. Gp.(Atchd) 
39017590 Hq & Hq Sq. ,3th Air Dep. Gp. (Atchd) 
38092825 Hq & Hq Sq., :sth Air Dep. Gp. (Atchd) 
39681353 BthDepot Repdr Squadron (Atchd) 
39086758 8th Depot itopair Squadron (Atchd) 
39017475 8th Depot Supp:.y Squadron (Atchd) 
3. Pursuant to authority contained in AR 615-200, the following-, 
named enlisted mon are transferred in grane as indicated: 
NAME , FOOH TO 
Tech Sgt"Aubry R. Liurrell,-69520;l1-,, ~8th-Supply-Sq.~­
Staff Sgt, Jam,)'j ii. 'Jaekson,' 7010353' 8th Supply Sq. 
Sgt Ira E. Pollock, '7010,309 ' ,8th Supply Sq. 
-8th-Repair. Sq. - ---.-----
8th Repair Sq. 
8th Rapair Sq. 
4. Pursuant to authority cont:Jinud in An 615-200, ·as amended by 
paragraph 11, lettor, liar' Department, Houdquarters" I.rIllY ;.ir ,Forces, Wushington, 
D. C., dated l;"y 27, 1942, th" following-named -.:>nlisted mcn are transferred in 




Vlilli= F. Brackn0Y, 36,318836 pvt·, 
Dan (None)-1.ebsock -, ,38084641 Pvt 
Edward G. Ifilshusen, '- 37151326 
',Harold" E. Hinor,'" 
j.lfrcd C. Wuj:.son, 
37137973 
37106863 
, 5. Pursuant to authority contained in Aft 615-200, as'ainended by pe.ra-
graph 11, lettor, Wer Dcpartmunt, "Headqmrters, ;'rmy Air Forces, iiashington, 'D.C.~ 
datcdI\!::.;y 27, 1942; 'the following:'namcd onlisted lIlon are' transferrod in grade froJil 
196th Chemical Platoon to 8th Depot ,Repair Squn,dron:', . , 
Pvt Halter (Nono), Krupa.. ,., ·36169232 Pvt 36314230 
, 6. Pursuant to authority· contained il1' AR 615-200, as' amorided by>ara-
gra~llll, letter, Vial' Dep~rtroont, Headquarters" ArJiw :'ir Forces, l'iasl1ington, D.C.; 
duted 1:ay 27, 1942, the following~named enlisted men are tr.ansferred in grade ; 




Hobert B. Bradley,' 
Daniel W. Connelly" 
Henry J. Cox, 
38127656 Pvt 
, . 34167742Pvt 
14066131 
- 3 -
Francis 1. Jackson,34267034 
Andrew D. Johnson, '39:234203 
., 
--
Pal' 7, 8C-65, June 19, 1942, (Con't) 
7. Pursuant to authority contaimld in 1'-11 615-200, as amen:led by para-
graph 11, letter, War Department, Headqmrters, l;rmy !.ir forces, ;:;'ashi.'lgton, D.C., 
date~ 1,;ay 27, 1942, the following-n~Jlled unlisted men are transferred in grade 




" Scab :S. ,j\le~ks, 
" . . , ,3.'.f.?p6789 Pvt, .J21l!net G, Welltt .' ... 34267947 
'8.' fu: a;~cordance with A.R~ '95-'70, the following-n~ed enJ,istedmen are. 
appointed Air J,fechanics: 
TO'BE PERUANENT hIR iECH;JnC FIRST CLAS',3 
8gtA..M~2nd cil~ss Charles C.' Fit~zgei .. ald, 17014816 -'---'- to be ·A.~r. 
Sgt , William, B. ilright, 18041300 -----, to be A.L 
TO BE P:;;;H1:IAN2N'l' AIR,11;;;CHANIC SECOND, CLASS 
1st Cl,ass. ' 
1st Class. 
Sgt Garvin'E ... Jarmoh 18041:338 -~------:...------ to be A.I:. 2nd Class; . " .. .. . Pvt'Fook S. liar, 39084744-, -- _______________ to be' h.I.:, 2nd Class. 
Pvt Nathan (None). Manriino;'.'16035588 ,--------- -to bel' A.E. 2nd Class; 
Pvt Andrew L. IIcBride;, 16035562 ._ .... :..'----------,.. to be A~E~ 2nd Class. 
-By cirder of Colonel O'NEAL': 
J:~/k~~() 
THOr:AS 1:. WAL~~b1J.R;, /' 
Capto.ip., Army Air Forces, ' 
OFFICIAL" Adjutunt 
___ ,:.=:~~~t!L,c"'~--"~- " 
, , " , ,CaptaIn, Army :ii1r Forcet;~ , " 
Adjutant 
4 - .. 
, 
July I, 1942. 
SP;;CIAL OaDZIlS ) 
NO. 70 ) 
1. So' much of paragraph 4, Special ,Orders No.' 65, dated June 19, 1942, 
this Headquarters as pertains to ,Pvt iiILLL,\loi f." BiU.CKlJlY, 36318836 and Pvt DAN 
(None) LEBSOCK, 38084641, is revoked. ' , 
2. So much of puragraph '2, Special Orders No. 58, dated June 10, 1942, 
this Headquarters o.s rOc-ds: ' 
"Under the provisions of AR 615""5, and puragraph 5 !!:.. Section III, 
WD Circular No. 25, as macmdod by Section III, VID Circulal' No. 109, 1942; the 
following-named enlisted men of the 8th Air Depot Group, Arrny Air Forces, are 
appointed to the grades indicated, effective J,).lIle 9, 1942: 
Sgt Loo C. Billups, 
Sgt Denzil L. Mallory, 
is amonded to read: 
TO BE STAFF S:SRGZANT (TEMPORARY) 
1806744B 
17009013 
Hq & Hq Sq., 8th Air Depot Group 
Hq & Hq Sq., Bth Air Depot Group," 
"Under the provisions of AR 615""5, and pilr<.1graph 5.§!:; Section III, 
WD Circular No. 25, as amended by Sectien III, liD Circular No. 109, 1942, the 
following-named enlisted men of the 8th Air Depot Group, Army Air Forces, are, 
appointed to the grc.des indicated, effective June 10., 1942: _~,_~ ._ ._ . ~ - - ~ - -" .......... ~ - .--~ -- . ' . "-, - '. - -
Sgt Lco C. Billups, 
Sgt Denzil L. l,:allory, 




Hq & Hq Sq., 8th Air DGPot Group' 
Hq &: Hq Sq." 8th Air Depot Gro1.\p." 
" 3 • Under the provisions of AR 615-5 ,and paragraph 5 a.' Section III, 
-wn Circular' No. 25, as amend§'d by Section,III, "VID Circular N6~ 109,;' ).942, the,\ 
following-harned enlisted men of the Bth' Air Depot Group, Army Air Forces, are 
appointed to the grades indicated below, effective this date: 
TO BE MASTER SERGEANT (TEMPORARY) 
Tech'Sgt Sebastian (None) Cart~, 6051517, 695th QM Plat 8th Air Depot Group 
TO BE TECHNICT AL SERGj£ANT TEMPORAIiY) 
1st Sgt Lester G. Hire, 19017995. 95th QM Plat 8th" Air' Depot Group 
TO BE FIRST SERGE:Al'JT (TEMPORARY) 
Pvt Francis H. Preuss, 17035590, 817th Q},! Co (Trk) (Det Hq & 1st Plat) 
TO BE STAFF SERGEANT 
Sgt Jimmy D. Harrison, 17007372, 
Pvt Philip J. Barker, 38073010, 
S~ Clifford K~, Stadem, -, 370$1002, 
TECHNICIAN 3RD GR/,DE 
Corp Charles E. ",Iymer, - , ,35024013, 
Tech 5th Gr Jack D. Keating, 18082431, 
, 
TEMPORARY 
95th (')M Plat Bth Air Depot Group 
757th Sig Plat 8th Air Depot Group 
~17th Q1! Co \Trki (riet Hq & 1st Plat) 
TEMPORARY 
95th QM Plat 8th Air Depot. Group 
757th Sig Plat 8th ,Air Depot Group 
, Corp James (None) Still, 
Pvt Walter J. Morgan, 
Pvt Da,vid R. iihite, 
TO BE SERGEANT (TEJ,iPOIllffi'Q , 
=--=':;-3~51~~3;';'3:;;3~2~0:"; ">':7iH;:Oq~&P:;;HPq Sq 8th Air Depot Group 
Corp Henry A. Finney, 
Corp"Robert O. Rigsbee, 
16030745, 757th Sig Plat BthAir Depot Group 
6258961, 757th Sig Plat 8th Air Depot Group 
Hl067437, 8th Depot Repair Squadron I, 
34119951, 8th Depot Repair Squadron 
- 1 -
Par 3j SO-70, 'July 1, 1942, (Con't) 
PNt Edwin' L. CosIer, 39301155, 
Pvt Gordo.n P. Kn?-pp,. , ' , " 39016100, ' , 
Pvt Alvin W. Rodenburg, 'j7H1784, 
Pvt Rithard E. Stodola, 36202495, 
reeh 4th Gr Robert T. Board, 36121201~ 
Tech 5th Gr'Clarence J. Chateau, 3612l141, 
Tech 4th Gr Ralph L. Colombo, ' ',)6121140, 
, ' 
S17th QM Co (Trk) (Det Hq & 1st Plat) 
817th O.,M Co (Trk)(Det' Hq & 1st Plat) 
S17th QiA Co (Trk) (Det Hq '& 1st Plat ) 
817th QM Co (Trk)(Det Hq & 1st Plat) 
695th QM Plat, 8tli Air' Depot' Group 
695toh, Q,\Vi Plat 8th A;ir' Depot: Group 
695th QM Plat 8th Air "Depot Group 
, TO BE TECHNICIAN 4TH GRADE (TEMPORARY) , 
Pvt Pasquale Di Biasio, 11043794, 817th QM Co (Trk)(Det'Hq & 1st Plat) 
Pvt John R. GaskiU/~ "15073717': 817th QM Co (TrkHDet'Hq &lst l':Lat) 
, pyt; Charles J. Lark,." ".35167792, 695th QM Plat 8th Air Depot Group' 
Pvt Robert F. Hall,' 36158373 ,695th QM Plat 8th Air Depot Group 
Pvt Hilliam T. Kelley, 35033955, 695th QM Plat 8th Air Depot Group 
.' . ' 
TO BE CORPORAL (TEMPOHARY) , ' 
Tech 5th Gr Burl G. Goering, 36024106, 695th QM Plat 8th Air Depot Group 
Pvt leI Frank B.' Howard, 34267275, ,Btl), Depo):. Repair Squadron 
Pvt Roger M. Wimberly,18067482; 8th'Depot !iepair Squadron 
Pvtllilliam E. Viieser, 30073793, 757th Sig Plat Sth Air Depot Gr:oup 
Pvt,lcl Jim G. Jenson, '18.0403,80;, 770th Oid Co 8th Ai'r'Depot Group' 
Pvt Jesse B. Williams, 38064834; 196th Chem Plat 8th Air Depot Group 
PvtClyde A. Montgomery, 380S2097' 196th Chem Plat 8th Air Depot Group 
Pvt James A. Simons, 36168917, 196thChem Pl?-t Sth Air Depot GlOoup 
Pvt"Paul D. Eno, 36165727;' S17th,'QM Co (Trk)(Det Hq & 1st Plat) 
Pvt Fred G~' Harmon, 37103138, 817thQM Co '(Trk)'(Det Hq & 1st Plat) 
Pvt George W. Hulstrom, 36311751, 817th QM CO (,rrk)(Det:Hq& 1st Plat) 
pvt Robert L. Kruse, ' 39304974, S17th QM CO (Trk) (Det Hq & 1st Plat) 
Nt Stuart Eo Leavens; 31026893, 817th OJII CO (Trk)(Dct Hq & :lst Plat) 
Pvt Louis A, 'Lombardo, 15073797, 817th QlJ Co (Trk)(Det H,C! & 1st Plat) 
Pvt Daniel H. Skelly, 31059201, 817th m! Co (Trk)(Det Hq & 1st Plat) 
. _ 'TO BE ,TECHNICIAN 5TH GRADE (TEMPORARY _ ,_ ' ,"'_ 
~~. """pCO"vtT. ""'R""o""b~e-rti--'""'L~.-o:""Gilllspie~ ·36311191,' 817tli QJ.f"Co- Trk 'Cilet"Hq -&~Tst-PJ.a:ET=~-~ 
Pvt'Leo E,. Godsey" 17028582,., 817th QM CO (Trk)('])et Hq & 1st Plat) 
Pvt Gene A; Green, 35252888, 817thQlJ! Co (Trk)(Det 'Hq & 1st Plat) 
ht Ralph E. Harger, 37139612, 817th Qr,! Co (Trk)(Det Hq & 1st Plat) 
Pvt Joseph D. Hartman, 36310204, 817th QM CO (Trk)(DetHq & 1st Plat) 
Pvt John Karczewski, 36310285; 81'{th QlJi Co (Trk)(Det Hq'& 1st Plat) 
Pvt James L. Clark, ' 37106571, 757 Sig Plat 8th Air Depot Grollp 
Pvt Harold D; Loomis, 15,071981, 817th QM Co ··(Trk).(Det Hq & 1st I;'lat) 
Pvt Will~amF., ,Rohrs,. 39087804, 817th Qlf. Co (Trk)(l,let Hq & 1st Plat) 
Pvt lcl Charles G. Rutland, 14067201, 817th QM CO (Trk)(Dot Hq & 1st Plat) 
Pvt Edward F. Skiba, '31059215:. 817th QM Co (Trk)(Det Hq & 1st Plat) 
Pvt Harold R. Wheeler, 3712978S, 817th Q1! Co (Trk)(Det Hq & 1st Plat) 
Pvt Robert D. Kennan, 32208838, 196th Chem Plat 8th Air Depot Group 
Pvt Melvin W. Hubbs, 37048093, 695th,Qli Plat 8th Air Depot'Grqup 
4. Under the provisions. of paragraph "13, AR 615-5, the following-
namod enlist~d men are reduced to the 'grade of private for nusconduct:. 
Sgt A.M. 2cl Charles'D. Littrell,160Q0444, 
s/sgt Robert II. Ross, i 7025762, 
8th Depot Repair Squadron 
8th Depot Repair Squadron 
5. The. follOWing-named dental and medical officers are attached to 
the org~niz?-tions indicated bel()w, i3ffective this date: ' 
Is1; Lt. William H. Davis, D. C., 
1st Lt. Donald A. Walker, M. C.,-
1st Lt. LeRoy B. Matthews,'M. C" 
1st Lt. Bernard L. Robbins, M. C., 
Hq & Hq Squadron;8th Air Depot Group 
Hq & Hq Squadron, 8th Air Depot, Group 
8th Depot Repair 'Squadron 
8th Depot Supply Squadron 
, 
/'. n~ . _____ L _.L> t"'I. __ "!_"1 "'_--" ____ 't.T_ /,..." ..LL..!_ TT ___ ' ______ -'-- ____ .l_J.._...l T •• __ 'j~ 
OFFICIAL: 
~k/);@a,~~' , 
THO,hlAS I·:. (tALTON, J • "-~ 




757th SIGNAL PLATOON 
196th CHEMICAL PLAT., 
8th AIR DEPOT GROUP 
PUNCAN FIELD, TEl'.AS 
The fuUoVJing listed equipment,will be put in the Musette Bag. 
~rack B"5" w:ill be put in the Baggage Car. No man will carry a 
Barrack Bag vt..th him on the train: 
1 Mess Kit(Complete). Canteens wili be carried on Belt. 
1 T<n,let Set (Con:plete). 
:3 Ur,c.ershirts, cotton.-
:3 ' D:cawers, cotton" 




2 Face Towels ~ 
Gas Mask will be,carried on' the person. 
Comforter and Two Blankets will be put in Barrack Bag "A". 
The purpose of the above listed memorandum is for a man to have 






o OPPICBR. 0 NtlBSI!. 0 WA1IIIANrOPPICBB. '. 
~ SoLDIER. - 0 OVn.IAN" 0 CoNTRACT SlIBGBON, 
Dale lus@st. 13 . . 1914 
- - » 
. . -- (NWO!>« SlId _I. 
11. Ettlmd on Service Record· or Pay Card by . AFS . 
'.SeIect Ian dEsi<ed.-USI! ONll,Nar BQTIL(IniIialsoo\f)i 
W/JJ!reverp. """ 0 .,,,,,,,""It ls.....mlalihAt 12.d~~ . 
~=rtill~~:~~v~::i ". :: : >~mkiH 
mon> tIum ONE """ under each hondiDIr-" . ." w Jth 
~&t.'2~Jr~.s. n;tU<rd~~~!ifwtl~W~~" 
-(City), (State) ., 
l.if: ·1 f, 
INSTRUCTIONS AND ~NDmONS 
'N11!l6en rnu/ met io Hem. OIl face 01,.,., 
L "'~ .-=--.... -~.-- .. ~ . ,'" .' ~...... ~, , <,'.. ; . ~p.wt;;Cw:w.wa:JOIID.D_ . ."", .\. ' " 
2. SIa:f:'J:f tW., gmde (if Ollf). _of su!i=1ier, andmialll1llDlier (if any). Eve<)' indivlduaI whoSename~,",form inustliefurther . 
i . by one of the fOflowing titI .. : MD. Mr. Miss, Grade. If there are TWO given _ the lliitial of ONE rmy be IISOd. 
10Wried WOIIim inust "'" thcir own given nomes, i. e. MD. Mary A., NOT MD. JoImB. J. 
9. Stale Ami or. s.ma. of 'Ol!liia<1.... Give regiment, if ImowD, of mililaly scbscribcr. 
4. IndimIe denoiDination of bond cIeshed; stale amount to be deducted each pay day. 
5. IndimIe scbsailior'. pay·roD period. 
6. Give home address or other permaneot post-<>f!j", address, if any. 
7. Orowner or Beoeficiary is not necessary, but if desired. ONE per.;on may be """,ed as either a Qrowner or a Beneficiary, NOT Bam. In ClSe5 
of married womeo, see (2) ahave. If a Orowner is designated, either the Orowner or the subscriber may redeem the bond without the si!p>a. 
ture of the other. If a Beoeficiary is designated the bond can he redeemed ONLY by the subscriber during his!ifetime, and by the Beoefiaary 
ONLY if ,he or she survives the subscriber. ' 
8. If subscriber desires bonds to be mailed, give name and address of person to whom bond! ate to he.senL Subscribers who are se1do!n at hom. 
when mail is delivered should designate their business or plare of employment address rather than their residen", address. 
9. If subscriber desires Treasory Department to hold bonds in safek<;eping, give address to which receipt thereior is to be mailed. 
C\unoN.-If name and address are given on line 8, 1iac 9 shwldbe left blank or vice vasa. 
10: Give address to which refunds are to be sent. 
11. Enter initials of person making required entries on SerVice Reoords and on other pertinent records. 
12. Subscriber must .ign original and duplicate copies of application in ink or indelible pencil. 
13. Personnel or other Responsible 0fIi"" must sign 'original and duplicate ",pies 'of applicatfons submitted by civilian and eolisted scbsrrl!im , 
ACCmONAL INSTRUCTIONS AND CONDmONS 
Disposition of/orms:, , 
ORIGINAL and DUPLICATE copies .ent t~ Chief of Finance, War Bond Division, New Armory Building, 19th and A streets SE., WashiogtoD, D. C. 
n.n:UCATB copy retained. by Commanding or Petsonnel Officer. ' 
QUADRUPLICATE copy retained by Subscriber. r 
Amounts: ,.'" 
Only multiples of $1'.25 acceptable. '. 
Minimum Reservations: (a) Officers, Nurses, Warrant OfIicers, Contract SnrgeD!lS, $3.75 ~er month· '(b) Enlisted meo, $1.25 per month; 
. (e) Civilian employees (1£ paid weekly), $1.25 per I"'Y daj; (d) Civilian employees (if paid semimonthly), $2.50 per 
payday) (e> Civilian employees (1£ paU! monthly), $5 per pay daye , 
-te- u. S. CiOYatNIIENI' I'RINTJNG OHICE • IAU 
For further instructions, see War DCp'ariment CilCQ]ar No. 77, March 16, 1942 
'>-=00-. "® 
.. 
I December 1, '191,2. 
SPECIAL ORDERS ) 
NO. ' 
, ' , 
. 2. .Pursuant ·to authority CD ntained in AR 615~200, as amended by . 
, paragraph 11, l~tter; War'Department, ileadquarters, Army Air, Forces, Washington, 
,D. C., dated May 27, 1942, the. follow.lqg--named enIisted'man is transferred in 
grade from the 8l7th QM Co. Trk (Avo) Sep,.8th Air Depot Group and is assigned 
to the Repair Squ:>droq, 8th Air Depot Group;' , 
S/Sgt Edwin :L. CosIer" 39301155 
. 3. Under the provisions of AR'615~5, ~d paragraph 5'~. Section III, 
WD Circular No. 25, as amended by Sect;ion III, WD Circular No. 109, 1942.; the 
following~n>;lllled enlisted men of the 8th Air D~pot Group, Army Air Forces, are 
~ppoiqte'd to ,the" grades indicated, effective this date: . 
. . TO BE. MASTER SERGEANT. (TEMPORARY) 
, Tech Sgt,Abraham J .• Feroah; 
Tech Sgt Salvadore (None) LOVin, 
Tech "Sgt Russell C. Cloud, . ." 
19(}0612 Ord, Section, Hq"& HqSq., 8th Air bep,Gp, 
'-6272'160 8th Depot Repair Squadron 
6258.755" '8th Depot Repair Squadron 
TO BE TECHNICAL SERGEANT (TEMPORARY) 
S/Sgt Dallas ,H·. Stephens, 35133519 8th Depot Repair Squadron 
, - -- .'- - ~-:. ----" ,."--., -TO"BE-STAFP'SERGE".;NT-(TEMPOffARY} 
.....--~..:..----- ,. 
35133320 Hq & Hq Sq., 8th Air Depot Group 
.. l806l3648th'Depot Repair Squadron 
3901433'1 8th Depot Repair Squadron 
35040748 8th· Depot Repair Squadron 
39014337 8th DepotR()pair Squidron 
TO. BE SERGEANT (TEMPORARY) 
Cpl Arthur E.. Phillips, 
Tech 5th Gr Wilson (None) Le.'eper, 
,Tech 5th Gr Joseph'L. cordova, 
Cpl Carl F,; Bainer; 
Cpl James C. Beard, ' 
r;pl John F •. Blakeney, ' ' 
:pl Clement N.. Blomberg, 
,pI Harry L .• Casey, ' . 
. pl ToraH (None) Christiansen, 
;pl Frank (None) Domichel, 
Cpl Emery H. Draper, ' 
Cpl Wiley H. Drinkard, ' ' 
Cpl' William ~None) Esalhorst, 
Cpl William B •. Floyd, '. 
Cpl Ernest R. Gart:nan, 
Cpl Edwin G. Gilliam, ' 
Cpl General W. 'Ha.mp"ton, 
Cpl'"Robert J. Kell;! • 
. cpl Rufus M. La Valley, 
Cpl' Alfred J,' Lawl:lon, "-
Cpl Glenn E. Li~t 
Cpl Harold S. O,IBrieni' 
Cpl Ray (None)" Ro'ger's, 
:" '., . 
) 
, 19078782 Ord Sec, Hq & Hq S~.;8th Air Depot Group 
18040141 Ord Sec, Hq & Hq Sq. ,8th hir Depot Group 
18061196 Ord Sec, Hq & Hq Sq. ,8th Ai~ Depot Group 
35l33ll9 8th Depot Repair Squadron 
14061370 '8th Depot Repair Squ'adron . 
l406l3378th Depot Repair Squadron' 
37328029 8th Depot Repair,Squadron 
34266984 8th Depot Repair Squadron, 
39827639 8th Depot Repair Squadron 
39826556.8th Depot Repair Squadron 
37181577 8th Depot Repair Squadron 
13033565 8th Depot Repair Squadron 
'16"i0QU 8th Depot Repair Squadron 
34251381<2 8th Depot Repair Squadron 
l8115i;2h 8th Depot Repair Squadron .J 
.lSHS09l 8t.h Depot Repair S'l'ladYon 
18060723 8th Depot Repair ~quadron 
34:25566}$th Depot Rcpail' Squadron 
J20.3 5212 8t.h. Depot Repe.ir S:juec!ron 
170281:35 8th Depot Repair Squadron 
.16G5l997 8th Depot' Repfl5,' S(1.uairon 
3$917616 8th Depot Repa,i'r .Squadron 
15099256 8th Depot Rep2.ir S'luadron - '. . . . 
. '" '. 
/ 
, 
Deeem~er 1, 1942; (Conlt) TO BE SERGEANT (TEMFORARY) 
Cpl Robert W. Ross, 
Cp1 Bu~ J. Sonderleiter, 
Cpl· Harold·E. stott,. 
Cpl.Charl~s.A. Urban, 
Cpl·The()dore. (Ndne) Sander, 
. ~;, ", 't ',~' ~~ 
Jr • 
17025'762 8th Depot Repair Squadron 
3'!CJ3d~1 8th Depot Repair Squadron 
3,t0.5:.:n . t.~t;jl D,,;:>ot Repair Squadron 
It)515~:75 . 8th ~)epct Repair Squadron 
35,0,'..2018, 8th Oepot"Supply Sciuadron 
"'" .. " 1 
j '. 
. 'vb:lc], R.aymond G. Gouveia, . 39C87715 Hq&"Hq Sq., 8th Air' DelJot Group 
-?yt leI () .• L. Harri.s, 38082129: '0hem Sec,Hq & Hq S".,8t.h Air DePot 
, '~1.\t leI Herbert W" Dailey, "15087655 .. 8th Depot Repair Squadron . 
, Pvt Francis M. Bake,:r:,. " " " le07.~490 8th Depot Repair Squadron 
Pvt ld Harry E. 'Bluine; 3S'g371.S4 8th Depot Re::>.air·'6'quadron 
Pvt le}, i}eorge ·N. CaFe, '3I.,2.~S'?;c~,O 8th ucpot Repair Squadron 
Pvt. ,;Td~lal:c:J:!,' Cr86Ch," "" 37.'·I.lJ;'1C! 8th Depot Repiiir"5'quadron ' 
·P)Tt.:lcl-fiQ¥'ard, li'/."EJ,Uo.tt,; . ':.140'"/1:,:318'· 8tb DePot Rep'uir'Squa,droh 
Pvt'lo1 R9na1ct (None) Erickson . 16042$72, 8th Depot 'Repair :,squadron 
,Pvt ·.1(l1. !l'Oward .J.; 'Fe'riend> 16.G.42,903·. 8th D'Eij:lot 'RepaIr.' -Squadron 
Pvj; 101 jI,oseph .('None) Filippone" "):805'1'741' 8th D"eJlot RepJiirS'ci.uadron 
Ptrt 1c1 J.ohn ~. Follmer; ·.-37·15546f> 8th Depot Repal.r 'Squadron 
"'P-vj; lel .. Charli-e O. Ford,' . '18057320 8th Depot Rep!iir' Squadron. 
,'.' P,vt. lcl Allie B.' Frands-;" " 16042900 . 8th' Depot Repafr. 'l>qu'adron J.-
'-,-p.vt- lcl 'Richard.J " C;o()I,ti; " :'.' ,18057768 8th Dkpot:,Rep;iir -8quadrol( 
· pvf, k!. ·I'{q.n ''J,'"" Gr-egorich, '16042733 8th· Depot Repa'ir';~qtiadron 
Pvt 1,cl Robert (Nc\n.~)J!i~~op.,... :'.,,' 150~.79J~ 8th Depot Repair Squadron 
, Pvt 1el Donar D. HW1t j:' ".' .' 18060946 8th Depot Repair Squadron 
.Pvt lel Earl H. King, 17017744 8th Depot Repair Squadron 
PJrt. 1cl-Hyman, (Non'e) Leff, . -31,26$360 8th Depot Repair' Squadron 
pvt· lcl ,Howard:M.'. Mas sey , 34280759 . 8th Depot' Repair" Squadron 
Pvt ·101. John A.Mathews, " -, ·34201774. 8th Depot 'Repair:'Squadron 
.PV;,t 191 Herman .(None) Martin 36305561 '8th Depot Repa'ir: ~qUa.dron 
.·Pvt 1e.l QSCil:t:"'H·. Morgan", . 16051194 ~tli: Depot· Rep2;!!' , Squadron' 
Group 
· Pvtl~.1.T~"e~,-, C. :Ne"~sp~_ ",,,,,,,",,~_,_ ".l29?lS'J~ 8thJ{§JlQ~=~eR.::~r .Q.cm.rutrbn.",_.-=~. ce ___ '", --'-=' 
Pvt· ., . DomUd A, RJ'llpn, " ,,' .... 1702034h 8th ,IJe pot Repan Squadron 
Pvt leI Paul E. Rogers, ' 18015865 8th Depot ,Repair SqUadron 
Pvt lc;\..·Fred J.: Schnabel, 12037782 8th'Depot Repaj;r ·cquadron 
,'vt lcl Chester (Non,,;) .~J:~rock,v, ." 1.~0~83,2(). !3~l,1, P';lpo~ Rep(l~r Squadron 
·vt lcl Francis (None), Steve.hS:" " 39173160: . Sth Depot Repe.l.r Squadron 
'vt 1cl Walte,!' ·A. Tinsley, 38062027 8th Depot Repa,ir Squadron 
, .. ·>vt,lc;L .. JaIjles E.,.Walding,- 11,078451. '8th' DeptitiRepair :Squactrcn 
. P:vt Ipl:William J •. ;,M6ules,'·· . 35041860' tltfi Depot ·Supply·,sql!adron 
.... :: ,,·Pvt lcl,John do Qri..zetti,' ,,34139600 Bhh', Dej)(,t','Supply-"Squadrtin' 
Pvt lcl Paul B. QU~, ... ,: .. '.:'_ ',' 141D9624.,~t!)Ip,~potSupply Squadron 
. ..4 •• The 'following-named officers, $th Air Depot Group, are hereby ap-
pointe:d.to ·~0ni1. an llicar.unil'lg 'Board for·the purpose.of deteI'!l)ining tl}e eligibility 
,: of 'applicants J:lho:wish' to",makei 'application' for appointment to Vest POint;. U.S:A. 
".~4,<' .~:t .'0'\0',:-': ," .. , '. ,:, ~ 
. . 
. ",1. • - ,'.:'. ", PFlES!DENT' OF'TIt, BOARD . 
1st Lieut. HARVEYll. Lii,"WIS, JR., 0-463508 
. ' .. -' " . ,'" . 'j"E!" lB' ;"'R" 'OF' T'I'~' B'O' em " ,\.. .. .," . d.~' &0 1J.:I' '.l:\'!w , ' 
., 
1st Lieut. EDlInl J. NICORVO, 0-373001 
. ' .. 1st 'Lietit,' MARSJ-iAI:.L·,i. C".4.RtIlEY. 0-23826 
. 2nd Lieut ,:·'RI<lHAtID C; BlJR.G&SS', . 0-902611 
2nd Meui!: &w:6. t1d(n~~~;; 9'::],573412'- " '. . .., 
2nd Lieu.t. ''LAWRENCE M; rl1lS0!1~·0-4.65496' . . .' 
lst·Lietlt. RAIFORD'D;'·'BMr:E:t;, d,,-1693098' (Medical Advisor) . 
." 
The above-named board will subr.ut a final selection, to this Head:" 
· quarte'r:;i :not later than December 8, 1942. ' . 
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OFFICE OF NKITAL. OFFICER PROCURE!1ENT 
MISSOURI PACIFIC BUILDING 
210 NORTH 13TH STREET 
ST. LOU IS >" IllS SOURl 
January 30, 1943 
Dear Sir: 
In co .. operation with the Alumni Association of the University of Illinois-
we should like to bring to your attention. as a graduate of Illinois, the opportu-
nity of becoming an officer in the United States Naval Reserve. 
The· rapid and gontinued expansion of the IfavY Department lias created a 
need for men trained in a wide variety of technical and business ocoupa;t;ions,. 
While it is not possible to detail all of the se,rvices in which the }lavY needs 
officers, a brief! summary of the,NavY"s offioer reqUirements is presented to you. 
- .'
Hen with training and experienoe in the aeronaut~cal, civil,mecha.'lical, 
electrioal or lither special engineering fields may be considered for commissions 
in the engineering classifications. Assignments after training vnll be largely 
in engineering duti"'s at the various naval shore bases an<idepots. Applicants in 
the technical classifications must be between the ages of :n and 50 years, depend-
ing on the type of service for \'lhich tho applicant qualifies. 
, ' 
Those with college training in liberal arts and in business administration 
with experience in the fields of accounting,. purchasing and general business organ-
ization and administration, may qualify .for appo~ntment. in the Supply COlPs or 'for 
other administrative duties. In the cases o{"those applicants whose particular ' 
experience l)lay not be directly rela.ted to Naval servicc, the NavY will undertake to 
train them f'or a specif'ic sea duty. The maximum age limit for these sea duty assigr 
ments is 38. 
In .addition to the technical and ,general duty types of aSSignments, the 
NavY has a wide variety of' places available. for men skilled and experienced in 
various speciali~ed fields. These specialized assignments include such duties as 
navigators, aerologists anel meteorologists in. the Bureau cif ,A€!ronautics, technical 
and engine~ring instructors for training schools, clergymen, for the Chaplain Co!"])s. 
doctors and dentis-ts for the .Medical Corps., as well as many others. 
If you are interested in detaile~ ,infOrmation regarding appointment in the 
Naval Reserve, you are invite<i to call at thi~ Activity. Shoul4, your circumstances 
be such that, you are not personally interested, it is suggested that you e,dvise 
others who may be qualified that they may discuss their qualif'ications With an 
intervievnng officer at this 1\.ctivity at any time. " 
Vlhere a personal call is not oonvenientJ interested individuals are invite, 
to address a letter to this Activity. setting ' forth all p'e1'ltinent qualifications. 
These letters will be given prompt conslderation. 
Very truly y.~ours, '? 
:. "C ;1 
. sden ~c ~ale s . ~,< 
Lieutenant Commander USNR. 
Offic~r~in-Charge 
Copy of Indorsement accompanying application for oes 
"HHHHHHHHH.,******_",* 
201 - Still, James (NMI) 
22 Apr 43 
3rdInd Rim 
• 
Hq., 8th Air Depot Gr_oup, AAF, USAFICA, Accra, Gold Coast, B.W.-A. 25 Apr 43. 
TO: Commanding General, HQS., AMEI'f. 
1. The transfer of this soldier from this organization will not 
impair the effic;i;imcy thereof. J 
. -
2. A suitable replacement _can be made in this ooldier's assignment 
from this organization. 
3. This man is excellent officer material. His conduct, work ana 
attitude as a soldier leaves nothing to be desired. He is very _ conscientious 
and scrupulous worker. He has been performing his duties very efficiently in 
this department 'as a Non-Commissioned Officer had has a thorough knowledge of 
his work. He has character and ability to -assume the responsibilities of an 
officer. Sgt Still has demonstrated outstanding-qualities o~ leadership and 
organizational ability. 
For the Group. Commander: 




C.W. 'RANKIN, JR., 







, . .. 
'The following named enlisted men ,are going on the first Contingent. 
,. 
Headquarters & Headquarters squadron 
,?71 1. Dawson /./' : .z 2. Lancaster ~ 
~~~ 3. St0baugh'/ 
, 5 4 •. Gram ./., .' 
, j"5;' Dielmann /-, 
'" :J 6. Brmm/ . 
-7. GramkO'/l' 
H . S S. Stephan./' 
j,' l .... ;." 9. Volmer" 
'/': .5 1a.Still / 
/ .. "" - 11. Sadorius ;' ,,' ", 00 12.Malory 
.' 
J,3. Gouvenia 
~ 14. C'ooksey ./ 
, .s <: 15. Beverley 
16-.-Scal::b~cw.gh 
5" 517. !Ieft 
~, :;- Ig. Kramer 
C!.- 1 ~ au tJ.and' 
2. sUmpter 
.s ,. Knapp 
40Sth QUARTERMASTER 
, 
":-... '1. Manchester 
"'> 2. Bender I chuk 




7;-,) 1. Carta J 
§.S. 2. wymer3, . 
.. " -' S 3. Colombo 'i¥,:,. ,"' '~ , 
-.·z, ' .5'~4. ·Miller .. H.~ 
S 5. Balko..! 
S 6. Hall J 
,S 7. ~cDona.ld 
,;J S' S. Harrisonv 























511TH SERVICE SQ,UADRON, 8TH AIR DEPOT GROUP, ~TC 





June lZ, 1943. 
Nothing personal, please understand, but why in the hell do you people 
down there always refer me to AR'S or SO'S and the like, are we mind readers? 
Concerning Elose: 
1. We were not included on your distribution list, at least not at 
the time of the transfer of those men including Elose, therefore ~Ie had no SO 
to refer to. A copy ~las obtained from one of the men included in the Transfer. 
2. Upon check of these men we found the follo~ling named enlisted 
men to be Absent In thOut Leave (AllOL), but inasmuch as. we knew 1:hat the plane 
had not once landed enroute from Accra to here, we believed that the men missing 
could not have jumped from the plane, therebyderieving that there ~ras some ex-
cuse made legimate thru your office. 
a. Mack Lyon 
b. NortisHensley 
-. _ .. ·c; - -'A'rthur·:R;,cBl;(l,le-~ - ~ .. -~~- -----------
3. Knowing that some excuse existed, ~Ie immediately forwarded a 
letter (attached in true copy) requesting disposition of this group of men. 
TO DATE, WE HAVE NOT received any reply. 
4. The only indication to the status of these men was received thru 
SO 50, par 1, Hq 8th ADG, dated May 22, 1943, AllD THAT DID NOT H~CLUDE A. R. ELOSE. 
With no reply to attached letter, no information of any kind, what are. we expected 
to dot 
5. In tomorro~I' s M R, I will pick Blose up abs sick Accra, wllich will 
bring our strength of enlisted personnel to 106. Please see if you can't arrange 
in some way, that in the future, on incidents such as this, we be included on 
distribution, that we be informed of cases such as "Elose l's" where a man is supposed 
to lIP.ve been transferred, yet not arrived, and no reason submitted. l'1e ARE NOT 
MIND READERS. 
b. This is nothing personal against you Still but am merely trying 
to show you I~hat we are up against. 
" ~;:;';"7';­
.:-~ 





C ~ (}j. raao;;rs-r 
Sl?ECI.t\L ORDERS ) 
• • 
'0. 306 ) 
EXT.RACT 
~,- ~,~ - - ~ 
c/o Postmaster 
14iami.. Flol)ida 
3 ~Tbvember 1943 
1. va CO 1 110vember 1943. directing. thatCAl'T JOHNL. SLACK., 0903669, AC •.. 
Gentral .Ai'ricaSector,.' this .Wg.· on .. djT·a.t st.a #It" ANElr-A,!i'C,' '(fOul!\. proceed on t.emp 
.dY .~y 1 stavaiJ:able mil. or commEll"c:ba:l ap :fl:la'r 3l1. (2). AR 55'-120) •. or any 'other 
m~ans. ofT. available. to .Cai·ro. Fgy.pt;"Abadan, - Iran; and s,uch other stations as 
o deem.s necessarY. in connection. with f.uel :Control activities. a,nd upon comple-
tion of m±Ssion would return to proper I!ta; further. t.h~t Air TO. Sta#t:, AME1 .... 
ATC, would prov::i.cLe necess;u'yT by most direct route; that while trav,eling by air; 
40 pO\llld" baggage ~lOuldbe at'zd;l)iid' t:ha.t in, Heuof subs a flat per diem of $7.00 
~Iould be atzd whi<l,e-j;ra,velin/i: on official b1J.siness apdwhlle'absent .from pemtsta 
for periods during .. hich Govt rat and Qrs,were notavail"able. ;in accordance with 
existing la,~ and, regulations. a,reconfirmed, a.;!-,d made .ot r.ecord.. TDN.. :91-6,9 p 
432-.02 A 0425,.24. 
, 2. iW .HA'l'EA.:'lIEJ;.CO.liEJ:T. 0996149:. AC.CentraJ. ;ilfricll- Sector, this Wg-.· on, ely 
at Sta #6. Ai·;E\ .... ATC. is trfd· to·US. ArmY Gen",z'a1110.spita1 nearest tlre Airport of' 
Debarkation, VS,for obser-vatl.on and treatni'eht •. and-liPUS by 1st available, mfr. 
naval. or cOmmercial., i;p (Par 3k (2) .' Ali 55-120),' or any ot:nermeans of !ravai1:a,01:e. 
reporting upon, arrival. to' {lO.port· of _ air or watertl';msportt),t1.on i1,\, East a: 11, US; 
for'~ t.o destinat:ion.Clinical;record and Ej.li;,ed papers will be ccimp1.etea and.: 
accompanrO.Air :i!0, St'a#6.' .AJ>IE\1-A:i!C .• -will, provide l)ece'ssarY .~ ,by.most d.irec.t . ' 
route to East'ern port of" .air .or water tr~sportatian in, US.Whtle trav:Ei:!."lngby " 
air. 55 pounds baggage ,at.zd. In lieu of SUDS, a tla.t p~r. dian .. gf $f •. ClO is 'atzd . 
. for time spent in a ~raV'eF"sta£ui;"-incrudiilg perioo.s6Y~t9np (fy,d.uring; .. hieh Govt 
rat and Ilrs 'are not available, i1"l accordancewH'hexisting law- and r.egulatiolls. 
T.mr. 91-69 P 431-0~03 A 0425..,24. Auth: Par 4£,. AR 40-.600,. ,6 october 1942. and 
fiB.dio A.TC #O03l, dated 2 }ToveInber 1943. 
'" '" ... • '" 
8. C.4l'T AUGUSTO. ~L\.N,041630:I., AC.Md PfcH"enry c:h.01akian, 12152011. 
l5"!;h Air DepotGp, this·sta.WP' on temp gy by 1st available mil or c.ommercial ap 
(Par 3l1. (2), Ali 55-120)., or any other means of Tavai1a,ble •. to Dakar, Senegal; 
Freetown, Sierra tlSone; and such, other etationi! as Q deems necessary. inconnec-
tion ~Jitli salvage activities, Mil. Upon complet1Q)l of miss:ion Will' returnt 0 this 
s"!;a. Air!t'Q, S1::a{}6, Al~~A~Q. will provide nec·essary T by most direc,trout.e. 
Whil,e traveling by air • 40 'powidS baggage ahd. In li e\!oj;' sti.bs a fJ;at per diem 
of $7.00 is at.zdO. 'Wlile traveHng ,on official business andwhil:eabsentfrom 
pennata for periods 'dul'ing' i.ihich Qovt rat aIld qrsare not a.vailabl",. inaccor.d,-
ance~Iith exis~ing 'law and regulatiob.s. .In lie~of 'subs a flat per d:j.EIllof ,$7.00 
isatzd l!M for timespellt in ahair' trav!l'lstatlls during whicl).Govt rat an.d ,qrs 
. axe not av""ila"ble, in' :accordance mth. existing law and regulation's •. ·If .T is by-
anY other means than .ap •. andwhlle·ont'empdYiFD.will.pay ,]M" tf-:Govt ra,t and 
qra are' not available; monetary. allowance Per T3;~le II, Ex 0 9206,. Act. ~ 6' JUne 
1942. Tmq. 91-69 p432-02A0425-24. 
~. The follo~1ing :EM. 8th Air Depot ;Gp. tli'l:s stat are atzd t'rave1 to Cairo. 
Fgy:pt- aIld return ,to thi Bstll.. bymilap .if spac,e 1'8 av?11ab1'e .• pl'oViding no add 
exp¢"Se is incurred to the' Govt.· lIhile t,raveiirrg by air, '00 p01.lllds baggage atzd. 
lil'n will have in their possess'ion 'MD. Form #8l. :sho~Jing innoculatiQI;lS and:.imn Uniza-
tiona. requixeti oef.oreleaving t!l.issta: . I 
r.!$gt Jam",s St;ui '35133320 
$/Sgt Forest H. Cain: 14066149 
Cpl;Edwardl<. Krull 52283504 
C. ON F I DE N.'~' .I .A.L 




--.,.;. ..... --. --~,-,-,-,--- :. '. 
HQ.Al-iEW. so 396, 3 lIDV:EHBER1943 COlqFIDEN'l'IAL EnBAC'l' CCm.'l"D 
,10.Pvt Joserm' Charles, Jr., 1~37291. ,SthMrDepot Gp,this s tao isatzd 
1;l:'tWel' to Dakar, S@egal, and retUrn to, this sta, by mil ap., :l;:f space is .avl;til,.. 
abie.providingll,o add expense is inclll'red to the. Govt.. WrUe tl:'aveling by air'; 
4o'po:undS baggaeeatzd.:EM ",111 have 'in his,poss,ession l~D; Form #81. s!lol'lihg in-' 
noclllation.s and inmuniZationsrequir'ed before leaving this sta.,·· ,: . 
• ,j ~ • • • 
11.' The f~J;lo~ring, n!,Sth,Air D~ot'~, ,this sta, are atzdtrav'11·t,oNI>i::r;Obi. 
Kenya Colony, alld return to thiS sta." by lIlil ap" if .space is f\va:l.[able,pr·oviding 
no ,add expense:~sinctirred ~.o'the Gevt. ,W1lle tl:'ave1ingby air, 40.pounds :oag- .. 
,,tage at zrl..,llM 11i11 ha:ye ,in their pO ssessionMJilFQrID liel, shOwing i~culatJons ' and ini~uni"zatioris.'requir$d before i'ea:iing-tni~,s·ta.:·" ~ .~. _.« - -' j-- ',::-' 
l-I!.Sgt Robert O. :;>lough 
!l!1 Sgt Charle,s E •. )3ro~m, Jr •. 
!I!/Sgt BraQ,fol',dH. !toward 
'J!/Sgt Robe:z;t liaunt 
S!Sgt MaCK Lyon :.' 
69513214 





12. So much of p~ 1, SO '301, this Hq,dated 29·Octo1ler194:;. as pertains to 
}'fc William R. Eunch,.)37254939', and Pfc Frank 'Shell, ' 34201922:Stli Air Depot .Gp, 
- , i _ -. ,,- - . .... - "" - . 
t·h1S sta, is reVOked. , ' , ",. 
13. !!!he fOl1,o~iing':EM. 13th :A.ir:DeP0t Gp,. this~sta •. ai'eatzd travel to,JOB, 
Nigeria, and .rehll:'nto this sta,. by miia!i, .ff space fa availSibli:l, providing,no 
add expense i'sincurred to the '(lovD. lfaile traveling by air, lKl poUnds baggage 
atzll.: ]1-1 will he-vein their pO:ssession II,D Fom 'iiSl, shoVlingihnoculat'ionlJand 
:immunlzations;l:'st].uired befo,re leaving this eta: ' 
SgtEarlIl.Eart1.e . 
Sgt Harold.C. lebemer ., 
Techn 4th Gt prtyE. Orr 
OplWiJ,liam ;El. Bal<: er ' 
dp1 .Jo seph H •. )39uchard 
.ffc Clarence .10. Davis 
Pfc ,CharI esC. Cl:'amer 
'1'fcl~ili iam It llu:nch 
Pic Frallk' SherI 
Pvt 'Bimw.;d A. Kinsel'le; 
, ,. 
ill.. !!!he fl'llowingE~, stll Air Depot Gp, ~his eta, are tridin gr tb 't hed'en,:. 
tralMrical:lect.or, this Ife:, for dy atSta #6, .Al'JEl'l-A'l'C, (l.lld'w:Lll rptto the CO 




Sgt; Harry D.Dantz1er ' 
PVt G'i'0rge Jr. Gibson 
Pvt :saward ·G. Fa.rlii!1g . 
Pvt Ra~bnd .!I!. Sarazin, 
" . 
·~4/j!~,. ' 
'-:,',/;YOC. /"/!i./14f .... ; '. ' " 
,0,. E. BRIGGS 
Oaptain, A.G .. D. 
Adjutant General 
'. 3lKl994?3 (824) 
34258737 (060) 
.362~1531 (060) 
. 160 4751'16. (060) 
", '. ~, 
C .. B .• BRIGGS;" 




.. i...... "... ... ~ I 
1. voce, 8i;h.ADG, 13 September '1M3, that the Good Conduct Medal would '.e 
awar4.!?d, to eaoh of the following EM,. that entry of this a'\Tard would be made in the 
Servic9 Reoord (\'ID AGO Form #24) and In .SOldier's Qualification Card (WI) AGOFol'lll 
#20) of each EM concerned, is hereby aontirmed ~ made ,pf record. Autl11illleOO .. s'B, 
~ . -. ~ '. ~...,-
HEA.DQUARTERS AND HEA.DQUARTERS SQUADRON 
" .. 
T/Sgt John A. He.ft 
T/Sgt Jim G. Jensen 
1st Sgt Arthur J. Dressel', "34268114 
T/Sgt Denzil 1. Mallory 
T/Sgt Rayburn V. McKee 
T/Sgt Jesse B~ Williams 
S/Sgt Rt ohard E., Frye 
S/Sgt Char les C. King 
S!Sgt Thaddeus .L. Lowder , 
S/Sgt GeraldlJ. Pope 
S!Sgt GeergeR. Schl",bohm 1 
S!Sgi; Cecil D. Smith 
S/Sgt James Still 
T/3 Gr Arthur Touretz 
Sgt Otis F. Albrecht 
Sgt James L. Aubuchon 
Sgt Richard A. Buchanan, 
Sgt Paul A. Duncan 
Sgt ShirJ,ey L.: Est<;,s 
,Sgt Raymond, G. Gouveia 
Sgt Albert H.' Koerth 
Sgt Wallace R. MacGowan 
33137:301 Sgt Nor)llan C. McKenna . 
18040380 Sgt Albert L. Merriam 
17()69013 Sgt Arthur E. -Phillips 
7013174 Sgt Edmund C. Robinson 
381164&.34 Sgt George V4.Ross 
15075056 Sgt, Thecdore W. Ruiz 
16051678 Sgt Otto J. Schumann 
34171197 Sgt Aubrey E.Seignious 
18040379 Sgt {<obert ShQrt . 
3219.9168 S&t .. Alfred~ T. Wilhelm. 
1805~396 T/4 Gr RufusH. Hi;: 
351ii~3:W Cpl James. L., Bl~xton 
3223t92S. Cpl Joseph L, Cordova 
:36146955 CplJohnLawrence 
3708.4196 Cpl .. Philip A •. Mitcheli 
15083962 Cpl Howard E., Potter 
35 t,%\8 137 T/5 Gr Charles B •. Boykin 
38082294 T/5 GrFrancis J. Kelly 
390£1'7715'· . T!5 Gr George C. E. Kurz 
lSQ63296 T/5 Gr Frank P. Shat 
36235110 Pfc Clarellce H. Davis 
• 
EIGHTH DEPOT SUPPLY SQJADRON ' 
M!Sgt Raymond Ii. Barrows 
li/.sgt 1tobert 0 .• Plough 
1l'/Sgt Hadl:d Bewling.". 
T/S,gt Charles E. Brown, Jr. 
T/SgtGe.rge J.'Nio~la . 
S/Sgt Donald H. Grant 
S/Sgt. Paul R. ;F. Hangen 
S/Sgt Will~amP. Ingram, Jr. 
S;Sg;t William J. "i.ules 
S!.Sg;t Harry Ossoff 
S!Sgt Stephen M. Richmond 
S/Sgt William V.' Roberts 
S!Sg'b. Nick W. Skid is 
S/Sgt James E. WeathersbY 
.S/SgtDonald J. Woodmansee 
Sgt Max H. Bowman 
Sgt Henry S. Bro'rlll ;; '. 
Sgt Robert B. Cohn 
Sgt Morgan, D. DeBeok 
Sgt Frederiok G. Dobson 
Sgt Gordon H. Eppersan 
Sgt Harvey L. Fisher 


























Sgt Bernard Y.ruglak 
Sgt Thomas M. ~JcDonnell 
Sgt Hugt. E. Mi tc,hell 
SgtClarence H. Page 
Sgt Jack W. Prather 
Sgt Paul B. Quinn 
Sgt John D. Samples 
Sgt Theodore Sander ,. Jr. 
Cpl Edgar C. Byers' 
Cpl Paul G:. Fulp 
Cpl EdWard R •. Krull 
Cpl SamuelR • Ma.1,Iney 
Cpl Edward A. -Galey 
.Cpl. L!'),o. P • McCarthy 
Cpi Myro):l if. McKnight 
Cpl IlaroldR •. Ran,kin 
Cpl Gieuseppe .Renda 
Cpl Lpuis A.Silverman. 
Cpl ¥urrayM. Weingred 
T/5 Gr Johnnie Kev;>.r 
Pfc CharlesF. Dean 
Pfe RichardS. Smith 
















































S~O. Ne. 115 (Continued) 
EIGHTH DEPOT REPAIR SQVADRON 
M/Sgt M.tria E. Cargal 
Ii/Sgt. Buel W. Ctutohfie1d 
li/sgt Frank W.Farley 
lSt Sgt DallM H. Stephens 35153519 
WSgt. Ralph t, Mitohell 
M/;S gt ,Patriok C. Pedraoine 
M'/SgtJohn H •. Taquino 
li/Sgt Clarenoe E. Wilund 
T/SgtArthUI' J. AstQn 
T/Sgt.Ross A. Blair 
rlSgtClement N. Blomberg 
Tis gt RobertM •. Blo)!:om 
T/Sgt· TeI:ali' Chtistiansen 
.. ' T/Sgt:Edward H,' Creeoh 
T/Sgt·iTdhn Egan " . 
T/Sgt.Edwin-:d'. Gilliam 
T:,;'Sgt Frank. Ho+lll,ls 
Tlsgt ,Sal..-a.d<?r . Lo"in , '." 
TIs gt Raymond.~. Maher 
T/Sgt.RObei~ M,. Rooney 
T/Sgt.Albert F, Smith 
T/Sgt ,Harco;;u.t W. Sin:i;th 
T/Sgt.RalphE; Smith 
T/Sgt LouiS·F. Stangel 
T/Sgt RObert E. Volke, Jr. 
, T/~gJ; Dayid ·A. Willson 
S!SgtHugh B •. Allisen 
S/Sgt. David. N. ilaokus 
S!Sgt Fr!lnois' J.Bludau 
S/SgtKei:t~' F. Brauoher, 
~/SgtHarry L, Cas.ey. 
S!Sgt,Edwin H. Chambers 
. sis g;t Rp 'per'l; F. Clayton 
S!SgtWilliam DilMiohael 
S/Sgt.Thomas F. Duff,' 
S/Sgt ¥ran~ F. Dumke , 
s/Sg:!: HO;'Nard W. Elliot 
; S/s,gt .Ronald A. Eriokson 
S!Sgt ,clrllest '1' .. ,Frank 
. s'/Sgt'Robert.M. liardy 
S/Sgt Robert D •. 'Hilton 
S/qgt.· Frank B .H~ward 
s/Sgt H{lrry. I. Hughes 
S/Sgt l3larenoe O. ,Jacobsen ' 
SrSgt An.thonY J. KaohanuBki' 
S/Sgt 'PatrickVi'. Kiel 
. sjSgt Alfrl3d J. Lawson 
S/Sgt GQrdonF, McKean 
S/Sgt Herman Martin 
S!Sgt Stu\l.rt A •. Mayo 
6295932 S/!lgtRiohard B. Wilkens 
6393212' S/,sgt. Roger 'M. Wimberly 
625608S S/Sgt Teefil B. Zudor 
6259546 Sgt WilmarE. Asmussen 
lJlO~5062 Sgt Carl.F. Bainer 
"S2$!'46'l Sgt Jay M.' ,BaJr. 
16020340 Sgt' Jll!lles C. Bear~d" 
17035402 Sgt Joseph O. Berube 
16051629 . Sgt Herman W. Beyer 
37328e29 ,Sgt Gu.s;; to' Booras 
18061564 Sgt Vernon W. Bott.er 
39827q39 §gtRalph Brami?;J.ett 
37.101.210 'Sgt Henry O.B,ridges '. 
39173938 ,Sgt Michaet Capone 
18.115090 Sgt Fred W. Clever1nga 
,16006375 Sgt ,Odis' iT •. Cloutier 
. 62:72760 SgtCharles V. Corley 
3'6048913 S gt Frank Domichal, 
17002138 SgtWilliam L. Esalhorst 
;,11137463 Sgt .Howard . J .• Ferieng 
19018062 Sgt Joseph Filippone 
.' :',6219032 Sgt CharlieO. Ford 
':'39306047 S'gt Car.l,GibsQn 
-15187410 'Sgt Herbert E. Uamilton 
3526&956 Sg~ Joseph D. Herron 
14141807 Sgt Harold E.Hiner 
15073131 S gt, ,Thllljl9.s D. Hedge s 
18067451 Sgt Wi11ieO. Hooks 
350<U928 Sgt VernonF o,)hrke 
3'*266984 Sgt Harold.C. Is1;>e,rner 
• ':342($7713 SgtJ4Iseph A.. Ka1inewski 
36162919 Sgt Ka,r,roll E. Ki!1yon 
3t£) 51350 Sg" Albert A. Knight 
180674B~ Sgt Norman. ,F. KOIllarek 
35164830 Sgt ,George A. Kapoho 
14172318, SgtRufus M. LaValley 
. 16042872 SgtChs.rl~ n. ManoWitz 
3'5041903 . Sgt Jim R. Markos 
54258989 Sgt,Albert J. Migliore 
151B'767SSgt, J.hn Miller 
'34267275 Sgt ,Fr.ad P. ?Jorris 
.38092865 Sgt RcbElrt M. Ocheltree ' 
19096117 Sgt Alvin G. Olson 
13025993 Sgt Emil 0, Olson 
32282726 SgtStuart L. ,PhilHps 
17028135 5gt Mer Ie J. Ray 
56304430 Sgt W~dhEUn R. Redfo~d. 
36S15561 Sgt Ray Rogers 
']iS042275 Sgt Peter J. Sohafflhuber 
19059504 Sgt. Ralph A.Simpson 
, 16051194 Sgt Marion H. Stipp 





















































S/Sgt Chesney M. Mitohell 
S/Sgt Oscar'H. MQrgan 
S/Sgt .The~d.re C. Neill) n 
sjSgt UUber,,' L. Palmer 
S/Sgt, .Ralph M.,. Quever' 
16009859 Sgt ArneS. Thprsen 
16023574 SgtGarr,ett J. Wanaoe~'·~ • 
32336168 
'18153589 
34268124 , S/Sgtl'aul E.R.ogers , 
S!Sgt George B. Rescoe 
sjSgt John W.Rose 
S/Sgt Albertvr~ Sa:vo.ge 
S/Sgt· HarryE. Stenzel 
S/Sgt Wilbert K. ViQh1 
, 
18015SS5 agt Andrew B. We1eh 
32'S11289 Sgt .Marion ,L. Whit.:> 
1507302.0 Sgt Rober'\; C. Whiting 
.iS1I43267 Sgt. William J. Zweigart 
6917412 Cpl .Jack S. Anderson 
39306141 Cpl Riley A. Beokham 
- - -: -~.;.;.. -_ f'I ... 1 f.=~', ""n ll_ R"'Cltr 
·14.166148 





v!' ... ......................................................... ... 
Cpl Harvey J. Dawson 
Cpl Ruben M. Duarte 
Cpl Andrew Dudkiewioz 
Cpl William H. Gossett 
Cpl Andrew E. Gothmiller 
Cpl Lloy'd Hulsey 
Cpl Ivan E. James 
Cpl Hareld R. Jensen 
CPl Malcolm!l. Jones 
Opl John A. Martin 
Opl Johnnie F. Myers 
Cpl Albert C. Ostman 
Cpl William R. Parks 
Cpl Floy(L1!. Parton 
Cpl Robert E. Perry 
Cpl Felix F. Prokop 
Cpl Kenneth 1i. Ramsdell 
,Cpl Thomas J. Savage 
1st Sgt 
<M/Sgt Oscar B. Carlson 
~i/Sgt John Schalski 
'll/.Sgt W~lliam E. Stultz 
T!Sgt Gasper A. Cerami 
T/Sgt James K.· Davidson 
T/Sgt Garvih·E. Jarmon 
'T/.Sgt 'Robert' Launt 
-1/Sgt Lowell L. McWade 
T/Sgt Frederick Meeh 
T/Sgt Roiand F. Nagel 
T/Sgt Raymond J. Reagan 
T/Sgt'Harvey W. Scott 
S/Sgt O~ward I. Bredeson 
S/Sgt Eldon R. Bristow 
S/Sgt Franlc J. Campbell 
S/Sgt Edward J. Flanigan 
S/Sgt L~uis B. Geisen 
S/Sgt Lyle H. Gravink 
S/Sgt George R. Heimel 
S/Sgt Charlie V. Leek 
SfSgt Hal F. Lumbardo 
S/Sgt Mach Lyon 
S/Sgt Feak S. 1jar 
S/Sgt Anthony 11. l.Iarchikitis 
S/Sgt Roy A. Marshall 
S/S'gt Terry C ... iartin 
S/Sgt Andrew L. ;'lcBride 
S/Sgt John F'. Medved 
S/Sgt James Strejc 
S/Sgt John V. Wishart 
-S gt Turner l.!. Ave ry 
Sgt Clyde H. Carlson 
Sgt James F. Cunningham 
Sgt John E. Cupp 
Sgt Cecn D. Darland 



















Cpl Frederi'ck H. Weihrich 
Cpl Edward C. Wilshusen 
. Cpl Loren' R. Wilson 
T/5 Gr Thomas R. Bryson 
T/5 Gr Stillman Elkins 
Pfc Harris J. Bader 
Pfc Richard 11. Blake 
Pfc William R. Bunoh 
Pfo Stote J. Fanning 
Pfc Herbert A. Grosskopf 
Pfc Robert J. Hubert 
Pfc Robert R. Keith 
Pfe Ellis D. j,larlin 
Pfc Malfred O. Olson 
Pfc Sheridan L. Scott 
Pfo Frank Shell 
Pfc Herman J. Shull 
Pvt 1J:illiam D. Vaughn 






































Beverley, Jr. 38192867 
Sgt Wcodrow J. Day 
Sgt Ralph·V. Deason 
Sgt James T. Deshler 
Sgt Wayne &n-ery 
3 
Sgt Lyle W. Fitzpatrick 
Sgt Rebert S. Greene 
Sgt Clay W. HiTh~n 
Sgt Frederick C. Hollins,Jr. 
Sgt Walter·C. Kowalik 
Sgt Henry J. Lis 
Sgt Ray Logsdon 
Sgt John ,I. Lo-"ry 
Sgt Calvin P. Martin 
Sgt Richard B. Sackett 
Sgt Peter L. Schafman 
Sgt Frederick J. Schnabel 
Sgt Paul L. Sohutz 
Sgt Lorenz Schwarz 
Sgt Robert E. Teare 
Sgt Russell L. T~wer 
Sgt Robert O. Vorthman 
Sgt John r;. iiashUiJkie 
Sgt Spencer Vi. Tleatherstone 
Sgt Richard E. Wei sbond 
Sgt Harry J. l1ojciechowski 
Sgt Leb N. ijovlczuk 
Cpl Harrison G. Abbott 
Cpl Emmett Asmussen 
Cpl Alvin I,!. Black, Jr. 
Cpl Lee R. Cato 
Cpl George D. Chandler 
Cpl Robert C. Christenson' 
Cpl Mack Cockrell 
Cpl Maurioe ';;. Endris 
Cpl ~arren F. Faust 
























































S.O. No. 105 ,(Continued) 
qpl Edward E. Fincher 
Cpl Charles IV. Fredericksen 
Cpl Otis E. Frost 
Cpl Charles B. Fulcher, 
Cpl James P. Gargan, Jr. 
Cpl Ben F. Gerbino 
Cpl Joe S. Gerbino 
Opl John J. Guzzetti 
Opl Gilbert D. Gwinn 
Cpl John W. Hutchenreuther 
'OpLJulius S. Janewicz 
Cpl Clarence W. Jenkins 
Cpl Wilbur M. johnson,'" 
Cpl Henry L. King, Jr., 
Opl.Rob"rt E. ~ghr: ,J", 
Cpl:Erle F. Krause 
Op! . Jackie G. Lindaman 
Cpl Charles D. Littrell 
Cpl' Fra~' B. Lurid 
Cpl Wilfred p. McDonald 
Cpl CuUle:E. McRee 
Cpl Wayne E. ~rtin 
Cpl Murray M. Mathews 
Cpl Frederick B, Monsell 
Cpl Harvey R. Moore 
Cpl Emerson W. N~lson 
Cpl Frank·J. Neyero 
Cpl Thomas D. I'ete.rs ' 
Cpl Irving J. Polk 
Cpl Paul P. PriCe: Jr. 
Cpl Maurice R. Rakestraw 
Cpl Wallace L. Richards 
Cpl Carlton 'C •. Rogers· 
Cpl Anthony SekelsJtY . 
Cpl HughC. Smith, ,Jr. 
Cpl Raymond C •. atbozak 
Cpl Leslie T. Stever 
Cpl Albert B. Strama 
Cpl Loyd E. Temple 
Cpl Howard L •. Tubbs 
Cpl Jerry Vavra 
Cp1 Edward Y •. Zelina 
pre Emery H. Anderson 
pre Eldon L. Andrews 
pre John T. Bearden 
pre Donald F. Bidgood 
pre Willie W. Boles, Jr·. 
prc Troy,K. Bolt 
Pre John S.Catron 
prc Maynard A. Cooperr.ider 



















































prc Floyd A. Dunn 
pre Robert',J. Edwards 
Pfc Willard E. Fisher 
pre Thomas J •. Galligan 
Pfc Lawrence D. Gauthier 
Pfc John T. Gavin 
Pfc Clinton C. Hanigan 
Pfc Wayne D. Hansen 
Pfc Arthur Israel 
Pfc Walter B. Jenson 
Pfc Frank S. Levandowski 
Pfc Roy M. Lind 
pre Joseph Loceisano ' 
Pfc Leonard E. Matthias 
Pf6 Michael J. Mazza 
Pfb 'John R ~ Moore' " 
Pfc Robert F" Mortenson 
Pfc EdwardN.Nemeth 
Pfc William C. Olsen 
PfcLione1,T. O'Meara 
Pfe Elwood M. Pelkey 
Pfc Dominic Porrecca ' 
Pfe Kenneth B. Pridham 
Pfe Stanley L. Reich 
Pfc Theodore' W. Rintala 
Pfc ES,inoh'd L. Ro se 
Pfe Yc5nge It., Sage 
Pfe Paul A. Saracinskas 
Pfe William J. Schmidt 
.. Pfc Nathaniel B. Sonn 
Pfe Earl Shaeffer 
Pfc Samuel A .Snii th 
Pfc James F. Stone. Jr. 
Pfc Erwin H. Traunecker 
Pfc Lloyd E. Wheeler 
Pvt Roy ·,R. 'Cameron 
Pvt Roger V. Czech 
Pvt Frank A. Davis 
Pvt Harmond T. Hafensteiner 
Pvt Bernard W. Harrell 
Pvt Bernard A. Kinsella 
Pvt George H. Krause 
Pvt AlbertJ. lUansolf 
Pvt John L. Rooks 
Pvt John J. Santarsiero 
Pvt Alv,in Sorensen 
Pvt Martin L. Sorensen 
Pvt Raymond T. iihite 
Pvt Andre A. riybo 
Pvt Clement A. Zakareckis 
Pvt Gaston C.' Young 
.. " . 89TH DEPOT SUPPLY SQJADRON 
.' 1st Sgt ,Clarence W. 
M/Sgt Alb,ert S. Burney 18006350 
M/Sgt. Thomas M. Doggett 6284272 
T/Sgt Dale H. Ernsthausen 35041790 
. T/Sgt John B. Hanley 12037599 
. T/Sgt Ed_rd 'J • Holub 18041945 
T/Sgt .Bradfcrd H. Howard 14066101 
'T/SgtJoseph Spinelli 37136114 
S/SgtLouis E. Bradley 18058226 
. ... 1,. • ... __ ~,,, 1'1_, .. ~""~ , ~()~~i=\Q:z. 
, 
Barnett 18006345 
S/Sgt Clyde W. Day 
S/Sgt 'J,!onsi,e Dominguez 
S/Sgt John ¥~. Fletcliler 
S/Sgt Alvin. F .• !Iaverkamp 
S/Sgt. George, D. Lamb 
S/Sgt.Willia E. Loocke 
S/Sgt John A,. Lyons 
S/Sgt Gale E. Raybon 





























































S&t John J. Kauzi~rieh 
Sgt Henry T. Maloy 
Sgt Robert E. Meyers 
Sgt Carl C. Pepple 
17033690 
~ 12079900 . 
35041490 
35041941 
T/5 G~-'S~m~~ 1 i ~--C~hen 
Pfc Gebrge' W. Gibson, Jr. 
Pvt Gej,rge W. Rogers 
Pvt Jose C, Seijo, Jr. 
511TH SERVICE SQUADRON 




M/Sgt R~ssell C. Cloud 
li/Sgt Royal H. McCauley 
li/Sgt Arnold McKinney 
T/Sgt E~~ond D. Dvorak 
T!Sgt Wilfred F. Haber!Jlll.n 
T/Sgt James W. Harwell 
T/Sgt James M. Jaokson 
T!Sgt James A. Manning 
T/Sgt Roy'R. Warren 
Iadonisi 11021406 
Sgt Harold S. O'Brien 
Sgt Emery H. Draper 
Sgt Fred W. Gandret 
Sgt Genoral W. Hampton, 
Sgt O. L. Harris 
T/Sgt :teonard L. Watson 
S!Sgt Lauren ,B. Gram 
sjS!?;t William B. MacLeay 
S/Sgt Chester J. Marusek 
S/SgtElwin'R. McCornaok 
S/Sgt I~ilmer H. Moore 
S/Sgt Ira E. Pollack 
S/Sgt Charles A. Urban 
S/~gt Paul E. Dudley 
S/Sgt'Henry A. Finney 
S/Sgt Lonnie J. Hayoraft 
S!Sgt Harold C.. Jeter 
S!Sgt Glendon B. Kight. 
,S!Sgt Marion C. Mann 
S/Sgt Earl H. Sanford 
S/Sgt Albert Siskin,d 
,S/Sgt Daniel J. Takach 
Sgt Wilbur H. Benjamin 
Sgt John F. Blakeney, Jr. 
Sgt E~rl,H. King 




























Sgt Donar D. Hunt 
Sgt Harold Kvenild 
Sgt Hyman Leff 
Sgt Oliver P. Martin 
Sgt Franois E. Piorce 
Sgt ChesterF. Shirooky 
Sgt TiEd tor' A. Tinsley , 
Sgt Maurioe J. 'iikoff 
Sgt Norman E,. Viilliams 
Cpl Joseph H. Bouohard 
Opl Herbert W. Bailey 
Cpl Francis H. Baker 
Cpl Harry E, Blume 
Cpl Patrick J. Evans 
Cpl Allie B. Francis 
Cpl Gerald E. Johnson 
OpCl Edward F. :{ithcaz:t, 
Cpl James F. Menn 
Cpl Berry A. Ray 
Cpl Paul w. Roberds 
Cpl Tom Strong 
Iilpl Frankie Trujillo 
Cpl Joe F. Zabulcoveo 
Pfo Eugene C. Hyde 
Pfe Earl K. Newquist 
Pfc John C. Olthoff 
Jr. 
Jr, 
2458TH QUARTERliIASTER TRUCK CQi,!PANY, AVN. 
1st Sgt 
S/,sgt George ':i. Hulstrom 
S/Sg~ Daniel H. Skelly 
S!Sgt Richard E. Stodela 
S/Sgt Sebastian S. Wilkinson 
Sgt Robert L. Kruse 
__ .sgt J).'lvin tv. Rodenburg 
T/4 Gr lames J. Little 
T/4 Gr Edward r. SkiD~ 
T/4 Gr Frank Zelanka 
Francis H. PreuDs 17035590 
36311751 Opl Franklin L. Gilliland 
31059201 Cpl Daniel K. Ury 
36202495 Cpl Ervin V. Vangraefsohepe 
3<12:30183 Tis Gr, Archie S. Framnes . 
39304\174 T/5 Gr Leland M. Garner 
37111784 .. TiS G~' Paul J ~ Hoffman 
34268830 T!$ Gr Sterling,A; Shaver 
31059216 " T/5 Gr Harry,R~ 'Trout 














































.. , , 
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108TH QUARTER1lASTER PLATOON 
, 
T/sgt Joseph C. Penderg;ast 
S/3gt Johnnie M. Adkins 
S/Sgt William M. Hartog, Jr. 





Sgt Harry C. Douglas 
T/4 Gr Theodore Michael 
T/4 Gr Orty E. Orr 
695TH ORDNANCE COMPANY Mill (AW) 
M/Sgt Charles E. Wymer 
T/Sgt William T. Kelley 
S/Sgt William H. Johnson 
S/Sgt Harry Miller 






T/3 Gr Arnold A. Johnsman 
Sgt ClarencG J. Chateau 
Sgt Robert F~ Hall 









; , . 
2. :VOCO, 8th, ADG, 13 September 1943, that.th'e No.2 Clasp for the Good' 
Cond,!-ct Medal would be awarded to the fo llowing EM, that entry of this' award 
would be made in the Service Record (rID AGO Form #24 ) and on Soldier's Qualiti-
" cation Card (Vlll AGO Form #20) is nerebY,confirmed a!J.d made of: record. Auth AR 
600-68= ' 
1st Sgt Alfred W. Bird ~821777 8th Depot Supply Squadron 
, ' 
3. VOCO, 8th ADG, 13 September 1943, that the Motor Vehicle Mechanic Awat:d 
would be awarded to the following EM, that entry of this award w6uld be made in 
the Service Record (WD AGO Form #24) and on Saldieris QUalification Card (.m AGO 
Form #20) is hereby. confirmed and made of record. Auth mJ Circular no •. 248 Par 2: , , 
695TH ORDNAnCE COMPANY !11M (AVN) 
M/Sgt Charles E. Wymer 35024013 
T/Sgt William T. Kelley 35033955 
S/Sgt William H. Johnson 39159836 
Tis Gr Arnold A. Johnsman 35033940 
Sgt Ralph L. Colombo 36121140 
5gt Robert F. H!lll .. 36158373 
, T/4 Gr' Philip J. Conigliaro 36121191 
T/4 Gr John W. Erdei 39678043 
o T/4 Gr Burl G. Goering 36024106 
T/4 Gr eltenieth W. Killian ,I f39381537 
T/4 Gr"Walter J. Mazurek 18055539 
T/4 Gr Tom R. McClary , 37076920 
T/4 Gr Franklin W. Southard;Jr. 39379360 
Cpl Grady E,. leet 36059176 
T/5 Gr John W. Baker 35207634 
T/5 ar Horace Baxley 34105318 
T/5 Gr Grover E. Birmingham 
T/5 Gr John J. Bradley , 
T/5 Gr George H. Gierman 
T/5 Gr Wil~iam L. Jensen,Jr. 
T/5 Gr, Walter H. Kennedy , 
T/5 Gr Patrick H. Lester 
T/5 Gr Moses I. Moore 
Pfe Paul E. Armstrong 
Pfe Gordon L. Bowser 
Pfe Charles C. Cramer 
Pfc Marsh~ll C. Dehart 
Pfc James ~" /.Iartin 
,Pfo Robert'W. McDonald 
Pvt Walter A.: Cornell 
·Pvt Ve.np~ ~tarr 
Pvt KEjnne-t;li 'H,Pack 
2458TH QUARTERMASTER TRUCK COMPANY (AW) 
Sgt Alvin W. Rodenburg 
T74 Gr Pasquale DiBiasio. . 
• 
37111784 Cpl Stuart E. Leavens 



















'4. VOCO, 8th ADG,-. 13 September 1943, that the Motor Vehiole Driver's AW!lrd 
would be awarded to the fonowing EM, that 'entry of this award would be made in 
the Service Record (WDAGO Form #24) and on Soldier's Qualification Card (riD AGO 
'Form #20~ is hereby confirmed and madg of record. Auth VID Circular No. 248 Par 2= 
2458TH QUARTERilJTASTER TRUCK COMPANY (AVU) 
S/,Sgt George ' Vi. Hulstrom 
sjSgt Richard E. Stodola 
Sgt Robert,L. Kruse 





T!4 Gr Frank Zelanka 
Cpl Leonard J. Ellis 
Cpl Robert.C. Grove 






vp~ ~rv~n v, v~ngr~e~scnepe 
T/5 Gr Carl E; Barnes 
T/5 Gr Vernon W. Engert 
T/5 Gr Archie S. Framnes 
T/5 GrLe1and M. Garner 
T/5 Gr Gene A. Green 
T!S Gr Ralph E. lls:rger 
T!5 Gr George M. Haught 
:r!5 Gr John Karczewski 











By order of Colonel TELLMAN: 
OFF IC IA.L: 
DISTRIBUTIOH: 
~.' - ,-; ;.t' ~-.-'"' v.~ '. ' " ''c~:$:''.,"- -'?it y. 
• Vi. RA.J< '{IN tAm. , 
Cap'tain, Air Corps J 
Adjutant. 
5 - Each Squadron Commander 
10 -Per. O. 
1 ... CO,. 8th .ADG 
1 - Adj, 8th ADG 
1 - File 
rIC UaV1Q ~. ~nbe~Kkng 
PfcRobert L. Gillispie 
Pfo Arnold A. Groop 
PfcTilghman W. Lea 
pro Charle. F.Mal:tory 
pre Kermit E. Newe 11 
Pfc George Sumpter 
Pfe Daniel K. Ury 
Pfe John S. Wolford 











C. W. RPNKIN, JR., 
Captain, Air Corps, 
Adjutant. 
., 
1. voce, 8th ADG, 13 September 1943, that the Good Conduot Medal would '.e 
awarded taeaoh of the following .EM, that entry of this award would be made in the 
Servi'ce Reeord (WD AGe Form {f24) and on Soldier' 5 Qu!!-lifioation· Card ('ill) AGO Form 
{f20) of eaoh EM oonoerned, is hereby confirmed a)ldmade of reoord. Auth IDleeOO .. 68: 
. ' 
HEA.DQUARTERS A1'lD"HEA.DQUiI.RTERS SQUADilON 
T/sgt John A. !feft' 
T/Sgt J:L-n G. Jenson 
lst Sgt Arthur J. Dr~ssel, 34268114 
T/Sgt Denz.i'!. 'L. Mallory 
T/Si;t Rayburn V. McKee 
T/Sgt Jesse "B_ Williams 
S/Sgt Ri.ma.rd E;'Frye 
S!Sgt Charles C. King 
S/Sgt Thaddeus L. Lowder 
S/Sgt Gerald M. Pope 
S/Sgt George R. Sehl~bohm 
S!SgtCeoil D. Smith 
S/Sgt Jame,s Still 
T/3 Gr Arthur Touratz 
Sgt Otis F. Albreoht 
Sgt James L. Aubuohon 
Sgt .Riohard A. Buohanan 
Sgt Paul A. Duncan 
Sgt Shirley L. Estes 
S gt RaYlllon d G. Gouye ia 
Sgt Albert H. KDerth 























SgtNorll1lln C. 1,!oKenna 
Sgt Albert L. Uerriam· 
SgtArt!1ur Z. Phillips 
Sgt Edmund C. Robinson 
Sgt· George' V •.• , Ross 
Sgt Theodore TI. Ruiz 
S gt "otto J. Schumann 
Sgt Aubrey E. Seignious 
Sgt Roport Short 
Sgt Alfred T. Wilhelm 
T74Gr Rufus H. !fix 
Cp1 James L. Bll1xto)l 
Cpl Joseph L. Cordova 
Cp1 John Lawrence ' 
Cpl Philip A. ,Utchell 
Cpl Ho~urd E~.Potter 
T/5 Gr Cha~l~s B. Boykin 
T/5 Gr Francis, .J. Kelly 
Tis Gr Georg~ C. E. Kurz 
T/li, Gr Fr.ank >:,. Shat 
Ptc Cl~~ence lI. Davis 
EIGHTH DEPOT SUPPLY S(1JADROll 
M/Sgt Raymond H. Barrows 
1I/Sgt Robert O. Plough 
T!Sgt Hare1d B.wling 
T/Sgt Charles E. 'Brov.n, Jr. 
T/Sgt George J. Niaula 
S/Sg;t Donald R •. Grant 
Sis gt Paul R. F. Hangen 
S/Sgt William p. Ingram, Jr. 
S/Sgt William J. Moules 
S!.Sgt Harry Ossoff 
S!Sgt Stephen H. Richmond 
S/Sgt William V. Roberts 
, S/Sgt Nick W.~ Skidis 
sjSgt James E. Weathersby 
S/Sgt Donald' J. Woodmansee 
S gt Max H. Bowman 
Sgt HenryS. Brovm 
SgtRobert B". Cohn 
Sgt ,forgan D. DeBeck 
Sgt Frederiok G. Dobson 
Sgt Gordon H. Epperson 
Sgt Harvey L. Fisher 
























S.gtBernard Kt-uglak , 
Sgt Thomas r1. McDonnell 
Sgt Hugh E. mtchell 
Sgt qarence Jl. Page 
Sgt Jack W. Prather 
5gt Paul B.Quinll 
Sgt John D. Samples 
sg;t Theodore· Sander, Jr. 
Cpl Edgar C. Byers 
Cp1 Paul G. Fu1p 
Cpl Edward R. Krull 
Cpl Samuel R. Ma.;mey 
Cpl Edward A. G.ley 
Cpl Leo P. McCarthy 
-Cpl Myron J. McKnight 
Cpl lIaro1d.R.Ra,nkin 
Cp1 GieusEfllpe Renda 
Cp1 Louis A. Silverman 
Cpl Murray ;.1. V'leingred 
T/5 Gr Johnnie Kovar 
Pfo Charles F. Dean 
Pfe Riohard S. Smith 
















































S .• O. No. 105 (Continued) 
M/Sgt Merris E. Ca:rgal 
M/Sgt Bue1 W. Crutchfield 
M/Sgt Frank W •. Far1ey 
l.i/S gt Ralph L. Mitchell 
M/,Sgt Patrick C. Pedracine 
M/Sgt John H. Taquino 
M/Sgt Clarence E. Wilund 
T/Sgt Arthur J. Aston , 
T/Sgt Ross A,~ Blair 
T/pgt Clement N. Blomberg 
T/Sgt Robert M. Bloxom 
T/Sgt ToraH 'Christiansen 
T!Sgt Edward H. Creech 
T/pgt John Egan 
'rjS gt Edwin C. Gil.liam 
Tlpgt Frank .Ho1bus 
T/.sgt Salvador .Lovin 
T!S gt Raymond J. Maher 
T!Sgt Robert M. Rooney 
T/Sgt Albert.F. Smith 
T!Sgt Harcourt W. Smith 
T/Sgt Ralph E. Smith 
T/Sgt LouisF. Stangel 
T/sgt Robert E. Vo1ke, jr. 
T/Sgt David A. Willson 
S/Sgt Hugh B. Allis'on 
's/Sgt David N. Backus 
S/Sgt Francis J • .Bludau 
S!Sgt KeithF. Braucher, 
S/Sgt Harry L. Qasey 
S!Sgt Edwin H. Chambers 
S!Sgt Robert F. Clayton 
S/Sgt William DeMichael 
S/Sgt Thomas F. Duff~' 
S/Sgt Frank F. Dwnke 
S!Sgt Howard W. Elliot 
S!Sgt Ronald A.Ericks,on 
S!Sgt ~rnest P. Frank 
. S!Sgt Robert II. liardy 
'S!Sgt RC!lbert D. Hilton 
S/SgJ; Frank B. Howard 
s/Sgt Harry I. Bughee 
S!Sgt Clarence O. Jacobson 
,S/Sgt.Anthony . J. Kachanu~ki 
S!Sgt Patrick W. Kie1 
S!Sgt Alfred J. Lawson 
S!Sgt Gordo~F, McKean 
S!Sgt Herman Martin 
S!Sgt Stuart A: Mayo 
S!Sgt Chesney M. Mitchell 
S/Sgt Oscar H. IilQrgan 
S!S gt Theodore C. Ne 1ro n 
S/SgtGHbert L. Palmer' . 
S!Sgt Ralph M. Quever . 
. S/Sgt Paul E. Rogers" 
S!Sgt George' E. Roscoe 
Sjlilgt John Yi. Rose,. ~ 
S!Sgt .Albert W. Savage 
S!Sgt Harry E. Sten~el 
S/Sgt Wilbert K. Viohl 
- 1- _ _____ • ,..,. ~!t:"I_J.J... ___ .L __ 
EIGHT}! DEPOT REPAIR SQUADRON 
1st Sgt Dallas H. Stephens 35133519 
6295932 S/.'sgtRichard B. Wilkens 
6393242 . s7::>gt Roger M. Wimberly 
62560G8 S/Sgt Teefil B. Zudor 
6259546 Sgt Wilmer E. Asmussen 
16005062 .,' S gt Car 1 F. Bainer 
6259461 "Sgt .Jay M. Bair 
1602(;)340 ' Sgt James C. Beard 
17035402 Sgt Joseph O. Berube 
16051629 Sgt Herman W. Beyer ~ 
37328~29 Sgt Gust L. Booras 
18061364 Sgt Vernon W. Botter 
39827639 Sgt Ralph Bramblett 
37101210. Sgt Henry O. Bridges 
39173938 Sgt'Michael Capone 
18115090 Sgt· Fred 'iI. Clevering!!. 
1600.6375 Sg.t Odis J. Cloutier 
62727·60 Sgt ({harles V. Corley 
36048903 Sgt Frank Domiche1 . 
.. 
17002138 Sgt William L. Esalhorst 
11037463 Sgt Howard J. Feriend 
19018062 Sgt Joseph Filippone' . 
62l.9032 Sgt Charlie O. Ford 
39306047 Sgt Carl Gilison 
15187410 SgtHerbert E. 'llarnilton 
352(is{J56 Sgt Joseph Dr Herron 
14041807 Sgt Harold E. Hiner 
15073131 Sgt Thomas D. Hodges 
18067451 SgtWillie O. Hooks 
35041928 SgtVernon F. Ihrke 
342669a4 Sgt Harold C.' Is berner 
34267713 Sgt Jeseph A. Kalinewski 
36162919 Sgt Karroll K.· Kinyon 
3::0 51350 Sgt Albert .A. Knight 
18067481') SgtN'orman F. Komarek 
36164830 Sgt George A. Kopciho 
14072318 Sgt Rufus M.' LaValley 
,16042872 Sgt Char1es·11. Manowitz 
. 35041903 Sgt Jim R.· Markos 
,34258989 Sgt Albert' iJ. Migliore 
. 16fl8'l678 Sgt Jehn Mill¢F 
34267275 Sgt Fred. P'. 140rris 
38.92865 . Sgt Robert M. Ocheltree 
19096417 Sgt Alvin G. Olson 
13025993 SgtEmil 0 .. Olson . 
~2282726 Sgt StuattL. Phillips 
l7G28135 Sgt Merle J. ·Ray· 
.. 36304430 Sgt WYndham R. Redford 
,36305561 Sgt Ray Rogers 
,16042275 Sgt Peter iT. Schafflhuber 
., "19'059504 Sgt Ralph~. Simpson 
'. 16051194 Sgt Marion H. Stipp 
19061973' Sgt Clifford J. Tessman 
;'16009859." Sgt Arne S. Thorsen 
16023574 Sgt Garrett J. Wallace 
,18015865 "S.gt Andrew B. Weloh 
32301289 Sgt Marion' L. White 
'15073f120 Sgt Robert c. Whiting 
16.643267 Sgt William J. Zweigart 
6917112 Cp1 Jack S. 'Anderson 
39306111 Cpl Riley A. Beokham 






























































Cpl Harvey J. Dawson 
Cpl Ruben M. Duarte 
,Cpl Andrew Dudkiewicz 
·Cpl.William H. Gossett 
Cpl Andrew E. Gothmiller 
Cpl Lloyd Hulsey 
Cpl Ivan E. James 
Cpl Harald R. Jensen 
Cpl Malcolm H. Jones 
Cpl John A. Martin 
Cpl Johnnie F. Myers 
Cpl Albert C. Ostman 
Cpl William R. Parks 
Cp1 Floyd M. Parton 
Cpl Robert E. Perry 
Cpl Felix F. Prokop 
Cpl Kenneth 1!. Ramsdell 
Cpl Thomas J. Savage 
1st Sgt 
W/Sgt Oscar B. Carlson 
,i/sgt John Schalski 
MjSgt William E. Stultz 
T/Sgt Gasper A. Cerami 
T/Sgt James K. DaVidson 
TjSgt Gar.vin E. Jarmon 
TjSgt Rob.ert Launt 
T/Sgt Lowell L. McWade 
T/Sgt Frederick Me.eh 
T/Sgt Roland F. Nagel 
T/Sgt Raymond J. Reagan 
TjSgt Harvey W. Scott 
sjSgt Odward I. Bredeson 
S/Sgt Elaon R. Bristow 
SjSgt Frank J. Campbell 
sis gt Edward J. Flanigan 
sjSgt Louis B. Geisen 
S/Sgt Lyle H. Gravink 
sjSgt GeDrge R. Heimel 
S/Sgt Charlie V. Leek 
SjSgt Hal F. Lumbardo 
S/Sgt Mach Lyon 
S/Sgt Fo.ok S •• jar 
sjSgt Anthony H. I.!archikitis 
sjSgt Roy A. Marshall 
sjSgt Terry C. "ja.rtin 
sjSgt Andrew L. ;.!cBride 
S/Sgt . John F. j,ledved 
S/Sgt James Strejc 
S/Sgt John V. Vlishart 
Sgt Turner I!. Avery 
Sgt Clyde H. Carlson 
Sgt James F. Cunningham 
Sgt John E. Cupp 
Sgt Cecil D. Darland 



















Cpl Frederick H. Weihrich 
Cpl Edward C. Wilshusen 
Cpl Loren R. Wilson 
T/5 Gr Thomas R. Bryson 
T/5 Gr Stillman Elkins 
P~c Harris J. Bader 
P~c Richard 11., Blake 
P~c William R. Bunch 
P~c St.te J •. Fanning 
P~c Herbert A. Grosskop~ 
P~c Robert J. Hubert 
P~c Robert R. Keith 
p~c Ellts D. Marlin 
P~c W~l~red O. Olson 
.'; P~c Sheridan L. Scott 
P~c Frank Shell 
P~c Herman J. Shull 
Pvt ~illiam D. Vaughn 






































Beverley, Jv. 38Q92867 
Sgt Weodrow J. Day 
Sgt Ralph V. Deason 
Sgt James T. Deshler 
Sgt Wayne Emery 
Sgt Lyle W. Fitzpatrick 
Sgt--Rebert S.Greene 
Sst Clay W. Hinman ' 
Sgt Frederick C. Hollins,Jr. 
Sgt Wal tor C. Kowalik 
Sgt Henry J. Lis 
Sgt Ray Logsdon 
Sgt John·W. Lowny 
Sgt Calvin P. Martin 
Sgt Richard B. Sackett 
Sgt Peter·L.,Scha~man 
Sgt Frederick J. Schnabel 
Sgt Paul L. Schutz 
Sgt Lorenz Schwarz 
Sgt Robert E. Teare 
Sgt Russell L. T<mer 
Sgt Robert O. Vort~~n 
Sgt John 17-. Tiashl1iJkie 
Sgt Spenc0r Vi. ,iea therstone 
Sgt Richard E. I'ieisbond 
Sgt Harry J. TIojoiechowski 
Sgt Loo N. 'Iim'[czuk 
Cpl Harrison G. Abbott 
Cp1 Emmett Asmussen 
Cpl Al vin ~.!. Black, Jr. 
Cpl Lee R. Cato 
Cpl George D. Chandler 
Cpl Robert C. Christensen 
Cpl Mack Cockrell 
Cpl Mauri.ce ':1. Endris 
Cpl 'iiarren F. Faust 
























































S.O. No. 105 (Continued) 
Cpl Edward E. Finoher 
Cpl Charles iY. Frederioksen 
Cpl Otis E. Frost 
Cpl Charles B. Fulcher 
Cpl James P. Gargan, Jr. 
Cpl Ben F. Gerbino 
Cpl Joe' S. Gerbino 
Cpl John J. Guzzetti 
Cpl Gilbert D. Gwinn 
Cpl JohnW. Hutohenreuther 
Cpl Julius S. Janewicz 
Cpl Clarence W. Jenkins 
Qpl Wilbur M. Johnson 
Qpl Henry L. King, Jr. 
Cpl Robert E. Kohr 
Cpl ErlQ F. Krause 
Cpl Jackie G. Lindaman 
Cpl Charles 'D. 'Littrell 
CplFrank B. ,Lund 
Cpl Wilfred P. McDonald 
Cpl Cullie ,E. McRee 
Cpl Wayne E. Martin 
Cpl Murray M. Mathews 
Cpl Frederick B. Monsell 
Cpl Harvey R. Moore 
Cpl Emerson W; Nelson 
Cpl Fra~k J. Nevero 
Cpl Thomas D. Peters 
Cpl Irving J. Polk 
Cpl Paul P. Price, Jr. 
Cpl ~urioe R~ Rakestraw 
Cpl Wallaoe L. Riohards 
Cpl CarltOIi C: Rogers 
Cpl Ant,hony Se,k;elsky,. 
Cpl Hugh C. Smi'th," Jr. 
Cpl Raymond C. &wczak 
Cpl Leslie T: Stever 
Cpl Albert B. Strama 
Cpl Loyd E. Temple 
Cpl How~d L. Tubbs 
Cpl Jerry Vavra 
Cpl Edward Y. Zelina 
Pfo Emery H. Anderson 
Pfo Eldon L. Andrews 
Pfc John T. Bearden 
Pfc Donald F. Bidgood 
Pfe Willie W. Boles, Jr. 
Pfo Troy K. Bolt 
Pfe John S. Catron 
pre Maynard A. 'Cooperrider 




















































Pfc Floyd A. Dunn 35430493 
Pfc Robert J. Edwards 34276305 
Pfe Willard E. Fisher 14105402 
Pfc Thomas J. Galligan 36244292 
Pfc Lawrence D. Gauthier 16045050 
Pfe John T. Gavin 31079921 
Pfc Clinton C. Hanigan 18160048 
Pfc Wayne D. Hansen 17107270 
Pfc Arthur Israel 12065561 
Pfc Walter B. Jenson 3"6346004 
Pfc Frank S. Levandowski 16084396 
Pfc Roy M. Lind 37275554 
PfcJoseph Loccisano 32425471 
,Pfc Leonard E. 'lIatthias 16092346 
,Pfe Michael J. Mazza 32392991 
Pfc John, R, Mooro 31199930 
Pfe ROl:Jert F. Mortenson 37196673 
Pfc Edward N. Nemeth 32394244 
pre William C. Olsen 39178523 
Pfe Li'one 1 T. 0 'Meara 31141950 
Pfc Elwood 11. Pelkey 35354496 
Pfc Dominic Porreeca 33316874 
Pfc Kenneth B. Pridham" 39242731 
Pfe Stanley L. Reich 12059746 
Pfe Theodore W. Rintala 37271639 
Pfc Es~ona t. Rose. - 31071506 
Pfc Yohga K. Sage 18082538 
Pfc Paul A. Saraeinskas 33267121 
Pfe William J. Schmidt 333i4085 
Pfc ~athaniel B. Senn 34128712 
Pfc Earl Shaeffer 33159172 
Pfc Samuel A. Smith 37,115450, 
Pfc James F. Stone" Jr. 1813~885 
Pfe Erwin H. 'Trauneeker 32271549 
Pfc Lloyd E~ Wheeler' 3-6248453 
Pvt Roy R. Camerl;m 12091546 
Pvt Roger V. Czech 36345913 
piTt Frank A. Davis 35115035 
Pvt Harmond T. Haf~nsteiner ... 32372026 
Pvt Bernard W. Harrell 34336125 
PVt Bdrnard A. Kinsella 3~350933 
Pvt Goorge H. Krause 56344059 
Pvt Albert J. ,uallsoli' 12123098 
Pvt John L. Rooks 14129201 
Pvt John 'J. 'Santarsiero 12047389 
Pvt A}v,in Sorensen 52409611 
Pvt Martin L. Sorensen 39607270 
Pvt Raymond T .,iihi te 38129669 
Pvt Andre A. 'iybo 36175503 
Pvt Clement A. Zakareekis 35313733 
Pvt Gaston C. Young 38092877 
89TH >lEPOT SUPPLY SQJJADRON " 
1st Sgt Clarence W. 
M/Sgt Albert S. 'Burney 18006350 
ri/Sgt ,Thbmas 11 .. Doggett 6284272 
rjSgt Daie H. Ernsthausen 35041790 
TjSgt ,John S. Hanley 12037599 
TjSgt Edward J. Holub 18041945 
T/Sgt Bradford H. Howard 14066101 
TjSgt Joseph Spinelli 37136114 
sjSgt Louis E. Bradley 18058226 
• - - -. .. .......... I'l'~ .... ;,. 
Barnett 18006345 
sjSgt Clyde W.' Day 
S/Sgt ¥onsie Dominguez 
'S/Sgt John, Vi. Fletcher 
~/Sgt Alvin F. Haverkamp 
S/Sgt George D. Lamb 
S/Sgt Wi,llie E. Loocke 
sjSgt John A. Lyons 
sjSgt Gale E. Raybon 











Sgt John J. Kauzlarich 
Sgt Henry T. Maloy 
Sgt Robert E. Meyers 





175 Gr Samuel I. Cohen 
, Pfe George W. Gibson, Jr. 
Pvt George ~. Rogers 
Pvt Jose C. Seijo, Jr. 
511TH SERVICE SQUADRON 
1st Sgt Carmin J. 
M/Sgt Russell C. Cloud 6258155 
M'/Sgt Royal H. McCauley 6288205 
MjSgt Arnold McKinney 6416811 
T/Sgt Edmond D. Dvorak 20123338 
T/Sgt Wilf'red F. Hab.erman 18061413 
T/Sgt James, W. Harwell ',tl261235 
T/Sgt .James M. Jackson 7(110353 
T!Sgt James A. Manning 6073653 
T!Sgt Roy.!l-. Warren 6952844 
T!Sgt Leonard L. Watson 6495383 
S/Sgt Lauren B. Gram 36302333 
S!Sgt Willialll B. MacLeay 35040748 
S!Sgt Chester J; ilfarusek 16042300 
S!Sgt Elwin R. ].{cCornack 39104337 
S/Sgt Wilmer H. Moore 36l2!i358 
S/Sgt'Ira E. Pollack 701~3C9 
S!Sgt Charles A. Urban 15016915 
S/Sgt, :L'aul E. Dudley , 35042012 
S!Sgt Henry A. ,Finney 18067437 
S/Sgt Lonnie J. Haycraf't 16043247 
S/Sgt Haro.1d C. Jeter 15090171 
S/Sgt GlsI!don B. Kight 35133167 ' 
S!Sgt Marion C.Mann 15:)87687 
S!Sgt Earl H. Sanford 14061947 
S!Sg;t, Allbert Siskind 13040321 
r;- S/SgtDp,nie1 J. T~kach 17033587 
Sgt Wilbur H. Benjamin 35053589 
Sgt John.F. Blakeney, Jr. 14061337 
Sgt Earl lJ. King 17017714 
Sgt Edwin ,J. MoLean 16019879 
I 
Iadonisi 11021406 
Sgt Harold S. O'Brien 
Sgt Emery H. Draper 
Sgt Freg ~. Gandret 
Sgt G'enora1 ri. Hampton, 
Sgt O. L. Harris 
Sgt Donar D. Hunt 
Sgt Harold Kvani1d 
Sgt Hyman Lef'f' 
Sgt Oliver P. Martin 
Sgt Francis E. Piorce 
Sgt Chester F. Shirocky 
S gt Tia1 tar A. Tins ley 
Sgt Maurice J. ;akof'f' 
Sgt Norman' E. Williams 
Cpl Joseph H. Bouchard 
Cp1 Herbert W. Bailey 
Cp1 Francis M. Baker 
Op1 HarryE.B1ume 
Op1 Patrick J. Evans 
Cp1 Allie B. Francis 
Cpl Gerald E. Johnson 
Cp! Edward.F. Kithcart, 
Cp1 James F. Menn 
Cpl'Berry A. Ray 
Op1 Paul W. Roberds 
Cpl Tom Si<rong 
Ii:p1 Frankie Trujillo 
Cp1 Joe' F. Zabukovec 
Pf'c Eugene C. Hyde 
pre Earl K. Newquist 
Pf'c John C. Olthoff' 
Jr. 
Jr._ 
2458TH QUARTERl,IASTER TRUCK OQ;,!PANY. AV11. 
1st Sgt 
S/Sgt George '.";". Hulstrom 
S/Sgt Daniel H. Skelly 
S/Sgt Richard E. Stodola 
S/Sgt Sebastian S.Wilkinson 
Sgt Robert L. Kruse 
Sgt Alvin tv. Rodenburg 
T/4 Gr 6ames J. Little 
T!4 Gr Edward F. Ski.a 











Preuss " 17035590 
Cp1 Franklin L. Gi11i1und 
Opl Daniel K. Ury 
Cp1Ervin V. Vangraef'so/lepe 
T/5 Gr Archie S. Framnes 
T/5 Gr Leland M. Garner 
T!5 Gr Paul J. Hoffman 
T!5 Gr Sterling A. Shaver 
T!5 Gr Harry R; Trout 
















































S.O. No. 105 (Continued) 
408TH QUARTERMASTER PlATOON 
T/Sgt Joseph C. Pendergrast 
sjSgt Johnnie M. Adkins 
S/Sgt William M. Hartog, Jr. 
S/Sgt George Keim, Jr. 
34142685, ·S~ Harry C. Douglas 
14004386 T/4 Gr Theodore Michael 
321 73600 i/4 GrOrty E. Orr 
32176981 
695TH ORDNANCE COMPANY MM (A VN) 
M/Sgt Charles E. Wymer 
TjSgt William T. Kelley 
sjSgt William H. Johnson 
sjSgt Harry Miller 






T/3 Gr Arnold A. Johnsman 
Sgt Clarenoe J. Chateau 
Sgt RObert F. Hall 








2. VOCO, 8th ADG, 13 September 1943, that the No.2 Clasp for the Good 
Conduot Medal would be awarded to the following EM, that entry. of this award 
would be made in the Service Record (em AGO Form #24 ) and on Soldier's Qualiti- . ,.~ 
cation Card ,(vm AGO Form #20) is hereby confirmod and made of record. Auth AR ~. 
600-68: ; . . 
" 
:lst Sgt Alfred 'tV. Bird, 6821777 . 8th Dcpot5upply S:quadron 
3. VOCO, 13th ADG, i3 Septem~er 1943', that the Motor Vehicle Mechanic Award 
would be awarded j;o 'the following EM" .that entry of this awa'rd would be made in 
the Service Record (WI> AGO Form #24) and on Soldier's Qilalifioation Card (1lD AGO 
Form #20) is hereby oonfirmed and mo.de of. record.' Auth rID· Circular No. 218 Par 2: 
695TH ORDNANCE'C0:IlPANY MM '(AVlf) 
'MjSgt Charles E. Wymer 
T/Sgt~Nilliam T. Kelley 
sjSgt William H. Johnson 
T/3'Gr Arnold A, Johnsman 
Sgt.Ralph L. Colombo 
Sgt Robert·F. Hall 
TJ1 Gr Philip J. Conigliaro 
Tj4 Gr ~ohn W. Erdei 
Tj4 Gr Burl G. Goering 
i/4 Gr .Otenieth lV. Killian 
Tj1 Gr Walter J. Mazurek 
Tj4 Gr Tom R. MoClary . 
T/4 Gr Franklin W. Southard, Jr. 
Cpl Grady E. feet 
T/5 Gr John W. Baker 

















T/5 Gr Grover E. Birmingham 
T/5 Gr John J. Bradley . 
T/5 Gr George H. G'ierman 
. T/5 Gr William L. Jensen,Jr. 
Tj5 Gr Walter ll. Kennedy 
Tj5 Gr Patrick H. Lester 
T/5 Gr Moses I. iVloore 
Pfc Paul E. Armstrong 
Pfc Gordon L. Bowser 
Pfc Charles C. Cra.m~r 
Pfc Marshall C. Dehart 
Pfc Jame s J. !I!artin 
Pfo Robert W. McDonald 
Pvt Walter A. Cornell 
Pvt Vernon Starr 
Evt Kenneth H. Pack 
2458T'H QUARTERMASTER TRUCK COMPANY (AVN) 
Sgt Alvin W. Rodenburg 
T74 Gr Pasquale DiBlas~o . 
37111784 Cpl Stuart E. Leavens 



















4. VOCO, 8th ADG,' 13 September 1943, that the Motor Vehicle Driver's Award 
would be awarded to the following EM, that entry of this' award Vlould be made in 
the Service Record (wn AGO Form #24) and On Soldier's Qualification Card (TID AGO 
Form #20) is hereby confirmed and made of reoord. Auth 1'1D Cir.cular No. 248 Par' 2: . . . 
24aBTH QUARTERMASTER ;TRUCK C011PANY (AVN) 
S;,sgt George W. Hulstrom 
sjSgt Richard E. StodOLa 
Sgt Robert L.'Krusc 





i/4 Gr Frank Zelanka.'. 
Cpl Leonard J. Ellis 
Cpl Robert C. Grove 
Cpl John F. Huskey 





v.tJJ.. /.:Jl ilL .... W. VC:\:J . .I.t;fC!oI;::J,.i:i1,J110.i:'1;:: 
T/5'Gr Carl E.Barnes 
T/5Gr Vernon W. Engert 
T/5 Or Archie S. Framnes 
Tis Or Leland 11. Garner 
T/5 Gr Gene A. Green 
T/5 Gr Ralph E. Harger 
T/5' Gr Geor,ge ~,f., Haught 
T/5 GrJohn Karczewski 
T/5 Gr.Ster.iing A. Shaver 














Ct\l{tain, Air Corps; 
il:djutant. 
5 - Each Squadron'Commander 
10, - PeraO. 
·1 - 09 •. ,8:1;h ADG ',; 
1 - Adj, 8th ADG 
\ "I .... ,~ile 
-"I;" J. \,j U1;\. V l:U u • .!!ILJ.6\;;l J.~J.!lg 
Pfc Robert L. Gillispie 
Pfc ArnoT>! A. Groop 
pre TilglLman W. L0a 
Pfc Charles F .Mallory 
Pfe Kermit E. NeweU 
Pfc George Sumpter 
Pfe Daniel K. Ury 
Pfe John, S. Wolford 











C.w. RAi'i/ KIN" JR., 
Captain; ,Air Corps, 
Adjutant. 
1m. 1110 ) 
1. VOCO, 8th ADG, 13 September 1943, that 'the' GoodConducit Medal Wl'l1f.J.d .• e 
awarded to. eaoh or the following EM, that entry of this award would be made in the 
Service' Reoord: (WD AGO Form #24) 'and on Soldier's QUalification Card ('liD AGe Form 
#20) .f eaoh EM conoerned, is hereby oonfirmed and made of record. Auth JiUI<iOO.68: 
I _ •••• • ) • 
HEA.DQUAR~~S MID HEADQUJI..RTERS SQUADRmi 
1st Sgt 
T/Sgt John A. Heft 
T/Sgt JL~ G. Jens.n 
T/Sgt Denz il L. Ma11or.v, 
T/Sgt Rayburn V. McKee 
T/Sgt Jesse B .. WillialfiS 
S/Sgt RiClhard E. Frye 
S/Sgt ClJ.!J.'r les C. King 
S/Sgt Thaddeus L; Lo'7der 
S/Sgt Gerald M. Pope . 
S/Sgt Ge.rge R. Soh1~bohm 
S/Sgt Cecil D. Smith 
S/Sgt James Still 
T/SGr Arthur Touratz 
Sgt Otis F~ Albreoht 
Sgt James L; Aubuohon 
Sgt Richard A. Buchanan 
Sgt Paul A. Duncan 
Sgt Shirley L. Estes 
Sgt Raymond G. Gouveia 
S gt Al bert H'. K.'irth 























• Sgt Norman C. MoKenna 
Sgt Albert L. Merriam 
Sgt Arthqr .E. Phillips 
Sgt EdmundC. Robins.n 
Sgt George ~ Ross 
sgt Theodore W. Ruiz 
Sgt otto J. Schu.~nn 
Sgt Au1)rey E. Seignious 
Stt RObert Short , ' 
Sgt Alfr~d T. Wilhelm 
T!4'Gr Rufus H. Hix 
Cpl James L. BIQxton 
Cpl Joseph L'. Cordova 
Cpl John 1;J,wrence 
Cpl Philip A. Mitchell 
cpi Howard E. Potter 
T15 Gr Charles B. Boykin 
T/5 Gr Fr~ncis i. Kelly 
T/5 Gr George C. E. Kurz 
.~ • ~ > 
Tf 5 Gr Frank P. Shat 
pre C1are~ce·H. Davis 
EIGHTH DEPOT SUPPLY S~ADRON , 
M!Sgt Raymond H. Barrows 
M!Sgt Rob~rt 0, Plough 
~/Sgt Hanld BlDwling . 
T/Sgt Charles E. BroVJn, Jr; 
T/Sgt George J. Nicu1a 
S/Sgt Donald H. Grant 
S/Sgt Paul R'. F. Hangen 
S/Sgt WilliamP, I~gram, Jr. 
S/Sgt William J. M.ules 
.S!.Sgt Harry Ossoff 
S!Sgt Stephen M. Riohmond 
S/Sgt William V; Roberts 
S/Sgt Nick W. Skidis 
S/Sgt James E. We~thersby 
S/Sgt Donald J. Woodmansee 
S.gt Max H. Bowman 
Sgt Henry S; Brovm 
Sgt Robert B', Cohn 
Sgt Morgan D. DeBeek 
Sgt Frederiok G. Dobson 
Sgt Gordon H. Epperson 
Sgt ~arvey L. Fisher 
Sgt John M. Hessi.n 
. ' 
6667974 Sgt Bernar9 Kruglak 
6958214 Sgt Thomas M. !icDonnell 
1804.972 SgtHugh E. j\litchell 
18167454 Sgt Clar0n~e H. Page 
350~8581 Sgt,JackW. Prather 
15072771 Sgt Paul B. Quinn 
13028977 Sgt Joh,1 D. Samples 
14012319 Sgt .Thepdore Sander, Jr. 
35Q41860 CplEdgarC. Byers 
12038910 Cpl Paul G. Fulp 
14072355 Cpl Edward R. Krull 
14067185 Cpl Samuel R. Majllley 
16029618 Cpl Edward A. Geley 
14016593 Cpl Leo P. McCarthy 
17033703 Cpl Myron J; McKnight 
38003892 Cpl Harold R. Rankin 
342~8062 Cpl Gi~useppeRenda 
37121325 Cpl Louis A. Silverman 
39173707 Cpl Murray lJ, Weingnd 
35041914 Tl5 Gr Johnnie K_var 
35267098 prc Charles F. Dean 













































33 iHS 718 
S.O. Ne. lIJ5 (Continued) 
M/Sgt Merrie E. Cargal 
M~gt Buel W, Crutchfield 
l.i/Sgt Frank W. Farley 
J.i/SgtRalph L. Mitohell 
M/flgt Patriok C. Pedraoine 
M'jSgt John H, Taq.uino 
li/sgt Clarence E. Wilund 
T/Sgt Arthur J. AstCll 
T/Sg'l; Ro.ss A. B'l/l,U' ' 
i/Sgt Clemant N •. Blomberg 
T/Sgt Robert'M,Bloxom 
T/Sgt Teran Chrfstlansen 
T/Sg:t Edward H, Creech 
T/Sgt John Egan ' ' 
T/Sgt EdwinC', Gilliam 
T/Sgt Frank HolbuB 
T/Sgt Salvador 'Lovin -
T/Sgt Raymond j. Maher 
T/Sgt Robert M.:'Rooney 
T/Sgt Albert F.; Smi.th 
T/Sgt Harcourt W.' Smith 
_T/~gt Ralph E. Smith 
,T/Sgt Louis F,' Stangel 
T/Sgt R~bert E'·. Volke, Jr. 
T/Sgt David A. 'Willson' 
. S/Sgt, Rugn B • Allisen 
S/Sgt David N. Backus 
S/flgt Francis J.. Bludau 
S/Sgt Keith F. Brauoher, 
S/Sgt Harry L. Casey 
S/Sgt E\l.win H-. Chambers 
S/Sgt Robert· F" Clayton 
S/Sgt'William DeMiohael 
S/Sgt Thomas -F •. Duff,· 
S/s gt Frank F. Dumke 
Sis gt Howard 11. EUiot 
S/Sgt Ronald A.Eriokson 
S/Sgt ~rneBt·P. Frank 
S/Sgt Robert 2~. Ilardy 
S/Sgt Robert D.: ,Hilton 
S/Sgt Frank iJ', HQward 
S/Sgt Harry I. Hughes 
s/agt ClarenoG"O. Jaoobsen 
, S/Sgt Anthony J .·Kachanuoki 
S/Sgt Patrick "'.Kial 
S/Sgt A.1fred J~ Lawson 
S/Sgt Gordon F, McKean 
s/agt Herman Martin 
S/Sgt Stuart k. ~fuyo 
,S/SgtChesney M. -Mitchell 
S/Sgt Os oar' H. Margan 
S/Sgt The~dere C. NellD n. 
S/Sgt Gilbert L. P"lmer, 
S/Sgt Ralph M. Quever 
S/Sgt Paul E. Rogers 
S/Sg~ GGorge E. R~aooe 
S/Sgt John W~Rcse 
S/Sgt Albert VI. Savage' 
S/Sgt Harry E. Stenzel 
S/Sgt WilbertK. Viohl 
... Ii"!. 0_ .... ,.~ ..... ~ __ U '\)';"\.,..I"~ .... .&. __ 
BfGET}! .DEPOT REPAIR SQ,UADRON 
1st Sgt Dallas H. Stephens 36133519 
6295932 S/~gt Richard B. Wilkens 
6393242, S/Sgt Roger M. Wimberly 
62560e8 S/Sgt Teofll B. Zudor 
62&9546 Sgt WilmsrE.' Asmussen 
160C5062 Sgt Carl F. Bainer 
6259461 Sgt Jay M. Bair 
16020S:4'O Sgt Jomas C. Beard 
17035402 Sgt Joseph O. Berube 
16£)51629 Sgt Herman W. BeJ{er 
37328029 : Sgt Gust L. Booras .' 
18061364 Sgt Vernon W. Batter 
-391327639 "'Sgt--Ral'ph Brambletii - -
37101210 Sgt Henry O •. Bridges 
39173938 Sgt Michael. Capone 
18115090 Sgt Fred W. Cleveringa 
16006375 Sgt Odis J. Cloutier 
6,272760 Sgt Chat;les V. Corley 
360489.3 Sgt Frank Domiohel 
17002138 Sgt Willi~~ L. Esa1horst 
1+,37463 SgtHo~rd J. Feriend 
19018062 Sgt Joseph Filippone 
5219032 Sgt Charlie O. Ford 
39'306047 Sgt Carl Gibson 
15187410 SgtHerbert E. Uamilton 
35268956 Sgt Joseph D. Herron 
14 04il.8 07 Sgt Harold. E. Hiner 
15073131 Sgt Thomas D. Hedges 
18067451 Sgt Willie O. Hooks 
35041928 Sgt Vernon F. Ihrke 
34266984 Sgt Har.old CoO Isberner 
3426771~ Sgt Jtseph A. Kalinewaki 
36162919 Sgt Kil-rrollK. Kil)1on 
3&\ 51350 Sgt Albert A. Knight 
1806748~ Sgt NormimF-. Komarek 
3Sal64830' Sgt G~orge A. Kbpcho 
14J72318 Sgt Rut,us M,..LaValley 
1\l042872 Sgt Charles 'N. Manowitz 
35041903 ,Sgt Jim' iI. Markos 
'34,258989 Sgt Albert J~ Migliore 
15'.87678 SgtJehn Miller. .. 
34267275 Sgt Ered P.Morris 
38492865 Sgt Robert M. Ooheltree ' 
19096117 Sgt Alvin'G, Olson 
13025993 Sgt Emil O. Olson 
32282'726 Sgt Stuart L. Phillips 
17028135 Sgt l4erle J. Ray 
36~04430 '5gt Wyndham :R. Redford 
363.55'61 Sgt Ray Rogers , 
16e42275 Sgt Peter J. Schafi'lhuber 
19059504 agt RalpJ:t A. Simpson 
16051~94 Sgt Marion H,' Stipp 
19061973 ,Sgt Clifford J. Tessman 
16009859 Sgt Arne S. Thorsen 
16023574, Sgt Garrett J. Wallace 
18015865 Sgt Andrew B. Weloh 
323.1289 Sgt Marion L. White , 
15073'20 Sgt Robert C. Whiting 
16043267 Sgt William J._ Zweigart 
6917412 Cpl Jack S. anderson 
39306111 Cpl Riley A. Beokham" 






























































... ' Cpl Harvey J. Dawson 
Cpl Ruben M. Duarte 
Cpl Andre,;'; Dudkiewiez 
Cpl William H. Gossett 
Cpl Andrew E. Gothmiller 
Cpl Lloyd Hulsey 
Cpl Ivan E. James 
.Cpl Harold R. Jensen 
Cpl Malcolm li. Jones 
Cpl John A. Martin 
Cpl Johnnie F. Myers 
Cpl Albert C. Ostman 
Cpl William R. Parks 
Cpl Floyd M. Parton 
Cpl Robert E. Perry 
Cpl Felix F. Prokop 
Cpl Keytneth ],1. Ramsdell 



















Cpl Frederick H. Weihrich 
Cpl Edward··C. Wilshusen 
Cpl Loren··R. Wilson 
T!5 Gr Thomas.R. Bryson 
T/5 Gr Stillman Elkins 
Pfe.Harris J. Bader 
Pfe Richard 11. Blake 
Pfc William R. Bunch 
Pfe Stcte J. Fanning 
Pfe Herbert A. Grosskopf 
Pfc Robert J. Hubert 
Pfe Robe~t R. Keith 
Pfe Ellis D.' Marlin 
Pfe Malfred O. Olson 
Pfe Sheridan L. Scott 
Pfe Frank Shell 
Pfe Herman J. Shull 
Pvt ,!lilliam D. Vaughn 
95TH DEPOT REPAIR SQ.UADROI. 
1st Sgt Charles C. Beverley, Jr. 
M/Sgt OS9a~,B. Carlson 
lijSgt John 'Schalski 
ll/~gt William E. Stultz 
TjSgt Gasper A. Cerami 
T!Sgt James K. Davidson 
T/Sgt Garvin E. Jarmon 
T/Sgt Robert Launt 
38f92867 
TjSgt Lowell L. McWade 
T/Sgt Fre.deriek !.leeh 
T/Sgt Roland F. Hagel 
T/Sgt Raymond J. Reagan 
T!Sgt H~rvey W. Scott 
S/Sgt Odward T. Bredeson 
S/Sgt Elaon R. Bristow 
S/Sgt Frank J. Campbell . 
S!Sgt Edward J. Flanigan 
S/Sgt Louis B. Geisen 
S/Sgt Lyle H'. Gravink 
S!Sgt George R. Heime1 
S/Sgt Charlie V. Leek 
S/Sgt Hal F. Lumbardo 
S/Sgt Mach Ly.m 
S/Sgt Fcok S. i\!ar 
S!Sgt Anthony N •. 1!archikitis 
S/Sgt Roy A. HArshall 
S/Sgt Terry C. "Ic..rtin. 
S!Sgt Imdrew L. 1,!cBride 
S/Sgt John F. Medved 
S/Sgt James Streje 
S/Sgt John V; Wishart 
Sgt Turner ;'1. Avery 
Sgt Clyde H. Carlson 
Sgt James F. Cunningham 
Sgt John E; Cupp 
Sgt Cecil D. Darland 






































Sgt W.odroVi J. Day 
Sgt Ralph V. Deason 
Sgt James T. Deshler 
Sgt Wayne Emery 
Sgt Lyle W. Fitzpatrick 
Sgt R.bert S. Greene 
Sgt Clay W. Hinman 
Sgt Frederick C. Hdlins, Jr. 
Sgt Walter C. Kowalik 
Sgt Henry J. Lis 
Sgt R.y Logsdon 
Sgt John 'II. Lowry 
Sgt Calvin P. Martin 
Sgt Richard B. Sackett 
Sgt Peter L. Sehafrnan 
Sgt Frederick J. Schnabel 
Sgt Paul L'; Schutz 
Sgt Lorenz Schwarz 
Sgt Robert E. Teare 
Sgt Russell L. Tewer 
Sgt Robert O. Vorthman 
Sgt John IT. Washl1ifkie 
Sgt SPencer Vi. Tieatherstone 
Sgt Richard E. Weisbond 
Sgt Harry J. 'Wojciechowski 
Sgt Loo N. iiov/czuk 
Cpl Harrison·G. Abbott 
Cpl ~~ett AsmUssen 
Cpl Alvin H. Black, Jr. 
Cpl Lee R. Cato 
Cpl Ge~rge D. Chandler 
Cpl Robert C. Christensen 
Cpl Mack Cockrell 
Cpl Maurice cr. Endris 
Cpl Viarten F. Faust 























































S.O. No. 105' (Continued) 
Cpl Ed,vard E. Fincher 
Cpl Charles W. 'Fredericksen 
Cpl Otis E. Frost 
Cpl Charles B. Fulcher 
Cpl James P. Gargan, Jr. 
Cpl Ben F. Gerbino 
Cpl Joe S. Gerbino 
Cpl John J. Guzzetti 
Cpl Gilbert D. Gwinn 
Cpl .John W. Hutchenreuther 
Cpl JuliUS S. Janewicz 
Cpl Clarence W. Jenkins 
Cpl Wilbur M. Johnso,?-
Cpl., H.enry L., 'King," Jr. , - . . - ~, -T 
Cpl. Robert E. Kohr 
Opl ErIe F. Krause ,. , 
Cpl Jackie G. Lindaman 
Cpl.C¥arles D. Littrell 
Cpl.,Fraflk 1). Lund ' 
Cpl Wilfred p. McDonald 
Cpl,Cullie E. McRee 
Cpl Wayne E. Martin 
Cpl Murray M. lJathews 
Cpl Frederick B. Monsell 
Cpl Harvey R. Moore 
Cpl Emerson W. Nelson 
Cpl Frank .J. Nevero 
Cpl Thomas D. Peters 
Cpl Jrving J. Polk 
Cpl Paul P. Price, Jr. 
Cpl Mauric~ R. R~kestraw 
Cpl Wallace L. ,Richards 
Cpl Carlton, C •. Rogers 
Cpl Anthony Sekelsky 
Cpl Hugh C.,Smith, Jr. 
Cpl Raymond Q. a.bczak 
Cpl Leslie ~ .• &;tever' 
Cpl A1bllrt B~, ~tralllfl 
Cpl Loyd E. Temple 
Cpl Howru-d L. Tubbs 
Cpl Jerry Vavra 
Cpl Edwa;rd, Y. Zelina 
Pfc, Emery H. Anderson 
Pfc Eldon L'.· Andrews 
Pfc John T'" Bearden 
Pfc Donald F. Bidgood 
Pfe Willie W. Boles, Jr. 
Pfe Troy K. Bolt 
Pfe John S. Catron 
Pfe ].fu;ynard A. Cooperrider 
Pfe KeitJ: Vi. Cowling 
38132879 Pfe F10yd A. Dunn 
38104397 Pfe Robert J. Edwards' 
38139925 Pfe Willard E. Fisher 
34269893 Pfc Thomas J. Galligan 
33275495 Pf,e Lawrenee D. Gauthier 
15077231 ,Pfc John T., Gavin 
15077235 Pfe Clinton C. Hanigan 
33362512 Pfe Wayne D. Hansen 
35112641 Pfe Arthur Israel 
36179806 Pfc Walter B. Jenson 
16070726 Pfc Frank S. Levandowski 
32281536 J:'fe Roy M. Lind 
39388996 PI:e Jose;h Loc.eisano 
, 3:30~?J17 .~£e ~~eqnar:d E .• M"t~~i~~,. 
. 33230618 .. Pf.e Michael J. Mazza 
37271260 Pfc !John Rj Mooro 
3'7193356 Pfc Robert F. Mortenson 
-16000444 Pfe Edward .N. Nemeth 
39682243 Pfe! William C. Olsen 
17051644 Pfe Lionel T •. O'Meara 
35388192 'Pfe Elwood M. Pelkey 
'35'047221 Pfe Dominfc Porreeea 
,33273500 Pfe Kenneth B. Pridham 
2,0241842 Pfc Stanley L. Reich 
'16047670 Pfe The,od.ore W. Rintala 
, ;14362042 Pfe Esmond .L. Rose 
'3'6335105, Pr.e. Yonge' K; Sage " 
34266651 Pfe Paul.A. Saraeinskas 
34208431 Pfe William J. Schmiodt 
35477512 Pfe Nathaniel B. Senn 
35316965 Pfe Earl Shaeffer 
12035206 Pfe Samu~ J, A. ,Smith 
12035£03 Pfe James F..'Stone, J~. 
3315~199· Pfe Erw~n.H. Trauneeker 
3434503&· Pfe Lloyd E:' Wheeler 
3624455ll ~ Pvt' Roy R.' Camer:on 
3923~~30, Pvt Rog~rV. Czech 
35171993 Pvt Fran~A. Davis 
35039384 Pvt Harmond T. Hafensteiner 
39313,224 Pvt Bernard W. Harrell 
37114329 Pvt Berna~d A. Kinse'l~ 
35303434 Pvt George H. Krause 
31138264 Pvt Albert .J. ·Ilansolf 
38014938 Pvt John L. Rooks 
34352969 Pvt John J. Santarsiero 
36244420 Pvt Al~in Sorensen' 
34382133'- Pvt Martin L. Sorensen 
3.4353291 Pvt Raymond T. ,ihi te " . 35430032 Pvt Andre A. rlYbo , 
35404405 Pvt Clement A. Zakareekis 
17091269 Pvt Gaston C. Young 
89TH'~EPOT SUPPLY S~ADRON 
1st Sgt Clarence IT. 
18006350 
6284272 
M/Sgt Albert S. Burney 
M/Sgt Tho~s M. Doggett 
T!Sgt Dale H. Ernsthausen 
T!Sgt John B. Hanley 
T!Sgt Edward J. Holub 
T/Sgt Bradford H. HOVl!lrd 
T/Sgt ,Joseph Spinelli 
SI,Sgt'Louis E. ~r~dley 
Barnett 18006345 
S/Sgt Clyde W. Day 
S/Sgt ¥onsie Dominguez 
S!Sgt John Vi. Fletcher 
S!Sgt Alvin F. Haverkamp 
S!Sgt George D. Lamp 
S/Sgt Willia E. Looeke 
S/Sgt John A.Lyons 



































































Sgt J9hn J. Kauz1arioh 
SgtHenry T. Maloy 
Sgt Robert E. Meyers 
Sgt Carl 'C. Pepple 
17033690 
12079900 . 
, . 35041490 
350419<11 
T/5Gr Samuel I. Cohen 
Pfo George. 'if. qibson, Jr. 
Pvt George W. Rogers 
Pvt· Jos", C. ·S.eijo, Jr. 
5UTH SERVICE SQUADRON 
1st Sgt Carniin J. 
M/Sgt Russell C. CloUd . 6258755 
IJi/Sgt Royal. H. McCauley 6288205 
M/Sgt Arnold McKinney (i4'76811 
T/Sgt Edmond D. Dvorak' 20723338 
T/Sgt Wilfred F. Haberman 18.967113 
T!Sgt ,James W. Har)l'ell . ,6261235 
T/Sgt Jf!,mes H. Jaokson 7(;)10:353 
T/Sgt Jamos A. Manning 6073653 
T/SgtR9Y R •. Warren . 6952844 
T/Sgt. Leonard L. Watson 6495383 
S/Sgt Lauren B. Gram 36302333 
S/Sgt Wi11ia.'U B. l\laoLeay 35040748 
S/Sgi; Chester J. Marusek 16()42300 
S/l?gt Elwin R. MoCornaok 3910433.7 
S/Sgt Wilmer H. Moore 36125358 
s/Sgt Ira E. P~l1aok' 701()309 
S/Sgt Charles A. Urban . 15016975 
S/Sgt Paul E. Dudley 35042012 
S/Sgi;, Henry .A. Finney 18067437 
S/Sgt, Lonnie J. Hayoraft 16013217 
S/Sgt Harold C. Jeter 15090171 
's/Sgt Glendon B. Kight 35133467 
S/Sgt Marion C. Mann 15087687 
S/Sgt Earl H. (janford 14061947 
S/Sgt A.lI.bert Siskind 13040327 
s/Sgi Daniel J •. Takach 1703,3587 
Sgt. Wilbur H. Benjamin 3IBq53589 
Sgt John F. Blakeney. Jr. 14061337 
Sgt Eari H. King 17017711 
Sgt Edwin J. McLean 16G19879 
Iadonisi 11021406 
Sgt Harold, S. O'Brien 
Sgt Emery H. Draper 
Sgt Fred W. Gandret 
Sgt Genoral W. Hampton, 
Sgi; O. L. Harris 
Sgt Donar D. Hunt 
Sgt Harold'KvenHd 
Sgt Hyman Leff 
. Sgt OliverP •. Martin 
Sgt Franois E. Pierce 
Sgt Chester F. Shirooky 
Sgt ],ialter A. Tinsley 
Sgt Maurice J.' Wikoff 
Sgt Norman E. Williams 
Cpl Joseph.H. Bouohard 
.Cpl Herbert. W •. Bailey 
Cpl Francis H. ~aker 
Cpl Harry E. ~lume 
Cpl Patrick J. Evans 
Cpl Allie ,B. Francis 
Cpl Gerald E. Johnson 
Cpl Edward F. Kithcart, 
Cpl James F. Menn 
Cp1 Berry A. Ray 
Cpl.Paul Vi. Roberds 
Cpl Tom Strong 
Iilpl Frankie Trujillo 
Cpl Joe F. Zabukovec 
Pfc Eugene C '. Hyde 
Pfo Earl K. Newquist 
Ffc John C. Olthoff 
2458TH QUARTERMASTER TRUCK COMPANY, AVU. 




S/Sgt George !Y. Hulstrom > 
S/Sgt Daniel. H. Skelly 
S/Sgt Richard E. Stodola 
S/Sgt Sebastian S. riilkinson 
36:311751 Cpl Franklin L. Gilliland 
31059201 Cpt Daniel K. Ury 
Sgt Robert L. Kruse ' 
Sgt Alvin W. Rodenburg' 
T/4. Gr ~ame~ J.-Litt:le -
T/4 Gr Edwarp'F. Ski~a 
T!4 Gr Frank Zelanka 
.. ' 
36202495 Cpl Ervih V. Vangraefsop,epe 
54230183 T/5 Gr,Archie S.Framnes 
593049'74 T/5 G.r Leland 1\1. Garner 
31111784; T/5. Gr Paul J. Hoffman 
34268"30~ _o_T;(5._ G"r:,Sterling A.~ Shav'lr 
31059216 T/5' 'o.r Harry .R. Trout . 
















































,- S • .0. '110. 105 (Conttnued) 
-, ' 
'. 
408TH QUARTER/,IASTER PLATOON 
T/Sgt Joseph C. Pendergrast 
S/Sgt Johnnie M. Adkins 
S/Sgt William M. Hartog, Jr.' 
S/Sgt George Keim" Jr. 






Sgt Harr;y C. Douglas 
T74 Gr Theodore Michael 
Tj4 Gr Orty E. Orr .. 
,. 695TH' ORDNANCE C01-lPANY MM (AVN) 
M/Sgt Charles E. Wymer 
T/Sgt William T. Kelley 
S/Sgt William H. Johnson 
S/Sgt Harry Miller 






T/S Gr Arnold A. Johnsman 
Sgt Clarence J. Chateau 
Sgt Robert F. Hall 








, '2. VOCO, 8th ADq, 13 Septelnbef 1913, that thaNo,. 2 Clasp for the Good 
Conduct Medal would be awarded to tho tollowing EM, that entry of this award i' 
would be :made in the Service Record (1i'/D AGO Form, #24 ) and on Soldier's Qualiti-
cation Card (llD AGO Form #20) is hereby confirmed ,and made of record. Auth AR 
600-68" 
1~t Sg~ Alfred 'if. Bird 6821777 8th Depot Supply Squadron 
3. VOCO, 8th ADG, 13 September 1943, thn.t,·the Motor Vehicle Meohanic Award 
would be awarded to -t:he following EM" that entry of this award would be made in 
the Service Record ('I'm AGO Form #24) and"on Soldl~r'sQualif'icationCard (1i'/D AGO 
Form #20) is hereby confirmed and'made of record. *uth'WD Circular No. 248 Par 2: 
H . ' . 
695TH ORDl{ANCE CO~IPANY MM (AVU) 
M/Sgt Charles E. Wymer 3502'4013 T/5 Gr Grover E. Birmingham 39083844 
T/Sgt William T. Kelley 35033955 T/5 Gr Jolin J. Bradley 37046538 
S/Sgt William H., Jolinson 39159836 T/5 Gr GeorgeH. Gierman 36214944 
T/3 Gr Arnold A. Johnsman 35033940 T/5 Gr William >L. JensenjJr. , 36221463 
Sgt !W.lph L. Colombo 36121140 T/5 Gr Walter 11. Kennedy 38014163 
Sgt RobertF. Hall , 36158373 T/5 Gr Patrick H. Lester 35024178 
T,74,Gr Philip J. Conigliaro 36121191 T/5 Gr Moses l. Moore 3416004'7' 
T/4 Gr ',John W. Erdei 396'78043 Pfo PaUl E. Armstrong 34105267 
T/4 Gr Burl G. Goering 36024106 Pfc Gordon L.Bowser 31094484 
T/4 Gr Otenieth W. Killian 39381537 Pfc Charles C.Cramer 14064922 
T/4 GrWalter J. Mazurek 1805,5539 Pfc Marshall C. Dehart 13102344 ' 
T/4 GrTom R. McClary 37076920, Pfe james J. Martin 31026882 
T/4 Gr Frankl~n W. Southard,Jr. 3937938.0 Pfc Robert W. McDonald 38069.260 
Cpl Grady E. leet, , 38059176 Pvt Walter A. Cornell 32378140 
T/5 Gr John W. Baker, 35207634 Pvt Vernon Starr 38039367 
,?/5 Gr Horace Bailey 34105318 Pvt Kenneth H.Pack 34381629 , , 
2458TH QUARTERMASTER TRUCK COMPANY (AW) .. 
Sgt :A.lvin W. Rodenburg 37111784 Cpl Stuart E. Loavens, 31026893 
T74' Gr ·Pasquale DiBiasio 11013794 T/5 Gr Joseph D. Hartman 36310204 
4. VOCO, 8th,AIiG, 13 September 1943, that the Motor Vehicle Driver's Award 
would be awarded't,9 the following EM, that entry of' this award w01.l1d be made iii 
the SGrvice Record (WD AGO Form #24)"and on Soldier's Qualification Card' (WD AGO 
Form"#20) is hereby confirmed and made of record. Auth Vil'l Circular No. 248 Par 2, 
2458TH QUAR.TERMMTER TRUCK COl\\PANX (AVN). 
s;'Sgt George W.Hulstrom 
S/Sgt, Richard E. Stodola 
Sgt Robert' L. Kruse 







Cp1 Leonard J. Ellis 
CplRobert C. Grove 










Upl ll:rv1:n V. Vangrae1'sehepe 
T/5 Gr Carl E. Barnes 
T/5 Gr Vernon W. Engert 
T/5 Gr Archie S. Framnes 
T/5 Gr Leland 11. Garner 
T/5 Gr Gene A. Green 
1'/5 Gr Ralph E. Harger 
1'/5 Gr George M. Haught 
T/5 Gr John Karczewski 











By order of Colonel TELLMAN: 
OFFICIA.L: 
DISTRIBUTION: 
h~(::, .. ~'t§ y;' 
C. W. Kl\N KIN£..m., 
Captain, Air Corps, 
Adjutant. 
5 M Each Squadron Commander 
10 M Pers O. 
1 ,. CO, 8th ADG 
1 - Adj, 8th ADG 
1 - File 
, 
P1'e David J. EnGelking 
Pfe Robert L. Gillispie 
Pfe Arnold A. Groop 
Pfe Tilghman W. Laa 
Pfe Charles F.Mallory 
Pfe Kermit E. lIewell 
Pfe George Sumpter 
Pfe Daniel K. Ury 
Pfe John S. Wolford 











'C. W. RAN KIN, JR., 




ORDER OF 'EASTBR SERVICE 
ORGAN PRELUDE 
CHORAL PRELUDE 
GALL TO Y;ORSHIP 
DOXOLOGY 
HY1JN 
SCRIPTUm: R&i.DING and 
PRAYER 
" 0 SAVING BREl"D OF BElA VENa 
SOLOIST 









Cesar Auguste Franck 
Pfc. Ed. Powen 
Matthew; 28 , :1,-10 
No. 36 
Page 8· 
Gharles Francois Gounod 
Choir 
"The Death of Death" 
Chaplain Lewis 
No •. 7,2 
Choir 
MAT'i'HEW 28': 1~10 
1 Now late on, the sabbath day, as it b"gan to 
dawn toward the first day of tho week, c~.me fuary 
'Magadaleno and tht:l other Mary to' sca the sepulchre. 
2 AND BEHOLD, THERE WLS A GREAT EiiRTIlQUAKE; ,F'OR AN 
ANGEL OF THE LORD ,lJESCENDED~'ROM' H&:lVJ;;N, itllD C':Jvi'S 
ici\'Il ROLLuD AIiAY j'BE STONE, "ND $/,T UPON IT. 
3 His appearance Was as lightnihg;, and his raiml§nt 
whi ta as ,snow: 
4' ,;ND,FOR FEAR OF HlJiIT:iE WATCHERS DID QUAKE, 
AND BECiU\.iE: i~S' 'DEAD MEJ:ll .. 
5 .Andthe. ang;'.l an~wered. ansV'said, ,;mto :the~men, 
Fl'ar~notye; for I JITlowthat yo seei: ,Jesus, who 
hath been crucified. 
6 HE IS NoT, BERE; FOR 1m IS -1l1SEN, EVEN AS d SAID. 
C011E, SEE THE PLACE Vi1iERE THE LORD IJ.y; 
7 And go qUickly, and te:l.l his dis ciples,. He is 
l'lsen from the dead; and IOj lie goeth before jl'ou 
into Galilee; there shall ye see him: 10, I have 
tOld. you • 
. 8 AND THEY DEPARTED QUICICLY FROM THE TOI1Jl3 WITH 
FEAR MID GRE;,T JOY, ,llm RAN TO BF;ING HIS DISCIPLES 
HORD. 
9 And behold, Jesus met them, saying, All hail., 
And i;hey came and took hold of his fOf.;t, and , 
\'iorshippedhim. 
10 THEN S,dTHJESUS UNTO 'I'HElJi, F'&,R l'/OT: GO TELL 
lliJ.Y BRET:8R.t::N 't&'r THEY DEP.iKT Uii.O GhLILEE, ,,,un 
~e-HE~E ,8FiliLL TREY o"B:8 J:;,ffi ~ 




















2nd Tenor Bass 
S/Sgt • .-."Johnson· Sgt. 
pvt. . Hutohenreuther Pyt. 
Chorister, Sgt. Don EmerY 
" , Organist ~gt. Joe Herron 
Orr 
Mueller 
Chaplain Capt. Harvey D. Lewis Jr •. 
" 
iVe .are happy to have Chaplain if.I. ~i!folverton 
participate in the service todaJf, ".nd 01.>1'. thanks 
go to him for the' insp:i.r.iIlg~\mdY[h1ll"sday 
Communion Service he td. lfCst """el!:. ''if/e are altffiys 
delighted t6 have you. Ohaplain Wolverton. ' 
Many thanks, too. to ,Pre •. Fanning- for .his fine 
wor;k. cie.signing the, cover of olgEaster Prop'am.. 
We want to 'express oUr grati:tude to the men in 






1Hl(!l; 13;,. ll1L®t ~ h~r~ 
1HIG: ]$ Jmn$~Trl 
, , CHRISTMAS EVE SERVIQE 
Friday, 24D~cember 1943 
-----
Scripture J:leading . 
,ent Night, Holy Night .................... Franz Gruber 
The Chapel Cheir 
~erpts from the l\.1essiah .............................. Handel 
LitUe Town of TJethlet'oT!! ••••••••••• " •••• · ..... Redner 
1~s9 Eivi..l:1£ Rt:..s"':.is 
Come All 'Ye Fai1..hfu.1 ., ••..•••••••••••••••• PertogaUe 
T.H,ljjr EIGHTH QROUP CHAPEL CHom 
Sgt, Joseph Herron 
Sgt. Don Emery . 






Monty Vfooley & Orac;i.e Fields 
F.ROORAM 
presented by 
TH$ lOCAL NATIVE REGTI.!ENTAL BAND 
March •••••••••• COLONEL. BOGEY ON P,~R-'1DE: •••••• ,\1f.~d 
Overture ." .................. TANcREDI ......... " • .. .. ... .Ressiai 
Operatic SelecMeIT ••• 'rhe NIK:lDO ••••••.•.••••• Sulli van 
American Sketch., ••• DOWN SOUTH ••••••••••• M~dlet.n 
S~lc (Xyloph~e) ••• OVER THE STICKS, ••••.••••••• Brunn 
Sd" (Vi1miphome) .LOVF..8' OLD .SWEET SONQ ••••• Melley 
Gall-Qp ••••••• , -........ ' •• ' ••• paST HORN • ....... if .Barsolli 
IN:rERMISSION 
March ............... STi\RS AND S'rnJ:PES ........... _ ..... Scusa 
-Suite .... 6 ............. ~ .!'Jm...~IC..,A IJf,l. j; .............. " • '; ThurQan 
Valse ............................. ~3~:fr: ....................... ::3ayncs 
Piccolo S·.,l.., .• '" DEli;P BOJ;': S&" •••••••••••••• Bre'fler 
Popular·Selqc~ion ..• V,\GLE(tT 1<ING ••...• ,. , •.••• Fri-lnl 
COrnet Solo, -,._ .• ~ .. ~ ..... 1iW,...S' ••• , .......... , ..... R;,lshback 
S.ng (Selected) THE !L~11'IITlf THE BIG CIGAR •• Manning 
Extra •••••.•••••••• ;,FRTG:~ll HIGH LIFE •••• i ,"Bushman" 
(yrUh Dancers) 
CllRIST~I~S C.'.lWLS 
The First Neel 
e.,a Bless yeu Merry Gentlemen 
Christians hwake 
Good King \'Tencelilas' . 
Hark the Horald Angels Sing 
'llhile Sheprwr.ds Watched. 
o Come ."..11 Yo Faithful 
STAR Sp;"I>ffiLEl' Bf,NNER 








.. . or j 
( 
-----_._'---
Avocado & ?ran.gos , , .. 
qre~m'o£ To~t~ Soup with CroutP~: 
.r; _ ... 
. . ~1.J.l'k~ with Fillings .;:/f, 
Cranbor'ry Sauce .. ·MaBh~", Potatoes 
~'Green Pe~ , Cr'ITI. ,~:::. Cob 
Cele SJa.1 with 'Dressing , 
;,ppie Front Cake &'IC8 Crean 
, Coffee 
Bread & B'.1ttor Pickles & ChOW 
'. 
< ' 
, ! .. 
Cigarettes 








UO('\o..!lli'ght Sonata •• 0 •• ",. ......... • Beethoven 
Rustle 1'f' S-.,..rmg •••••••••••••• Sin!i.i.llg , 
. . Lt. Rober\; ,F. Edbrookp 
None lY..lt tho L!>ntlly Heart .••.•• Tschaikovsky 
Gpl. John :g. Dux .' , 
Cpl. 






,t .;, . 
.t1.t\tr.,f1;Y' O.f .. 'Dengler:.-... : ... ~. ' .• Pian~ 
Charlos !" Drcxe~ •.••.•. ~. "'~," .Saxophvno 
J,oso?h .r. Hiptsman ••• ; •• ~ •••••••• TI".111l?et 
Harold. ~. Simkin;s. ~ .. ~ .. • ' ... ~ ' .. ' r .. •• :Guitar ' 





;;." ~ ~,~ 
.:" -~"--', "f'" , J~.' 








T/·/C '/} Ii-I 'iLl I l? , / 
t 
.~ 
,Q 'c...- .' 
. - ' '~' .... 
j 
-I.:tf R B t:.+~ r H. r E L lIvt I~ f\1 
: ~ (Ozl: 6 1\\ I~ l' '-' A I i~' (0 I~ F 3 
.. , 1".. .! ... 
C 0 ~/I r-1 A N, () I 1'J 6' 
,~ j' I 
( ~ 
SPEC IAL ORDERS ) 
NO. 101) 
l:.J.I.~tl.rnJ., l:'.1.0rlua. 
24 December 1943 
i' Purst!ant to auth contained in AR 615:51 30 June 1943, the following-
















































TO BE l,\ASTErn: S,ERGEANT (TEM~ORARY) 
Blomberg, Clement No 
McKell: Rayburn V. 
Blair, Ross A. 
Egan, John (NlU) 
Smith, Ralph E. 
Launt, Robert (NiH) 








TO BE TECHNICAL SERGEANT (TEliPORARY) 
Still, James, (100) 
Chambers', Edwin H. 
Martin, Herman' (NI.!!) 
Palmer, talb'ert L. 
Roscoe, George E. 
Stenzel, Harry E. 
Braucher, Keith F. 
Frank, Ernest P. 
Bristow, Eldon R. 
Lyon, Mack (NMI) 
Peckham, Francis L. 
5trejc, James (NiH) 














, TO BE STAFF SERGEANT (TEMPORARY) 
~erth, Albert H. 
Long, Leo .( NIH ) 
, McKenna, NQrman C. 
Brown, Henry S. 
Samples, 'John D. 
Bainer, Carl F. 
Beard, James C. 
Campbell, Floyd M. 
Corley, Charles V. 
Ford, Charlie O. 
Gibson, Carl (N1!I) 
Kalinowski, Joseph A. 
Knight, Albert A. 
Markos, Jim H. 
Welch, Andrew B. 
Kvenild, Hal"old (NlU) 
Pepple, Carl C. 
Ferguson, David S. 
Andrzejewski, Robert F. 
Dar:ft.and, Ce c il D. 
Day, Ke ith :). 
Day, Woodrow J. 
Hin,nan, Clay 'w. 
Schutz, Paul' L. 
Schwarz, Lorenz (]lEJI) 
WojCiechowski, Harry J; 































8th Rep 5q 
11 11 f1 
" n If 
95th Rep 5q 
511th Sv 5q 
Hq &. Hq Sq 
8th Rep Sq 
U II 11 
It II II 
II II II 
It 11 1f 
II II tI 
nil" 
95th Rep Sq 
II n 11 
n "!f 
11 tt II 
II If" 
Hq & Hq Sq 
n II 11 
II "It 
8th Sup Sq 
II If II 




II 'n t1 
If n It 
,n tI II 
II II tI 
If If tJ 
If "It 
511th 5v Sq 
U 11 11 
95th Rep Sq 
It 11 n 
If II n 
It 11 n 
11 11 II 
11 11 11 
1t "" 
II n tI 
It It II 
408th Q:il 






















































'. TO Bl!; SERGEAtifT ( 'iEHPORARY) 
Cununings·" vincent (NtU) 
Stockton, Francis Jj 
• Vil1aggioj Rocoo J. 
Lorenzetti, Sylvestat J. 
Richard" James W. 
McKnight, Hyrol). J. 
Mauney, SalllUel R. 
Groop, Arnold A. 
Weingrod, Murray' M •• 
Beckham, Riley A. 
Daw~onl Har'l7eY,J. 
Huff, :Elmer N. 
Jonas,~lco1m M. 
Weihdch,Fraderick H. 
Ransford, Clinton O. 
Dillard, Frederick F. 
Bratz, Robert. (NlJI) 
Carter, William R • 
Chandler, George ·D. 
Christensen, RoQert.C • 
Drost, John R. 
Fincher, Edward E •. 
Galba'\7y, Charles (N/liI) 
Gauthier, Lawrence D. 
Hutchenreuther, John V{. 
Hoaas,Leonard W • 
.Keith, Winston R. 
King, Henry L'"Jr. 
1!,atthias, Leonard EI 
Miller, Edwin' C ... Jri 
blsen, William C. 
Polk, Irving·J. 
Sysko, Leonard F. 
Wegner Ji Carl L • 
Smith, Luther E •. 
Tubbs, Howard L. 
Tutak, John H. 
Briscoe. Edwin R" Jr. 
Nelson, Emerson W. 
Kohr, Robert E. 
Madsen, Louis (NMI) 
Bailey, Herbert W. 
Bouchard. Joseph H. 
Drexel, Charles A. 
Evans, ~atrick J. 
Johnson, Gerald R. 
Zabuko'l7ec, Joe F. 
Green, Gene A •. 


















































TO BE TECHNICIAN 4TH GRi\.DE (TEMPORARY) 
Bowser, Gordon L. 
Jensen,' William L., Jr. 
Wartin, James J. 





Hq &: Hq Sq 
II II n 
II- II 11 
8th Sup Sq 
It '11 11 
Ii "" 
II II tI 
It 11 It 
It n" 
8th RepSq 
II ,11 ii 
11 1t II 
It 11 ti 
. ,II II d 
" lI,j 
1I "rI 
95th Rep' Sq 
. II . II· i, 
II II fI 
11 U 11 
" ,1' 11 
" " II 
11 d II 
n Ii" 
,11 It ,t 
tI It n 
II 11" 
It n 11 
" Ii U 
II It n 
" ",I 
11 n-" 
"It fI, ,11 
n "tl 
it ".1 
,It 11", f! 
It ft- It 
It It 11 
" 11 It 
11 It It 
511th Sv Sq 
11 II ,It 
11 II U 
" n It 
11. II II 
11 n II 








Pfc Lawrence, Donald F. 
Pfc Sullivan, Thomas J. 
Pfo Graham, John F ~ 
Pfc Fellows.: Earl G. 
Pfe liliss,' James J •. 
Pfc Laubenstein. Wilmer B. 
Ff,e' Loshaw, Jack I. 
Pfc Olson, Malfred 0.· 
Pfc' Bunch, Wil1iam R. 
Pfe. Gallon. Elton S.' 
Pfo' Hofstrand, Arland D. 
Pfe ~eith. Robert R. 
Pfe Fanning, Stote J. 
Pfo Palmer, Harold W •. 
Pfe Follas, Junior D'. 
Pfc Arndt, Aurel M. 
Pfc MacArthur, 'Richard V. 
Pfc Hanigan, Clinton C. 
Pfc Hansen, Wayne D. 
Pfc Harader. William A. 
Pfc Hargett., Ott ie' G. 
Pfc Nemeth, Edward N. 
Pfa Reich, Stanley L. 
Pfo 'VanRaemdonck, Riohard (m,it)' 
Pfo . Stefan., G~org·e)3. ' 
Pfq. .Kuse. Carl W. 
~fc Gcodale, Roy (NMI) 
Pfo Pfenning. Albert A. 
Pfc Dowley, Burton L. 
Pfe~ Hakes~, .rames K. 
Pfe Ruble, James H. 
Pfe ' Trasatti. Daniel L. 
Pfc DeLoose, 'Charles, (mil) 
Pfc. ,: " Ma.llon" Charles E. 












































Dehart, 'Marshall C. 
Pack, Kenneth'H. 
, Kat~,Si<lney (mu), 
Groskinq., Me,lvin (lillI) 
Kloth, James·F. 








8th Sup Sq 
II It. tI 
" "11' 
n II II 
II -It It 
'408'j;h QM 
695th Ord 
8th Rep Sq 
II "" 
II· n n 
11 11.11 
11 n n 
II n!1 
II 11 n 
tI II It 
" II n 
It I). II 
95th Rep Sq 
n "", 
II. n n 
11 tI n 
II II tI 
11 11 n 
II 11!' 
11 11 tI 
n II 11 
II n II 
" If It 
511th S,v Sq 
II II n-
n II 11 
II II II 









'2. ~nder,the provisions of AR 615-5, par 15 - a - dated .30 June 43, the 
~ollowing-named, EM, ,are' rd' to the .. gr of .P.vt, effeeti,ve this. date"" ' 
~ ',' . ".. . .:..:-, 
Putman, Roy F .• , :'. 
Glass. ,Howard L~'.· 




8th 'B.~p ',Sq 
511th Sv Sq 
3. The following-named EM. orgns a~ 
with,Hq, Sta 3, CAFV{-ATC. and'will report 
Pool Garag~ • 




. Adkins. johIl!).ie M. 
GothIDil1er. Andrew E. 
Esoalante; ~dward L. 
. , 






8th Rep Sq 
8th Sup Sq 
- .::.~----
S.O. No. 107 (Continued) 




C. W. RANKIN, JIt;, 
Captain, Air Corps, 
Adjuto.:>t. 
2 - Each Orderly Room 
1 - Each EM coricerned 
1·- Each 201 File 
1 - CO, CAFW, Stu 3 
1 - CO, Hq, CAFW, Sto. 1 
1 - Adj, 8th ADG 
1 - CO, 8th ADG . 
5 • Pers 0 
2 - Fin 0 
1 - Engr Dept 
1 • Dep Sup " 
1 .. SO File 
1 - Readers File 
1 • Med Dept 
, . 
C. W. RANKIN, JR., 
Captain, Air Corps; 
Adjutant. 
NO. 107) 
1. Pursuant to auth contai~d inAR 615-5; 30 June 1943, th~ following-
















































TO BE lo'Jl.STER SERGEANT (TEMPORARY) 
Blomberg, Clement N. 
McKee, Rayburn V. 
. Blair, Ross A. 
Egan, John (NMI) 
Smith, Ralph E. 
Launt, Robert (rru) 








TO BE TECHNICAL SERGEANT (TEilPORARY) 
Still, James (NIH) 35133320 
Chambers, Edwin H. 34267713 
Martin. Herman (NMI) 36305561 
Palmer, GHbert L. 16009859 
Rosooe, George E. 3!301289 
Stenzel, Harry E. 5917412 
Brauoher, Keith.F. 35041928 
Frank, Ernest p. 35041903 
Bristow, Eldon R. 36023470 
Lyon, Maok (NIH) 6292550 
Peokham, Franois L. 11088970 
Strejo, James (NMI) 36322247 
Sandwisch, Willis H. 35041792 
TO BE STAFF SERGEANT (TEMPORARY) 
Koerth, Albert H. 18063296 
Long, Leo (NIH) 34171467 
McKenna, Norman C. 32345668 
Brown, Henry S. 34268062 
Samples. John D. 15091407 
Bainer, Carl F. 35133119 
Beard, James C. 14061370 
Campbell, Floyd M. 38141934 
,Corley, Charles V. 14104309 
Ford, Charlie O. 18057320 
Gibson. Carl (NIH) 3&133243 
Kalinowski, Joseph A. 38110671 
Knight, Albert A. 1407236Ci 
Markos, Jim H. 39025642 
Welch, .Andrew B. 34268024 
Kvenild, Harold (NIU) 39173435 
Pepple, Carl C •. ' 35041941 
Ferguson, David S. 33074088 
Andrzejewski, Robert F. 15092014 
Darland, Cecil D. 37117081 
Day, Keith M. 17002448 
Day, Woodrow J. 35501291 
Himnan, Clay W. 36322357 
Sohutz, Paul L. 36221392 
Schwarz, Lorenz (ttu) 18102897 
Wojcieohowski, Harry J. 36507081 
Michael,Theodore (ltU) 34267059 
- 1 -
Hq ". Hq Sq 
II tI n 
8th Rep Sq 
" t1 II 
II It II 
95th Rep Sq 
511th Sv Sq 
Hq & Hq Sq 
8th Rep Sq 
II I. n, II 
" " " 
" 11 " 
" " " 
" ~, " 
" II II 95th Rep Sq 
" II " 
" " " 
11 II " It 11 II 
Hq & ll'q Sq 
11 11 11 
It \I 11 
8th Sup Sq 
" II II 
8th Rep Sq 
" n " n n H 
" " 1f II " n 
" n n 
n n • II. 
" 
n " 
" " H 
" n " 
511th Sv Sq 
" II II' 
95th Rep Sq 
n II· " 
" " n 
" n n 
" " " 
II " n n n II 
n " n 
" n n 
408th Q!5 
S.O. No. 107 (Continued) 
TO BE SZRGEfu"JT ( Tm1PORARY) 
Cpl Cummings, Vincent (INI) 11041398 Hq & Hq Sq 
Cpl Stockton, Francis J. 37161006 11 It It 
Cp1 Villaggio. Rocco J, 12164528 " It It 
, Cpt Lorenzetti, Sylvester J. 39542196 8th Sup Sq 
Cpl Richard, James W. 35041835 It It ,If 
Cpl McKnight, ilYl'on J. 35041932 II " " Cp1 Mauney, Samuel R. 34300092 " It " 
T!5 Gr Groop, Arnold A. 36239830 'II " it Cpl Weingtod, }iurray t~. 36221430 " " " 
Cpl Beckham, Riley A. 38137080 .8th Rep Sq 
Cp1 Dawson, Harvey,J. 36221595 " " " CpJ _~uff ,Elmer W_. ~9133234 " " " Cpl Jones, Malcolm U. 36221508 " " " Cpl Weihrich, Freaerick H. 38092825 " II " 
Cpl Ransford, Clinton O. 38150478 " " " 
Cpl Dillard, FredeHck F. 18085243 " It " 
Cpl. Bratz, Robert (N;,II) 15331617 95th Rep Sq 
Cp1 Carter, William R. 13074759 " " " Cp1 Chandler, George D. 35478<125 II " " 
Cpl Christensen, Ro~ert C, 39828120 " " " Cp1 Drost, John R •• 37112127 " II " 
Cp1 Fincher, Edward E. 38132879 It " " 
Cpl Galbavy, ,Charles (ifIU) 36335102 " " " 
Cpl Gauthier, Lawrence D. 16045050 II It " 
Cpl Hutchenreuther, John 1'i. 36179806 " " " 
Cpl HoaaSi Leonard W. 37305176 It It It 
Cp1 Keith, Winston R. 17068556 " •• 11 
Cp1 King, Henry L., Jr. 33092717 11 " " 
Cpl Th~tthia~, Leonard E. 16092346 II .; 1J 
Cpl i,liller, Edwin·C. Jr. .. 13031820 II " II 
Cpl Olsen, William C. 39178523 Ii It 11 
Cpl Polk, Irving J. 34208431 II 11 11 
Cpt Sysko, Leonard F. !3250215~ 11 " 11 
Cpl Wegner, CarlL. , 17059833 n II i. 
Cp1 Smith, Luther E. 33368541 11 11 1/ 
ep1 Tubbs; Howard L. 39313224 
, 11 It i. 
Cpl Tutak, John H. 33148025 II It 1/ 
Cpl Briscoe, Edwin R., Jr. 38281761 1/ " 11 • 
Cpl Nelson, Emerson W. 34362042 11 n 'J 
Cpl Kohr, Robert E. 33230618 It " I' , 
Cpl Nadsen, Louis (NlU) 37317373 511th Sv Sq 
Cpl Bai19y, Herbert W. 15087655 11 11 It • 
ep1 Bouchard, Joseph R. 11035749 11 11 II 
Cpl Drexel, Charles A. 3236'2208 11 " " 
Cpl Evans, Patrick J. 12037147 It " " 
Cpt Johnson, Gorald R. 18037<147 It " 11 
Cp1 Zabukovec, Joe F. 38141740 " It " 
T/5 Gr Gr.een, Gene A. 3525'2888 2458th QM 
T/5 Gr Everding, Frank L. ,Jr 37131923 408th Q.1\! . 
TO BE TECHNICIAN 4TH GRADE (TEMPORARY) 
T!5 Gr BOVl'ser, Gordon L. 31094484 695th Ord 
T/5 Gr Jenserr, William L., Jr. 36221'163 II u 
T/5 Gr lJartin, James J. 31026882 Ii 1/ 










































- - -- --, - - ----- --
Sullivan, Thomas J. 
Graham, John F. 
Fellows, Earl G. 
Bliss. James J. 
Laubenstein, Wilmer B. 
Losha.w, Jack 1. 
Olson, l.lalfred O. 
Bunch. William R. 
Gallon, Elton S. 
Hofstrand, Arland D. 
Keith, Robert R. 
Fanning, State J. 
Palmer, Ha.rold Vl, 
Follas, Junior D. 
Arndt, Aure 1 M. 
MacArthur, Richard V. 
Hanigan, Clinton C. 
Hansen, Wayne D. 
F~rader, Wi11ia~A. 
Hargett, Ottie G. 
Ne~eth, Edward N. 
Reich, Stallley L. 
VanRaemdonck, Richard (NMI) 
Stefan, George B. 
Kuse, Carl W. 
Goodale, Roy (~I) 
Pfenning, Albert A. 
Dowley, Burton L. 
Hakes, .Jame.s K. 
Ruble, James H. 
- Trasatti, Daniel L .• 
DeLe.se, Charles, (W4I) 
l.lal1or~', Charles E. 



































TO BE TECIDnCIAN 5TH GRADE (TE1.:PORARY) 
Dehart, ,Marshall ·C. 
Paok, Kenneth H. 
Katz, Sidney (NHr) 
Grosk;ind, llelvin (NUl) 
Kloth, James F. 








" n 11 If 
II "If 
n tI 1f 
408th QM 
695th Ord 
8th Rep Sg 
" It" 
" 11 11 
It II It 
" 11''' 
tI n It 
" rl 1t 
U II If 
11 11 If 
11 tJ II 
95th Rep Sq 
" "11 
11 n 11 
" II n, 
n II n 
11 It It 
" "1f 
It 1t II 
It n" 
n n If 
If tr II' 
5llth Sv Sq 
tt II ., 
T! n ft' 
tI f! tt 





511th Sv 5q 
95th Rep Sq 
2458th Q:! 
408th QM 
2. Under the provisions of AR 615-5, par 15 - a - dated 30 June 43, the 
following-named EM, are r.d to thegr of Pvt, effeotive this date: 
T/5 Gr 
T/5 Gr 
Putmm, Roy F. 
Glass, Howard L., 
35213065 
39017586 
8th Rep Sq 
511th Sv Sq 
3. The folloWing,..named Eil, orgns as indioatod, are hereby placQd on 3D 
with Hg. Eta 3, C~FV{-ATC, and will report to the CO theree~ for dy at tho ~otor 




,Adkins, Johnnie M. 
Gothmillcr. Andrew E. 
Esca1anto, Edward L. , 
, , 
',' 





8th Rop Sq 
8th Sup Sq 
S ,0. lIo. 107 (Continued) 




'£/';:'# +;-. __ /" ,.;Z;/' 
(~-- /'; (.~":;;'-""'1.-""7·· 
o. 1'{. RANKH1, JR., 
Captain, il.ir" Corps, 
Adjutant. 
DISTRIBUTI011 
2 - Each Orderly Room 
1 - Each EM concerned 












_ 00, CAF"N, Sta 3 
- CO, Hq, CAFTI, Sta 1 
- .t,.dj, 8th ADG 
CO, 8th ADG 
- Pers a 
- Fin 0 
- Engr Dept 
- Dep Sup 
... SO File 
- Readers File 
- Hed Dept 
C. W. RANKIN, JR •• 
Captain, idr Corps, 
Adjutant. 
· NO. 17) 
ROTATION AND RETURN OF MILITARY PERSONNEL AS Th1)!VIDUALS (E..'{CLUSlVE 
OF AIR CREVi PERSONNEl;) ON DUTY OUTSIDE CONTINENTAL 'UNITED STATES. 
The following policies and procedures are established in applying the pI'O-
visions of .unnumbered 'Nar Department Circular, subject asabovej dilted 28 June, 
1943.' 
1. Recommend\tions for retUI'n of personnel to the United states will not be 
considered until an indLvidhal has completed at least twenty-two (22) months con-
tinuous overseas service (continuous overseas service in this connection will not 
be affected by short periods of temporary duty in the United states, 'except that 
such ,time will be excluded in', computing the 22 months). Exceptions may ge recom-
mended under paragraphs 2b(2H J2b(4.), and 2b(5) of the VIaI' Department Circular. 
2. Preference ~'ill be given to officers and enlisted men who have been over-
seas longest, "and particularly to those whose health has been adverselY affected 
in line of duty, but not t~ a degree requiring hospitalization. 
3. Personnel to be 'returned for hospitilization are not governed by this cir-
cular. Such cases will be handled through normal medical evacuation channels as 
outlined in separate instructions. " 
4. Officers will not be recommended who are awaiting disciplinaty act-ion or 
reclassification proceedings. Paragraph 8 of the 'tIar Department Circular will 
govern in those cases. 
, "~~" Normally, enlisted men tI'ied and convicted by courts-martial will not be 
"recommended for return until·six montns have elapsed after the sentence aPProved 
or adjudged has been completed. Time lost under AR 35-1440 and 11,.1 107 will not, be 
included in these cases. 
6. Normally, all personnel will be considered for return upon-compIetion of 
twenty-two (22) months overseas service, and an individual will not be exclucled 
for the sole reason that he,is occupying a key position. 
7. Recommending authorities, to be SO designated in separate instructions, 
will submit consolidated reports to arrive at this headquarters by the first day 
of each month on forms substantially as attached (Appendix "A"). These reports 
will include all individuals recommended for retur(l to the United states under 
the provisions of paragraphs '2b(2). (3), and (6) of the War DeploU'tment Circular. 
All officers except colonels will be included on the same report. Colonels at 
such time as they become eligible may make application for retUI'n by individual 
letter through channels to this headquarters. separate reports will' be maile for 
white and colored enlisted men. Eadh list will ,remain active until '·the recommend-
ing authority is notified by this headquarters to the contrary. substitutions, 
deletions, or additions Vlill not be made aft"r consolidated report is submitted 
unless the circumstances are exceptional. 
s. Each individual recommended will be given an opportunity to request an 
extension to his tOUI' of duty"in the Middle East prior to submission"of the re-
port to this headquarters. The individual's request with recommendation of the 
commanding officer concerned' will be attached to the report, but the name will not 
be excluded from the list •. HO¥JeveI', for each individual requesting ah extension, 
the name of a substitute '1ill be listed as such on the report. '!!hen a request for 
extension is approved, the'inqividual concerned will' not again become eligible for 
rotation to the United states for ninety days thereafter. 
" ", '9. Personnel to be retUI'ned for emergency r~asons under paragraph 2b(4)' of 
the Circ1.11arwill be made the subject of a separate conununication. which may be 
submitted at any time, . Detailed reasons necessitating retUI'n will be furnished in 
each instance. 
1 
10. The nuniber of 'individuais to be returned monthly will be based on one-
half of one per cent of the assigned strength of the command as of the date of 
submissibn"Ot- the report. Tho follOWing tab-les of percentages in respect to 
officers and enlisted men are based on strength in the entire theater by grade. In 
commands where thl). ratio of grades is not in conformity 'lith the following tables 
they will be revised. accordingly: . 
a., Officers - lO~. Tho 'luot'a for officers will be broken down by_ grade 
into approximately the followini!; percentages:' , . 
Colonels' - - - -.~ 2% 
Lt-. Colonels - - - -- 4%' 
!;iajors - - - - - - - 10% 
Captains-- - - - - - 27% 
'1st Lieutenants- - -- 39% 
2d Lieutenants - - -16% 
, UarrantOfficers' - - 2% 
b. Enlisted men - 90%. The CJ.uota for "'nlisj:.ed men will be brolj:en doVill 
by grade into appr6xi.rnbtely the following percentages: 
M stts and 1st Sgts ~% 
T Sgts - - - - - - - - 5% 
S Sets and. Tec .3's - -11% 
s~ts and Tec 4' s - - ... 21% 
Cpls, and Tec 5' s - - -27%',-
Pfc's.· - - - - - - - -15% 
Pvts ~ - - - - - - :. ,-19% 
11. Replacements for personn",l rotuted under,:the provisions of this directive 
will be automatically furnished in grade, normally from the United states, pnd will 
not be included in regular monthly p~rsonncl roplaccmentrequisitions. I~ iJ the 
responsibility of all commanders to insure that promotions are not made to !ill 
vacancies created by rotation. Rotated personnel will not depart from the theater 
until replacements in grade have arrived from the United states, . . ~ . ' 
- .. ~--, -":- ','12-. ,- EXc.ept'hs Px:qv±~~:f01?"iri~ttrc-'Cmri;,.-ef colon-ols- ~a-gra1!ll~ 7, -a'rSfiveT---
inditidual"applicati'6n~ to rdUTn to the United statos und"r tho; provisions hereof 
will rtot be made except foreJll0rgcncy reasons., All such applicatio\18 will be in-
to'I"?epted and returned to souroe by tho first headquart<crs r\lc.eivi!1g them • 
.. 
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Sgt. Arnold Alden Groop. 
Son of John Gl'oop. Born at 
Crystal Falls, Mich., November 
15. 1916. Entered the U, S, 
Army, April 2, 1942 .. L-eft ·for 
over-seas duties Sept. 21, 1942. 
Served in North Africa. Was 
killed in :a Motor Vehicle Ac-




Prelude ................................................................................. Miss Laurel Jack 
Anthem-UIn the Garden'· ...................................... Fil'st Lutheran Choir 
S~ripture Reading and Prayer ........................ Pastol' Gunnar Goranson 
Sclo-"The Lord's Prayer" .............................................. Arnold Soderberg 
Cbitual'Y 
MB~brial Sermon-uHe Shall Live" .............. Pastor Gunnar Goranson 
~.... Anthem-"God Be With You 'Til We Meet. Again ................. . 
. . ............. ......................•.......... _ ................ -... First Lutheran Choir 
.. ~ .. E;medicj;iQn 
Taps 
«~e o(g(JQd Cheer; I ha<:e overcome lh~ world," John 16'33 , 
,r, ., 
1. IN connElction wi th your tl"avol vi, Air !l!r8l1GportComma:q.d oper-
ated. aircraft, certain things will be expected of you that will oontri ... 
bute to a safe and pleasant ·passage fot 'Doth yourself and your fellow 
Passengers, MQst of· these requirementa have their basis in· Army Flying 
Safety :Regulationa; others are based on Army Regulationll dealing with 
security and. internat10nal .law .• -:;;.. 
.... -. '.-~ 
2, Pilot.· in Command. I !rhe :r)llot of an l~ Ail'craft iIf in command. 
control, exercising complete juriSdiotion over all matters pertaining '0 
safety elld.security. H:l.s dec1a:l.ona lU"a final while the plane is on the . . ~ 
ground, 1n flight, or in the event of. a forced land1ng. certain flightll· 
will havc as a millllber of the regular cllew complillllent a Flight Traffic 
Clerk,· In the CentreJ. African 1>1 viBion the Fl ight Radio Oper~ors are 
designated. ell Flight ~raffio Olerks. Flight Traffic Olerke arc repr~ 
sentativel! of the authority of tl?e pilot· in U)!l:inta:l.ning cabin di~c1:pl1no 
and. compUanoe with flying Bafett 6\Ild Bacurity rogulaUons. 
a. Required Use ofSafetr :Boltsl ·Passengers Will immediatel¥ 
be .seated elld fasten safety belts. PaSijen ers ,jill re.main seated.w th 
safety beltsfastenod, .Wing trud.ine; and Mooff and for at lca.at1vo 
lnlnutes thoreafter, P'a·saengers will be seatod and fasten safety bolts 
at lee.at rhe minutes prior tolan~ng elld keeP them fastened until IP-l'-
oraft has -come to a complote stop, Seat belts will also be worn, during 
turbu+ont wlJather or upon inet:rucUonll from a membar of t..he oreW; 
, b, Passonger Movement Aboard Aircraft During the Flight; An 
aircraf.t' 1$ lotlded to permit level l;'Ught end maintain best glidingang'1o 
in event of loss of an engino, Passengers moving from their seata to the 
·rear tend to destroy this balanoo, setting up dangerous flight conditions. 
Pass.engers are therefo.ro, roqu"1!1ted to avoid congregating in one 'location 
\ 
OT going to the tai~ of the aircraft whon eomeono elee.is there, PassengetB 
will not open em.orgoncy QXiils, hatohM,. or doors op0nil)g to the oUtside 
illlring flight unless . directed by thE) pilot or a crew Inillllbor. 
c, Smoking Mos( .Smoking, striking ,matches, or the \tse cif 
any-devioa :p~odu6ing flalIle, is prohibited Iii thin 70 foet of ruw aircraft 
while on the ~ound, Sl'\ok1ng is prohibited aboard oertiain tYPGS aircraft 
at all Hmes: and on other types is pElrmi tted. ollly undor certain <l0ndi tiona 
and in speCific compartments. For thh reason, smolting will be flermj.tted. 
only when authQrized by the pilot or his representative. 'l! his ru:\.e 1a tf 
. be strictly adhered t9 as n ie for your safety. In m!IDy instances gasoline 
tank·a are car;ded. in tl+e cab in and .may givE) off funles whioh are highly 
inflammable ~elld exploai ve. ' . 
'\ c1. l}1sturbanc.G ot Cargol . Passengers ato forpiddon to di.stur'b 
any callgo or baggage (oven their own) When stowed and tied doWn in tho 
aircraft,· J,n:r shifting or loosEln,ing C!:f' tied dO~ln Carl;;O m~ endanger the 
entire airoraft. .Und.cr no condit iOl'lamay any Clll'go or mail be temI!~rad 








e. Use of Cameras: Passengers Idll not be permitted to use 
cameras ,aboard Air Transport Oommand aircraft Without speciaJ. permissi on 
from authorized Air Transport Command or Theater Headquarters. Cameras 
may be transportea'llroviding they do not contain film and further, that r 
they ar,e carried 'wi thin bElggage and not removed therefrom during flight. 
f. lot1 suss of Emergency' Suni val !!lquipment: Emergency equip-
ment ineluding life rafts, life belts, and kits are carried soley to 
assist in survivaJ. in the event of emergency conditions. Damaged or mib-
laid survl vaJ. equipl!lent may cost 11ves. Passengers are prohibited from 
utilizing such equipment for "comfort W purposes or under any other condi tiona 
other 'than emergency~ lllankets have been 'Dlaced aboard for yourOon,.. 
venience. 
, g. prieoners -of .War: No passengers, civilian or military. will 
be allowed at any time to converse or communicate in anyway I~i th Prisoners 
of War or Civ~lian Enemy Internees being transported oh the plane. Any 
necessary communication must be done through th$ accompanying armed guard. 
h. Crml Compartments: l'assengors will not eI\ter the Crew Com-
partment except on, spocific j.nvitation by the Pilot, nor ar!) thoi aJ.lol1ed 
to interrupt or interfere with members of the crew in tho perfol'l11!lnce of 
thoir duties. . 
i. Flight Traffic Clerks: Tho Flight 'Traffic Clerk in. additiOll 
to other dutioll. is assigned as a C],011 momber .to administor to passonger 
comfort. ma,~ntain cabin discipline ~o assuro a l?leasant trip, and perform 
"housdkeeping duties". Please assist him in keeping ~ cl8aa"iindordorly 
cabin. . 
j. l'QrsonaJ: Effocts_Carried·Aboard· bY-.l'assengo;S:. :Before you ile-
plano. either at change points onl'Outo,or upon arrivaJ. at dost"nation, make 
sure that your baggall;e and personal offocts are romoved from tho aircraft • 
. k. Military Information: Informatiloon p~rtaining to o;poration of 
Air Transp'ort Command routos, instaJ.lation, oquipmcmt. plans and movement 
of aircraft is vitaJ. military information and should not bo discusBod. 
1. Lavatory and Airsickness:' Th~e is a lavatory on board for 
your comfort. The F,).ightClerk will show you ita location. In 
case of airsi'Clmees. accompanied by nausea. thoro aro faoilitins in tho 
eh;!.p.for your uso, 
m. SPraying of Aircraft: All traneportairoraft ~lill be spra;red 
before landing at all stations. For your comf.ort it's sugge~t.odthat a 
handkerchief 'be pl,Med over nOijo. and mouth during tho actual spraying.' 
n. Tho '\lse of intoxicants or drugs during flight is p:r\lhibited.-
o. MD Form. #81 (Immunization Rogister) and PT-4i (Tickot) 




'J.'llli UN l'l'l!;J) tl'.L'I\'J.'.t:;t) 
1. As you are undoubtedly aware, all persons including mil-
H!lry personnel, are subject to the, lay;s· and regulations of the 
United states Cus tome when entering the United StEt te SOl' its jloss-
essions anj terrl.tories. While it Is true the t the Congress has 
provijej certain exemptions, from the payment of duties to member,s 
of the Armej I"orces, it is equally true that there are certain 
requirements thB t still' must be met. 'T.he fol10y;inC, while not 
attempting to be a ~ompletesynopsis of th€se customs laws and 
regulations, will be helpful as a cenera1 [uije. 
a. All persons arrivine in the Unl;\J:ed States, whether 
residents or non-resije,.nt.s, military or non-military, aI'S require:1 
to prepare a jeclaration listing thereon all articles purchased 
or otherwise acquire::1 abroad. At the If!flt station prior to arrival 
in the Vnlted States or at Hickam Fiei::1, Rtv/ali, the Priorities and 
TraJfic Uffi cer will h!:!nd you- the -re,qui,re,:Ljec1Ell'.r, Hon.. In, sOme 
. , ! • - t. . ,_. . " 
Wings thIs ::1eclaJlation will be han::1ej to you by the Plight Traffic 
Clerk. 
b. In preparing this ilec1aration, you flre req~ire::i to list 
th~reon all articles aCljuire'::1 by you while nbr'oa::1, whe ther by pur-
chase, rift or other'wise. you are requlre::1 to state the price 
actually pai::1 for all article s either'in the currency of actual 
purchase or' its equivalent in Unit.ed Sto te s currency. Insofnr os 
gifts nre conc.erne::1, you are re quire::1 to s ta te the fa ir v"lue bf 
the article in the country ,of acquisition. Neither the pnrchase 
price nor' the ::1eclnred value of the gifts will necessarily be the 
dutiable value all the Uni.ted states Customs Appraiser vlill make due 
allowances in the event thet the ::1echtred value is considerej to, 
be high. It is important to 11s t all art iele s acqUired abroaii as 
any article not declared subjects it to CUStOr.1S seizure and the 
impos ition of penal ties an::1 .fines. . 
c. In or::1er to facilitate y01,1:r' CustorJs exnmination Etll 
articles acquire.d abroa::1 shoul:i be pl~,c:e::1 in one container if 
possib Ie. 
2. certain ExemptiOnS from Duties: 
a. Public Lav4633 atlthOJ'izes the free impolll'tation into the 
United states or any of its possessions of the personal an::1 house-
ho1::1 effects of persons ·ev·acuate::1 to the Unite::1 StEt tes under GoV'" 
ernme:ntOr:l.ers .and ofpex<sons in the serv i'ce of the United Sta tea 
(military an::1civilian) ,which fire forwarded to the Unite::1 States 
by reason of Government instructiOns regar::1inG the movement of the 
owner of tre nI'ticles. This hlVI is applicable to your own effects 
wi thout limitation as to their value, if you [;re travelling un::1er 
Govermnent orjers, and it includes (lrticles ownej by you and brought 
with you on your return for use by you as Gifts to others, but joes 
not 1ilncltt::1e articles bought for the account of othe.rs or fol' sala. 
b. For such individuals as aI'S not covered by the previous 
paraGraph, the followinc eXemption is applicable if a resident of ' 
the Unite::1 ,states:', Un:ier paragraph 1798, ''I'ariff Act of 1930, ,if 
you are a resident· of, t!:l:;' Unite~ "'tates, you may bring in \'Iithout 
the payment of ::1uty, pe.rs onnl anj hOlls.ehol::1 effects and profes'~ lont,l-
booka an::J. instruments tuken by you out of t·re Unite::1 States' an::1 
artfcle$ up to $100 In, value acquire::1 abroa::1 for personal 0; house- . 
hol.j use, but npt bought On connission or intended for sale provi::1ej 
- 1 -
/ 
you mve been outside the United Stntes on the trip on which they 
Were acquired for not less than 48 hours, have not rod such an 
exemption within a perlod of 30 days, [wd you list each such (,rtlcle 
on your baggage declaration even though it does not acconpany you. 
Not more than 100 cigars nor more thr.j[l one wine gallon of alcoh?lic 
beverages may be included in this e=mppU.l!l~~1thin Fe' !'l6 rioo of ,,0 
dny s. an:i y~u lh!; 
, c. Gif ts purcha sed a nj sen t from a broad throu[,h the mal Is 
are delivered free 00: duty to the recipient provldinr that the vail.ue 
of the gift does~mot exceed: $50 an:i it is nQt inten:ied for sale vr 
re sale. You e.re not 11mi ted in the .amount of gifts so sent, but 
merel.y are exempted. from pe.yment of duty shoul:l. the value not ex-
ceed. ijjl50. Shipments vnlued at more than $50 may be sent t.o the 
United states, but d.uty wnl be assessed on the VEllue in excess 
of $50. . 
3. payment of Duties: 
--.,. 
0n"ly- Un! ted.-"Stute's' curre-ncy or such checks £C8- mu-y--be --sc~pt-­
able to the Collector of Cus toms will be £Iccepted. in payment of j.~t 
d.utie s. 
4. Murklng Requirements: 
Customs regulations require thHt all erticles except those 
intended for personal use and. not for sale, c£lpHble of being mark-
ed. must be marked. in HS ind.elible a mnnner HS possible, ~Ji th the 
country of oriein. ~{hen !i1f;rkin[, i,srequired you .may mark the art-
Lcle yourself or attHch a label or lltic'ker to such items as linen.s • . . 
5. Prohlbi ted Import£ltions: 
There are a numoor of articles which ore prohibited. by law 
to be brought into the ,United Stnces., Amons the more prominent' are 
the fOllow ing: Opium and mlrcotics, birjs 01' pH·rndlse, a igre tte s I 
,parrots, products of convict labor, lottery tickets, obscene or 
immornl pictures-publica tions or _films, rold; liquor cand.y, ab!\inthe, 
Should you have, a particular nrticle in mind. nbout which you are dou 
doubtful, 'see the nearest United. StfltElS Consul who ,,/jill assist you 
in determining whether .it rnEty be imported.. 
S. Restricted Importntions: 
All plants anj unprocessed pl(lnt products, bulbs, roots 
and seeds, animal or animal products, Hmy hot be imported. irito 
the United stEt tes. HawHii, PUIf:~to RiCO, Alaslw, or .from Puerto 
Rico, Alaska, Ij:awaii ,to the United. States, unless H permit is 
secured. from the United States Department of Agriculture. In the 
'event the. t, you vlere unable to secure a permit ab'road, you should 
make certain that all the above restricted articles are reported 
to Customs Officers at the first port ofa.rrival in the United ' 
Sta tes, its p03sessionsor territories in. order too t they may be 
detained. \Jntil pHssed upon by Officials of the Depnrtment of Ae:;ri-
cuI ture. 
7. Unaccompanied. BHf;gafe to Follow by "ir:-
In the even ttha t for some reason it is imposs.ible for all 
of your baggage to accompany you, ~ke up your Cus toms d.eclaration 
inrdl;lplicate H.sting.thereon, all articles contnined in the unacco-
mpan:Led baggag('; as well as the bargage vlith you. Retain'the'd.up-
lica~e copy after the Customs Inspector lw_s mnd.e his nota tions pt!:i 
cer~~fi~HrtiOt; thereon •. Should this unaccompanied ba[[,age contain 
dutwble artlcles, it will be sent to the Customs office nearest 
Y9B "to hpm rr at y,/hich t'-wp nrzpOGn" "rn;n., ........................ .r ~, __ .. :1-._ .. _ 
\ 
\ 
In the event that .some of your haFgnge i~ t? be~e.tur'ne:i 
by sur:f'p.ce transportntion, your overseas COrrImE>n:ier w~ll t,.ke t.be 
ne cessary steps to comply w.i.th the :iire.ct'ives on. t.h1s subject (vv ,D. 
Memorandum W55;.45--43) .!Vinlc€; certa inhowev~ 1", that you pr:sen~ your 
bClgfng e ;1eclarntion ih duplicr;te anj th£"t ~t .!..ists .'in jet~i~al1~ unn~ccompaniedbnggnge .regqrd.less of the form of trat'\sportat~on u~ed. 
for th~ barg(;(-'ge which vlill follow after you. 
9. Censorsh1p~ 
No unnec.essary personal corru;"unlcfltions includ.j,nr letters or 
films, shoul:i be. carried. by ptlssengers. Should. you .hflve any commun-
ications make certain thtit you su.bmit tbem to the Customs offhc~a~s 
for the ir ce nS,orship. Failuretc comply w!.tfuhthis requirel'1en t vnll 
suoje'Ct the offend.er to strict- d.isclplinary action. , 
10. currency C'ontrol:, . - - , .' 
.. ; \ 
, ' ' 
The :pl"e sen t r'e.gula-ti on Vii th re.gnrd.s . to Cur J'er:cy C'ontJZ0], 
l1mits incomingprtssenger~ to the amo\;lnt of $50 in persoUf'l fun:is. 
It is therefore, suggested. that all amounts in eXCeSS of that amount' 
be convert4d. to money ord.6r.s or tlPavelerls checks. Off.icinl funds 
carried PJ'D1illtary passe~er or crew members exempt trOLl currency 
re stric tions. . 
11. War Souvenirs: 
Military personpel re turning tel the UnJ- ted. StEt tes front 
theaters of op~rations 11l8.yOe perm1.ttej to. bdna"bac}t ethE,).l ~tElms 
of enemy eqUipment 6J1,Ce.ptlng nUL1epla te,8 J;'emove·:i from captured 
equipment, items which contain a.ny explosive,S, and such other items 
the usefulness of' which in the serv·ice Or the value as critical 
scrap materia,! qutweighs .their value as trophies as dese.rmlned. by 
the theater comml'm:iers. In eEtch case hoV/ever, it Vli),l be necessary 
for the ind.ivid.ual to have in his possession, a certificate in dup-
l.1cate signed by his supe.l'ioJ:1 officer. stating thElt the bearer 18 -
officially authorized by the theater c,ornnander to retain as his 
personal property the articles Hated. on the certIficate; FlaiIure 
to obtain this oertiflcate, will resl,llt in the seizu,re.of such, art:::' 
icles by the Unitej stateli Customs.' . 
A fiml bit of ad.vice, the public laws governing .theexemptlons from 
payment of d1-ltles li1.W returnine mll1.tary personne.l f\re extre,mely g~·9:: .. ~ 
arous. De'Clare eve,rythingyou have e~therbougl'tt or: acquired.wh5,le 
abroad. If you .flpe' one of:the"'~(verag"e you will probably not be re-
quired too pay' any d.ut lea. von It cnrry uncensored. mail or films but 
if you do, submit them to the customs and staycmt of trouble. 
12. Surren:ieE.... of Orders: 
Ite,gu IE! tiOI'l9 requiJ:'e the !!ur.l'end.erof 
ord.ers to the Debarka tion Of-:f'icer immed.j.<ltelY 
ttnental limits of the Unlt:d. sta tes. 
- 3 -
five ( 5) copIes of travel 
upon arrival in the con-
lsi Malcolm .A. MttClntyre 
7t!M.hLCOLilj: A. MACIN'I'YRE 
. Lt,.CnL, Air Corps I 
Exec\!t i ve 
Prio,roitles ftttl TrElffi~ 
British west Africa 
Gold Coast, III October 1944 
Two bottles of beer at thePX with Hakes and Kennard at 1600. supper. Another 
small American beer--no Accra lager for me. A game of ping-pong. To Hakes hut 
where he broke out a short quart of CC, filled the ABJII!Irap.ram cups. Hakes reads 
the letter of an old Sunday School teacher, age fl4 •• • "Three whole pages and doesn't 
~, mention herself once; totally selfless ••• This woman once told me about her lover 
when a student at Cornell College. They were engaged to be married, and he con-
fessed to having had relations with other women. She said, I loved him, but I 
couldn't marry him. Once I asked her, If you bad it to do over again would you 
marry this mar;t. She said, I think I would. Now, he has given eighty thousand 
dollars to Cornell College in his old age, earmarked 'In Memory of the Girl I once 
Lov.ed.' Kennard tells of his family troubles, his mother beating a dogcatcher to 
reUese his collie. ''Before my mother got killed I slept with that dog, and it was 
alright •••. I don't know why she'd never have her picture taken. Had it taken the 
day she narded and never again. She was like me, had a complex that way. After 
she got killed row father brought home a two-bit hore, said to me, Ken, here's your 
new mother. I just said uh-huh! I left home for two days, slept in a boat house 
down on the bay. I didn't care if row Father lived with this hore; he was just a 
no-good drunken bastard. But I didn't want her among my sisters •••• We went to live 
with row aunts. One six months with one aide of the family, a half a year with the 
other. One presbyterian, the other catholic. I joined both churches. Iwas both, 
one at a time, six months a year •••• I don't want to be obligated to .nobody. I owe 
you nothing, you owe me nothing ••• It all goes back to baseball •••• I used to p~ 
baseball. Never did like baseball, because it kept me from doing thing·s other boys 
did. I vIas too good a player. I always had to play, got caught in with one team 
or another, and orte season I made nin.e hundred dollars knocking balls around." 
Ken and Hakes are thick-tongued and weaving wilen I leave at 2200. I am cold sober; 
two jiggers bas not touched me; the three beers were like water. I thought, 'l'here 
must be something psychological about this. If you don't want to get drunk, you 
don't, or else it would take much more than ordinarily require~. 
This morning I\.oerth said, "Are you scared today'1 .It's Friday the thirteentM 
Overheard: "I say all the damned niggers ought to be sent back to the Gold ccastlq 
Hell, are you a nigger-lover? Well, why are you taking up for them." 
Cail and Starr are for ever digging the plant bed around their hut. They are sticl>-
ir.g~our-o' clocks. They are cussing each other pleasantly, 'their normal banter. 
T/Sgt Willie Loocke brings his bottle of peppers, pickled in vinegar and olive ·011. 
When we see Willie at the Mess the Society of the l'eppercorns foregather. We dash 
1 
our meat, say Yum-yum, blow our lips, cool our mouths with water, then eat more 
peppers. Said one, ''You'd. think we llere. damn Mexicans the way we eat this hot stuff. 
Fine chopt ... At Willie's hut I stop to play with the fruit =nkey; he swings, jumps 
to my shoulder, searches in my pocket •.• Willie shows me pictures taken at a medical. 
mseting at the Karle Bu Hospital--a protuding eye, pushed out by a tumor; a horrible 
face, the jaw half eaten away. On both faces there is a look of peace, placidity. 
I eleep at IIStorage"-Hut # 30, my own locked-Up, private place. There's lightning 
afar. Wind snaps and cracks the glazed screens. The night bush sounds crowd nearly 
to the hut, a million leg rasps, flutters and back\-snappings. A frog is making a 
base, oval sound ••• 




U.S. Army Medical Department 
Number 82 . November 1944 
L 
A report on the characteristics ot men suitable for duty in the tropics and the 
criteria by which to select personnel in) terms of mental health has been forwarded by 
Lieut. Coil-onel Baldwin L. Keyes, !.!. C., to ~e Surgeon General. The report is based 
on a surv~y of U. S. Army personnel in the ~'liddle East and in Central and West Africa, 
includingi conferences. and interwiews with .ill Dnd potentially ill soldiers, ,lith. 
American and British officers, and Vii th missionaries and others in these areas. ,A set 
plan of specific inquiries was followed in making the survey. 
In ~he conclusions in this report it is said that'a definite syndrome develops in 
northern men exposed to duty in the tropics for too long a period; that this tropical 
syndrome p.evelops more rapidly in certain parts of the Middle East than in others, namely 
West and Central Africa and across southern Arabia, the Persian Gulf, and Iraq. There 
are tJ~es:of men who suffer more quickly and more severely; others tolerate the tUlusual 
conditions much better. 
Those who cannot tolerate the tropics well ~re men who have in their make-up some 
of the following characteristics: 
The very blond develop skin lesions and sun sickness. The overlyeigh ,suffer 
from heat exhaustion and plethoric states. The emotionally unstable and those 
l1i th, other neurotic states' cannot l1i thstan0. hal'dshins. Those 17i th Door mor"J, tone 
-'--- - 'go-farrer, -and disturb' others in their groups. Tho~e 'with-r.ig1:d-anh-int;Qler:ant- --
phiiosophy cannot adapt themselves to the situation. The unsociable and s~clusive 
do not get on well with their comrades or the natives. ..Those lacking in irji tiative 
and;drive depend on all the rest to look after them. Those with poor mental or 
physical history in family or self are likely to break under the strain. 
Those who, tolerate tropical conditions best are men who possess most of the following 
characteristics: 
\ Pigmented skin--the type which tans easily; lean or strong build; age under 
35 years; good emotionsl stability, moral tone, and character; tolerance and adapt-
ability toward changes in environment and people; sociability and friendliness; 
initiative,'imagination, snd resourcefulness; ability to plan things to do when 
worle is slack; sufficient intelligence to carry out assigned individual tasks and 
to care for themselves in every way when alone; self -discipline, making it possible 
to i-ive in accordance with all necessary precautions against tropical disee,ses;' 
ability to retain perspective of need for continuing Vlar and to recognize 1;hllir 
part in accomplishing this fact; good mental and physical history in family and self. . , 
The ra'port notes a tendency to lose perspective in relation to ~he war by ~ll men 
in isol~ted areas, particularly in the tropics. Not only individuals but groups begin 
to feel ipcreasingly less significant and lose interest and understanding of the reasons 
YIhy trey a:re VIhere they are. These factors lead to frustration, anxieties ond emotional 
disi®bances and seriously menace the ",clatal health of men isolated in the tropics. 
Thei changes reported noticeable in Den too long in the tropics are a composite of 
all the discussions and are based on an almost complete unanimity of opinion in 'tidely. 
d~fferent area.s and different circumstances. 
The.,physical ,condition of such men is said always to be impaired, many have chronic 
sysentery', or other disease, and almost all show chronic fatigue states. 
They appear listless, unkempt, careless, and apathetic with almost masklik~ facial 
expression. Speech is slow, thought content is poor, they comv1ain of chronic headaches, 
inSOmnia" memory de'i'ect, feel forgotten, worry about themselves, are afrafd of new assign-
ments, have no sense of responsibility, and are hopeless abo~t the future. 
The,time required to develop the more severe syndrome varies with the indiv.idua1 and 
the area in which he is located. Changes maybe seen in three months in small isolated 
units in ~he desert or jungle 'across Central Africa, while in larger units closer to 
towns they may go on for six months to a yeex. Even in the larger cOMmunities, t~e 
continued heat and other factors show, their effecta within twelve to eighteen months. 
Prognosis varies uith the severity of the condition. Most cases recognized eai-ly 
enough to,be sent off promptly recover reasonably well. Cases with pronounced mental '~ 
defect, disorganized thinking, lassitude, and indifference. 
TREATl,'IEUT , 
i , 
The~traa..tment of this tropical syndrome il3 said to be: 
~\ . 
~ , 
~. Frequent routine rotation witpin the theater. 
" 2. Routine rotaticn to other than'tropica1 areas. 
3. Prompt removal from the tropics with the first indication of trouble. 
• 4. Proper selection of personnel for duty in tropics. 
_ ' ___ ~5 .Jidequat8-an'd...r.epe.ated~eYidences, ,.of. needJor _the...j_o1Lass:ig,n~a!l.:..par,,-Lof ___ :...-~_ 
warl effort." \ 
6. Readjustment on the basis that the situation of the soldier in th~ tropics 
is entirely different from that of the civilian who has·a progressive, active job, 
a fixed rotation policy, and a schedule adjusted to the native.tempo; or from that 
of the missionary, also on a fixed rotation basis and who has in ~ddition a driving 
motive for his stay in the tropics and the compensation of an opportunity to create 
a n~w world about him. ' . . 
7. Education in reference to the country and area in which men are stationed. 
Thi~ should include history, 'geopolitics, and sociologic, anthropologic, botanical, 
and I other matters of interestto'associate in a live way local problems wi~h world 
problems, 
.f 
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